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he complexity in projects is the main theme of this issue of Project Perspectives. The term ‘complexity’ has
become an increasingly important point of reference
when we are trying to understand managerial demands
of modern projects in general and various situations we are
facing in projects. Perhaps it is a too simplistic approach to
classify projects or situations as complex or non-complex
instances; rather we should portray the overall picture of
complexity that is capable for explaining the sources, actual
level and finally its implications to our managerial choices.
This issue of Project Perspectives shall provide views of
current understanding of complexity in projects. Various
papers are explaining the inherent content of complexity in
projects and presenting various case studies of most challenging industrial projects such as Heathrow Terminal 5 and the
construction of venues for Beijing Olympic Games. Additionally, one should put attention on papers that are explaining
how complexity can appear or change in a dynamic manner in
project business or during the life-cycle of a single project.
Apparently the complexity in modern projects can appear
in different forms and arise from various sources. At the
moment we are still often referring to different sources of
complexity when trying to estimate the level of complexity
in certain situation. Examples of typical sources of complexity in projects are commercial, technological, organizational
and human issues. These different dimensions of complexity
need to be studied further and well-thought classifications of
complexity in projects needs to be established. Such solutions
can provide important assistance for the selection of most
suitable managerial approaches and for the choice of project
management tools.
It is considered that the term ‘complexity in projects’ can
very well encapsulate the dynamics of modern business and
provide us important guidance for the successful operations. As a whole this is a topic to be further discussed and
studied, and, later on to be included in project management
standards.
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Patterns of Complexity:

The Thermometer
of Complexity
For the successful management of projects, it is pertinent to better comprehend what characterises
the complexity embraced in project oriented activities, and how this changes in the course of a
project. This study further explores the concept of Patterns of Complexity, the minimal manageable “space” of complexity. The paper suggests and tests a method for assessing the perception
of complexity in projects anchored with the concept of Pattern of Complexity. The empirical test
consists of the measurement of the complexity of eight projects through the lens of the project
manager. Based on these results, the set of characteristics, as well as the method used to assess
its intensity, is discussed. The results indicate that that the Patter of Complexity can indeed serve
as a thermometer of complexity. Moreover, it shows that project managers simultaneously deal
with different kinds of complexity. This challenges the set of project management tools and calls
for more integrated approaches for managing projects.

Introduction

Joana Geraldi
International Project
Management (MIP)
University of Siegen
57068 Germany
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“Project Management has operated in a management environment of chaos and complexity for
decades” (Davidson Frame, 2002: 24) However,
even though projects and project management are
usually associated with the concept of complexity
(Baccarini, 1996), both practitioners and academics have difficulties accepting and treating projects
as complex systems (adapted from Lewin, 1999).
Thus, mastering complexity is not a new challenge,
but an old challenge that is being increasingly
recognized and accepted.
For the successful management of projects, it is
pertinent to better comprehend what characterises
the complexity embraced in the project oriented
activities, and how this changes in the course of
a project.
This paper is a part of a larger study on complexity in projects (Geraldi & Adlbrecht, 2006a&b;
Geraldi, 2006). The study proposes the concept of
Pattern of Complexity: the minimum manageable unit of complexity. The Pattern of Complexity comprehends the concentration of different
characteristics of complexity in a certain location
(i.e. activity, department, technical system, etc)
or in the interface between locations (Geraldi &
Adlbrecht, 2006a). The paper further elaborates
this concept by theoretically and empirically appraising the set of characteristics of the Pattern
of Complexity, and the methodological strategy
to be used in order to assess the complexity of
projects.

Firstly, a short literature review on the characteristics and behaviour of complex systems is
portrayed. Secondly, the concept of Pattern of
Complexity is briefly described and anchored with
approaches of complexity proposed in the literature. Subsequently, the paper checks the concept
of Pattern of Complexity empirically, analysing the
complexity of eight projects through the eyes of
the project manager. Based on these results, the set
of characteristics and the method used to assess its
intensity are discussed. Finally, the paper concludes
by briefly elucidating the challenges posed in the
current set of instruments and tools proposed in
the project management literature.

Introduction to the Concept of
Complexity
The concept of complexity is being used as an
umbrella term associated with difficulty and
inter-connectedness. The term Complex stems
from the Latin Cum (together, linked) and Plexus
(braided, plaited). In (Oxford English Dictionary,
1993), the term complex is defined as “consisting
of parts” and “intricate, not easily analyzed or
disentangled”.
Complexity is usually also associated with
variety, so that complex systems consist of the
interconnection and interdependence of distinct
parts (i.e. Baccarini, 1996; Wildemann, 1999).
Such a definition leads to other typical characteristics of complex systems: difficulty (Davidson
Frame, 2002), uncertainty (Williams, 2002), dynawww.pry.fi

mism (Patzak, 1982; Kallinikos, 1998), uniqueness
(Crawford, 2005) and lack of clarity or low degree
of definition of goal, scope and methods (Crawford, 2005). Moreover, in human-based systems,
the characteristic variety is also related to the
variety of goals, perspectives, cultures, etc.
Simon (1962) argues that “in [complex] systems
the whole is more than the sum of the parts, not
in an ultimate, metaphysical sense but in the
important pragmatic sense that, given the properties of the parts and the laws of interaction, it is
not a trivial matter to infer the properties of the
whole.” This leads to three main consequences:
firstly, the perception of complexity is idiosyncratic
(Baccarini, 1996), and consequently, cannot be
objectively measured; secondly, the complexity
can only be understood holistically; and thirdly,
complex systems are hard to predict and manage
(Kallinikos, 1998).
However, this does not mean that complex systems function randomly or cannot be managed.
“It is by the development of various types of
constraints that complex systems counteract the
random combination of the elements (…) that
constitute them and accomplish their highly
distinctive contributions in relatively predictable
and recurrent terms” (Kallinikos, 1998): 372. This
complexity focused on “ongoing operations, relations and techniques by which a social order is
constituted and reproduced” is termed organised
complexity by Kallinikos (1998): 373. Thus, even
though the management of complexity can only
be analysed considering the specific conditions
of the environment and system, it is possible to
develop tools to support the management of this
organised complexity.

Pattern of Complexity
In an attempt to intentionally manage complexity, this paper applies the concept of Pattern of
Complexity (Geraldi & Adlbrecht, 2006a). The
Pattern of Complexity, P, is the minimum manageable context of complexities within a project,
and, hence, the management actions to reduce
or deal with complexity should take into account
not only singular characteristics of complexity, but
rather its pattern.
P is built up of a set of interrelated units of
complexities, γ, so that

P ∝ g ( γ1 , γ 2 ,..., γm )

where m refers to the total number of γ. γ is deγ ∝ ( w * λ )π
fined as
where π ∈ Π ; π refers to the characteristic of the
complexity, Π to the universe of characteristics
of complexities, and w and λ are the respective
weight and intensity of this characteristic. If n
is the number of characteristics of complexity,
n=m.
Thus, the holistic management of complexity
appraises a larger set of π rather than only each π
individually. As the relevance of π varies according
to the situation, the definition of the set of π to consider is idiosyncratic and the success of the analysis
and, consequently, of the management action, varies
according to the ability to identify the dynamics and
intensities of the Pattern of Complexity.
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Unfolding Complexity
The set of π is based on a “typology” of complexity
proposed by Williams (2002), defining two main
types of complexity, termed here Complexity of
Faith and Complexity of Fact (Geraldi & Adlbrecht,
2006a).
The Complexity of Faith refers to the complexity involved in creating something unique or
solving new problems, i.e. complexity due to high
uncertainty. Tasks with this kind of complexity
are nebulous and cannot be solved by off-thepeg solutions with pre-defined procedures and
answers. Thus, different approaches, and learning
by doing, will be tried out; consequently, first attempts tend to be erroneous and the scope will
constantly change. Hence, re-work should be not
only acceptable but even expected.
In contrast to the complexity of faith, the
Complexity of Fact refers to the complexity in
dealing with a very large amount of interdependent information. Here those involved do not have
enough time to obtain, analyse and internalise
information, and have to make decisions and act
without properly understanding every piece of
information necessary. The challenge here is to
keep a holistic view of the problem and not to get
lost in the immense amount of details. However, as
these details represent work to execute and constraints to consider, someone has to think about
them. Thus, projects with such complexity demand
delegation and are often supported by computer
aided instruments. In such environments, mistakes
are almost inevitable, but they are very expensive,
and, hence, should be avoided.
It is to be expected that a project tends to develop from high concentrations of Complexity of
Faith, when the scope, goals, and means are not
very well defined, the team is new, and the problems are still unique. In the course of the project,
the uncertainty tends to reduce, but therefore the
number of people and companies involved tend
to grow, as well as the amount of information to
analyse and coordinate, and consequently, the
concentrations of Complexity of Fact tends to
increase.
When the Complexity of Fact is too high, the
possibilities and interrelations become so fuzzy
that, if not well assisted by adequate tools and
competences, the system will have similar characteristics as in high concentrations of the Complexity of Faith. The concentrations up to the edge of
tipping over into complexity of faith represent the
coexistence of both types of complexity. Thus, the
characteristics comprising the complexity of fact
up to a certain level induce a higher concentration
of the characteristics comprising the complexity
of faith.
Apart from such characteristics, that can be
clearly classified in either complexity of faith
or fact, there are other relevant characteristics
that intensify both types of complexities and are
usually present in interfaces, such as neutrality,
ambiguity, multi-culturality, etc. Such characteristics are usually presented in interfaces between
systems or locations of complexity. This will be
termed Complexity of Interaction.
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Translating Characteristics to the Project
Management Environment
In order to ‘assess’ the complexity of projects, the
author ‘translated’ the broadly defined characteristics to terms well accepted in the environment
of project managers. This translation was intended
to reduce misunderstandings in the assessment of
complexity, and increase the project orientation
of the characteristics. The table below shows this
‘translation’.
As one can see in the table, some of the characteristics were already very well defined, such as
the case of the size of the project, whereas others
were more specified, such as the Dynamics into
change orders (Dynamics during the project), and
variations and options (during the tendering and
engineering phase).

Dynamics
Customisation
Transparency
Interaction

Level of Immaturity
Amplitude of Resp .

Reference
Empathy

Number of Sources

Fact

Interdependence
Size
low

high

Intensity of Complexity

low

high

Intensity of Complexity

Figure 1. Correlation between Groups and Characteristics of Complexity
Characteristics of Complexity
Figure 1 indicates the resulting set of characteristics used here to unravel complexity, and how
they are correlated with the Groups of Complexity
mentioned above.
The characteristics suggested to unravel complexity do not vary much from the characteristics
discussed in the literature. The author decided
to disregard ‘Difficulty’ as a characteristic, as it
is a too broad term that is already covered by
other characteristics, such as ‘Uniqueness’ and
‘Dynamics’. Moreover, ‘Uncertainty’ is represented
by ‘Dynamics’ and ‘Uniqueness/Customisation’, as
‘Uncertainty’ is again too broad and less homogenously interpreted in project-driven organisations
than ‘Dynamics’ and ‘Uniqueness/Customisation’.
The characteristic ‘Variety’ is again considered
within ‘Uniqueness/Customisation’. Apart from
these characteristics, the author added the characteristics of the Complexity of Interaction, which
were not mentioned in the set of papers used from
the literature.
Group
Fact
Fact
Fact
Fact
Fact
Fact
Faith
Faith
Faith
Faith
Faith

Characteristics
Interdependency
Interdependency
Interdependency
Number of Sources
Number of Sources
Number of Sources
Maturity
Uniqueness
Uniqueness
Uniqueness
Dynamics

Faith
Interaction
Interaction
Interaction
Interaction
Interaction

Dynamics
Transparency
Multi-reference
Multi-reference

Translation
Size of the project
Dependency of other departments
Dependency of other companies
Quantity ofinformation to analyse
Quantity of sources of information
Quantity of partners and contact persons
Low maturity level
New technology
New partners
New processes
Dynamic (changing information,
specifications, change orders, etc)
Variations and open options
People
Company politics
Internationality
Multi-disciplinary
Client

Table 1. Translating Characteristics to Project Management Field
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Empirical Study
This set of characteristics proposed to define the
complexity of projects was checked by means of a
multiple-choice questionnaire with eight project
managers of different facilities of an international
Plant Engineering MNC. In the questionnaire, the
project managers were to evaluate the complexity
of their current project as high (+1), medium (0),
and low (-1) for three different phases: i) Engineering; ii) Procurement, Production and iii) Assembly;
and Logistics, Assembly on Site and Ramp up.
Thus, this study focused on the execution phase
of the project. The author is currently carrying out
further studies on complexity analysing both the
sales and execution phase.
In order to verify if this questionnaire gave
a good interpretation of the complexity of the
projects, the author also realised semi-structured
interviews after the multiple-choice questionnaire
with these eight project managers.
Intensity of complexity
The results regard the complexity perceived by
the project managers in their current projects.
According to the results of the last question, the
projects in the sample were considered to be not
especially more or less complex than the projects
usually undertaken by the company.
The following Figure 2 displays the intensity of
complexity of fact, faith and interface during the
course of the project.
The Figure 2 demonstrates that the intensities
of all three groups of complexity develop in similar
patterns, starting with higher intensities in the
engineering phase; this intensity subsequently
drops during the production and procurement
phase, and increases again in the phases on Site.
Even though the complexity grows in the third
phase of the project, the complexity during engineering is still perceived by project managers as
being more intensive.
Thus, in contrast to that which was forecast,
the intensity of Complexity of Faith does not continually sink, while Complexity of Fact continually
grows in the course of a project.
This drop of complexity in the second part of the
project implies that either the project managers
in the company interviewed are not very much
involved in the production and procurement phase,
and, consequently, do not perceive the complexwww.pry.fi

Additional findings concerning different
project phases
Although undesired, the client and perhaps the
engineering consultancy are actively involved
during the engineering phase. It is in this phase
that ‘open options’ are defined, some new features are demanded from the machine, and some
relevant inputs of the client are necessary, such
as the configurations of parts of the contract
that he is responsible for, detailed documents of
the current machine (in the case of rebuilds), etc.
Moreover, the first documents have to be delivered
to the client in this phase, granting the right for
the first payments. Thus, the project manager is
responsible for the coordination of the engineering activities, and for securing the delivery of
documents on time. This means that the project
manager coordinates various departments and
companies responsible for the different parts of
the machinery. This leads to a high perception of
Complexity of Fact right from the beginning of
the project.
The involvement of client and consultancy are
also high during the phases on Site. The client is
usually present on site and usually controls the
work of the Plant Engineering Company more
carefully.
Moreover, as the company studied does not undertake Turnkey Projects (according to the results
of question 2), the client and Plant Engineering
Company have a higher number of physical and
schedule interfaces to deal with on Site. Moreover,
the results of the semi-structured interviews
indicate that the ‘Work on Site’ is characterized
by high time pressure and stress. This enlightens
the higher Complexity of Interaction in this phase
(about 250% higher than the mean Complexity of
Fact and Faith), and, consequently, the demand for
soft skills. Lastly, according to the open interviews,
this phase is labeled by unique and unpredictable
issues which need to be solved. This explains the
reason for the growth of Complexity of Faith in
this phase, especially the characteristics People and
Client, where the intensity of complexity perceived
with the client is even higher in this phase than
in the engineering phase.
This higher interaction with the client is absent
during the production and procurement phases.
Even though there are still change orders emerging
during this phase, the interface is not as frequent
or intensive.
The production and procurement networks are
managed by the production and procurement
managers, who only report to the project manager
in the case of delays or changes in the budget.
Consequently, the perception of the project manager of the complexity inherent in the production
and procurement phase tend to be lower. Further
empirical research involving employees dedicated
Project Perspectives 2007

0.6
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0.2

Intensity

ity of this phase, or, due to the lower uncertainty
related to the procurement and production tasks,
the overall perceived complexity is lower.
The results of the semi-structured interviews
indicate that the project manager is seen in this
company as being responsible for the interface
with the client and (engineering) consultancy. This
fact elucidates the results of this study.

0.0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6

Phases
Complexity of Fact

Complexity of Faith

Complexity of Interaction

Figure 2. Intensity of Complexities during the Course of the Project
to this phase is necessary in order to reconnoiter
to characteristics of complexity of this phase.
Figure 2 also indicates that the Complexity of
Interaction is perceived to have the greater intensity in all phases of the project, followed by the
Complexity of Fact and Complexity of Faith, in this
order. Indeed, the four most pertinent triggers of
complexity were ‘Internationality’, ‘Client’, ‘People’
and ‘Multi-Disciplinarity’ (in this order), see table
3. These factors characterise the Complexity of
Interaction. This implies that the heart of the
project management function lies indeed in the
interaction. However, competences in interacting
should be aided the ability to consider details and
constraints, necessary in complexity of fact, and
to deal with uncertainty, as these complexities
appear jointly.
Our confidence in the results
Some results regarding each of the characteristics
of complexity were inconsistent, i.e. the results
of the open questionnaire were not in agreement
with those of the structured multiple-choice
interview. In the semi-structured interview, the
‘Low Maturity Level’ was considered very relevant
for the engineering phase, as low maturity usually
implies more risks, more time and possible delays.
However, in the structured multiple choice questionnaires, the low level of maturity was considered the 5th least relevant trigger of complexity
for these projects.
The results imply that the intensity of New
Partners, New Technology, New Processes, and
even the low level of Maturity vary very much
from project to project, which might indicate an
inconsistent result. However, one can observe the
trend of decreasing intensity of these characteristics as the project develops, as the uniqueness
of processes, partners and technology diminishes
as one learns and reduces uniqueness during the
execution of the project. This was also confirmed
in the interviews.
The results do not show any relation between
the type of project, the facility where the project
is being undertaken and the intensities of com7

plexity. The author intends to further investigate
this potential correlation in different companies
in this sector.

Rethinking the Configurations of the
Pattern of Complexity
This section will firstly question the set of characteristics used in the empirical research and
subsequently discuss the methods for appraisal
of complexity in companies.
Some of the characteristics used were not
sufficiently defined. The Multi-Reference should
also regard the different standards as these were
mentioned as relevant in the non-structured
interviews. The complexity regarding People and
Client should be subdivided into Transparency,
Empathy, and Multi-Reference. The subdivision
Group

Characteristics Perspectives Explanation
Level of
Immaturity

Complexity of
Faith

Technological and Commercial should be clarified,
as the difference between commercial and technological complexity was evaluated as important
for managing the Pattern of Complexity in the
open semi-structured interviews.
Moreover, apart from the three groups of
complexity, the author felt the need to address
characteristics of the project separately. The type
of project triggers the groups of complexity, for
example, the larger the size of the project, the
larger is the complexity of fact. However, in contrast to the other groups of complexities, the type
of project does not vary according to the location
and time, and, consequently, these should be addressed separately.
The table 2 shows the result of this adaptation. As far as the methodology is concerned,

Dynamics

Technological

In engineering projects for the development of new plants, this would refer to how defined are the
technical parameters, such as quality of the final product, velocity, level of automatisation, etc. The
more detailed it is, the higher the difficulty to make changes.

Commercial

This refers to how far the configuration macro organisation is defined. Typical questions: are the
partners and their responsibilities already well defined? Is it clear where to get the financing and
export insurance? Did we decide how to reach the necessary local content? etc.

Technological

This refers to the frequency and impact of changes in the technological and technical aspects, as a
result of change orders, revisions, anomalies, etc.
This refers to the frequency and impact of changes in the project team and macro organisation.
Typical questions: Does your team stay the same? Did you have to change the suppliers or a major
partner? Did the contract change? Did the price of the row-material, exchange rates, etc changes
impact the project?

Commercial

Number of
Sources/
Elements

Technological

This refers to the quantity of technical interfaces of each system, i.e. how systems are interrelated.
Typical questions: How many systems and levels does the plant contain? How many systems does one
engineer need to bear when making changes?

Commercial

This refers to the quantity of people or companies one has to deal with during the project, i.e. phase.
Typical questions: How many suppliers do we have? How many main contractors are in the macro
organisation? How many direct contact persons do I have? How many people do I need to make
crucial decisions such as a change on the project scope?

Complexity of
Fact
Interdependence Technological

Reference

Complexity of
Interaction
Transparency

Empathy

This item is very related to the last one, it refers to the interdependence of the technical elements,
such as physical location (avoiding collisions), velocity, water flow, etc.

Commercial

This item is very related to the last one, it refers to the commercial interdependence, and is mainly
reflected on the frequency of communication or (mutual) dependency to make decisions.

Technological

This refers to the use of different technical references, such as different norms and standards, or the
difference between the meaning of variables. This is most frequent in multi-national or
multidisciplinary work.

Commercial

This refers to variability of personal references, such as different culture, disciplines, languages.
Typical questions: how many different cultures are comprised in the project? How many different
areas (administration, electrical engineering, civil engineering, mechanical engineering, logistics, etc)
have to frequently work together?

Team
Client
Partners
Others

This characteristic indicates the influence of political issues in the project, such as company’s
internal politics, or in the relationship with clients or government, diversity of objectives within the
company or department. Some indicators of low transparency are the ambiguity, hidden knowledge
or information, fight for capital/profit and recognition.

Team
Client
Partners
Others

This refers to a rather personal and intangible matter that makes a certain set of people work better
together than others.

Size of Project

This refers to the size (in budget) of the portion of the project the company analysed is being
responsible for.

Amplitude of Responsibility

This refers to the amplitude of responsibility of the company in a certain project, ranging from a
minor participation in the consortium, being responsible for example for only one system of the
plant, or only for one phase (feasibility, engineering, etc) to project finance.

Customisation Technological
& Uniqueness

This refers to the degree of technical/technological customisation of the order, ranging from standard
to a new prototype.

Project Type

Commercial

This refers to the degree of customisation of the organisation/commercial activities, i.e. new partners
(typical in high number of nominated partners), new client, new team, etc.

Table 2. Further Developed Characteristics of Complexity
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this study indicated that the ‘open questions’ are
essential for appraising complexity in projects.
Thus, a combination of structured interview and
semi-structured interview is shown to be an appropriate approach. The structured part should
be based on the Table 2, and will allow a better
cross-analysis of the interview, as the data tends
to be more consistent, and facilitate a rapid identification of the characteristics of the Pattern of
Complexity. The semi-structured part is based on
an interview guide, consisting of general perceptions, and cross-analysis between projects which
have already been managed. This semi-structured
interview allows a more holistic understanding of
the Pattern of Complexity, and enables interpretations of the pathologies leading to a certain Pattern of Complexity, and, consequently, reinforces
arguments for the strategy to be used to manage
this Pattern.
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This study further explores the concept of Patterns
of Complexity, the minimal manageable “space”
of complexity. The paper suggests and tests a
method for assessing the perception of complexity
in projects anchored with the concept of Pattern
of Complexity.
The empirical analysis shows that the Pattern
of Complexity provides information about the
characteristics and type of complexity challenging
the project. Thus, the Pattern of Complexity can
indeed serve as a thermometer of complexity.
This method can aid the project manager to
structurally make sense of the intensities of the
Complexity of Fact, Faith and Interaction. This is
useful in order to decide upon the set of instruments and management concepts to use. The
method is also useful for researchers to better
comprehend complexity.
However, the assessment of the Pattern of
Complexity should be associated with further
information gathering methods to enable a better
implementation of management approaches.
Moreover, the empirical research showed that
the project manager does not manage one of these
groups of complexities separately, but rather all
of them in parallel.
This fact intensifies the importance of the Pattern of Complexity as the minimum manageable
complexity, and challenges the current set of tools
and instruments used to manage projects.
These tools and instruments are usually either
focused on managing uncertainty, i.e. Complexity of Faith, such as the Delphi Method, Scenario
Management, Selectionism and Learning (Pichet
al, 2002), or on managing Complexity of Fact,
such as scheduling tools, and the concepts of
critical chain and critical path. Other tools for the
development of a company’s competence, such as
the Maturity Model, are more closely allied to this
integrated approach, but fail when it comes to the
suggestion of integrated solutions, based on the
organizational structure, necessary competences
and tools and instruments.
The author is currently working on a framework
proposing the synchronization of the complexity
of projects and this integrated design for project
driven companies.
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A Contextual Assessment of Project Management Practice:

Variation by knowledge
area, project type and
phase
The purpose of this paper is to present empirical results that show the actual state of project
management (PM) practice and the perceived impact on project success that could result from
further development of this practice. Knowledge area and context specific variations of practice
are examined. The paper is based on a survey of 750 project management practitioners, which
collected information on the actual use and perceived potential of PM tools and techniques. The
use of tools and techniques is seen here as an indicator of the realities of practice. Classification
by knowledge area reveals patterns of practice and provides a structure to analyze and reports
on the use and value of the tools and techniques. The study found some aspects of practice to be
common across all types of projects and all contexts, but on this background of similar patterns of
practice several statistically significant differences have also been identified. Variations by project
types and project phases are used to illustrate these differences.

Introduction

Claude Besner , Ph.D.
Master’s Program in
Project Management
University of Quebec at
Montreal, Canada

Brian Hobbs, Ph.D.
Master’s Program in
Project Management
University of Quebec at
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The field of project management is based on the
premise that managing projects is different from
managing ongoing repetitive activities and processes and that there is considerable commonality
across projects of different types. This commonality is captured in project management (PM) bodies
of knowledge (BOK). However the different BOKs
of the world do not identify the importance and
usefulness of each aspect of practice. Most studies of practice focus on one aspect and therefore
cannot measure the relative importance of this
aspect in relation to others. The few exceptions
that contributes to drawing the global portrait
include: Milosevic and Iewwongcharoen (2004),
White and Fortune (2002), Loo (2002). Much of
the literature on PM tools and techniques including the PMBOK Guide (PMI, 2004) covers tools
and techniques and general processes. This paper
discriminates between well-known specific PM
practices and general concepts or processes. A
tool is considered here to be a means to execute
a process. It requires practical know-how and is
closer to day-to-day practice. The aim of the present research is to identify the relative importance
of PM tools and techniques as it varies both in
general practice and in different contexts.
There has been an increasing interest in the
study of variations in project practice across different types of projects and different contexts.
This is often seen as a way to develop the field of
project management beyond generic knowledge
and practice. Crawford, Hobbs and Turner (2005,
2006) showed that one of the primary reasons

that organizations create systems for categorizing projects into different types is to adapt their
project management methods to the specific requirements of each type of project. This adaptation
is twofold, an operational aspect as organizations
seek to improve the performance on projects and a
strategic aspect that allows firms to differentiate
themselves in competitive markets.
Following a literature review, a selection of
70 well-know PM tools specific to the domain
was identified. Some tools which are part of this
study are not presented as standard practices by
the PMBOK Guide; feasibility study, requirements
analysis and kick-off meeting are among them.
Eight project management software functionalities are also among the tools examined in this
study. Besner and Hobbs (2006) describe why PM
software should not be considered to be only one
single tool. The web-based survey was completed
by 753 practitioners, mostly PMPs from NorthAmerica, with an average of 7 to 8 years experience as project or program managers.
Following questions on demographics and project environments, two specific questions concerning each tool were presented to the respondents.
The first measured the extent of use of the tool
and the second the potential improvement in
project performance that would result from a
more extensive or better use of the same tool.
The second variable is referred to as “unrealized
potential” throughout. The results reported in
this paper are from the first phase of an ongoing research effort. The authors wish to thank
the PMI Research Department, for assistance in
www.pry.fi

soliciting PMPs. Methodology and more detailed
results can be found in Besner and Hobbs (2006a,
2006b, 2007).

Knowledge areas
Each tool was coupled to a knowledge area (KA)
category. This classification revealed interesting
patterns of practice and is useful to help the reader
find information related to his or her interests and
needs. Since the PMBOK Guide (2004) is in many
ways a tool-oriented body of knowledge, the KAs
from this BOK were used as a starting point for
developing a way of classifying PM tools. Turner
(2006) has justified the nine PMBOK Guide KAs
from theoretical premises. According to Hudson
and Moussa (2006) the nine KAs of the PMBOK
Guide are shared by four out of the 5 major competency standards around the world: those from
Australia, South Africa, UK and USA; though the
standards from other countries than the USA have
more than nine KAs. The authors chose to adopt
the PMBOK Guide KAs, but added the “learning”
category. This knowledge area was added because
several tools related to organizational learning did
not fit easily into the other nine KAs. However,
the detailed classification adopted differs in many
ways from the PMBOK Guide. The author’s have
adapted the classification based on a review of the
literature and their own experience.
In fact there is no single best way to classify
PM tools into KAs. One could always argue that
such and such a tool should be classified in another
KA. As an example, according to the “Practice
Standard for Earned Value Management” (PMI,
2005), the earned value control technique is associated with seven different KAs. In short, different practitioners with different backgrounds from
various part of the world would certainly classify
tools in KAs differently. However, since the results
are provided for each specific practice or tool, the
reader can move any tools to a different KA as he
or she wishes.

The Survey Results
Figure 1 provides an overview of the survey results.
The left-hand column presents the 70 tools used
in this study grouped by KA. The figure shows
the average level of use of each tool. The survey
instrument presented a 5-point scale, which has
been reduced in figure 1 to three categories in
order to simplify the presentation. Figure 1 also
indicates the tools with the most unrealized
potential (UP) and those with the least (NUP; no
unrealized potential). It is surprising to see that
many of the most used tools are also perceived
to have the most unrealized potential; unrealized
potential may involve the possibility of increasing
use or of “better” use.
An examination of figure 1 shows the great variability in the level of use of PM tools in practice.
Tools such as the progress report and the kick-off
meeting are used quite extensively, while others
such as the Monte-Carlo analysis and the causeeffect and the pareto diagrams are used only very
rarely. In addition, it should be noted that these
three tools are perceived as having no unrealized
potential. BOKs offer very similar treatment for
all of the tools. This data shows that this is out
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of line with real practice. Some of the tools are
used so little that they should not be included in
BOKs whose purpose it is to provide a portrait of
general practice.
Overall the results presented in figure 1 contain
few if any counterintuitive results, which is an
indication of their face validity. Some of the results
should, however, be examined more closely. A tool
may show “less than very limited use” because
it is considered of little value by practitioners,
but other reasons may explain the low levels of
use in some particular cases. As an example, the
presence of databases among the tools with “less
than very limited use” most likely calls for another
explanation. In fact all five database-type tools
considered in the survey have less than average
level of use and, at the same time, more than
average unrealized potential. The use of such
tools without support is difficult; an individual
cannot produce, manage and update a database
without involvement and investment from the
organization. In this case, lack of support from
organizations may explain the very low level of
use of this set of tools.
The most used tools are in the communication
KA (the progress report and the kick-off meeting), which emphasizes the project manager’s
basic role in communication. The KAs of scope
and time show the most tools with extensive use.
The most extensively used tools are all widely
known and important tools and are recognized as
such by the PMBOK Guide, save for two notable
exceptions: the requirements analysis (scope KA)
and kick-off meeting (communication KA). IT
project managers are a very important part of
the project management practitioner community
worldwide. Requirements analysis is omnipresent
in the Software Engineering Body of Knowledge
(SWEBOK) (IEEE, 2004), but is not even mentioned
in the PMBOK Guide.
The learning KA contains the three tools with
the greatest unrealized potential to contribute to
improved project performance. The respondents
perceived learning across project as defined by
Sense and Antoni (2003) as an important and
underutilized organizational asset. This result is coherent with the perception that all the databases
in the survey have above average scores for unrealized potential, as previously mentioned. Four of
the tools in the risk KA were ranked among those
with the most unrealized potential, while three
others tools of this KA are almost never used and
have no unrealized potential. This indicates that
the risk KA is perceived to be an area where further developments in practice are greatly needed.
Development and support by organizations in both
organizational learning and risk management are
shown here to be areas where organizations might
consider investing more heavily. But organizations
must be aware that best practices may vary according to context and project type.
Many tools that show limited use from a generic
point of view can be used extensively in specific
contexts or projects types. This is the case for the
tools in the procurement KA. The tools of this set
show the highest standard deviation in use of
the 70 tools examined, which means that they
have the highest variability in use. Projects vary
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very significantly in their use of contracts and of
competitive bidding. Contracts and the associated
procurement tools are used more intensively in
some contexts as will be seen in the following
section, which examines contextual differences
in practice.

Generic and contextual practices
The sample can be split in two almost equal halves
on many dimensions related to both project characteristics and context. The list of the ten most
used and ten least used tools is surprisingly stable
across all variations in both context and project

Level of use for Tools and Practices
by Knowledge Areas

UP = Unrealized Potential
NoP = No Potential

Less than very
limited use

From limited to
extensive use

From very limited
to limited use

Scope statement
Change request
Requirements analysis
Work Breakdown Structure
Statement of work
Activity list
Baseline plan
Re-baselining
Product Breakdown Structure
Value analysis

Scope

UP
UP
UP

PM software for task scheduling
Gantt chart
Milestone planning
PM software for monitoring of schedule
Critical path method & analysis
Network diagram
PM software for multi-project scheduling/leveling
Learning curve
Critical chain method & analysis

UP

Time

UP
NUP
UP

Progress report
Kick-off meeting
Communication plan
Work authorization
Project communication room (war room)
Project Web site
Earned value
Trend chart or S-Curve

Communication

Lesson learned/post-mortem
Customer satisfaction surveys
Database of historical data
Database of lessons learned

Learning

Risk

NUP
NUP
NUP

Project charter
Responsibility assignment matrix
Financial measurement tools
Feasibility study
Configuration review
Stakeholders analysis
Quality function deployment

Integration

Cost

UP

Client acceptance form
Quality inspection
Quality plan
Control charts
Cause and effect diagram
Pareto diagram

Quality

HR

UP
UP

PM software for resources scheduling
Team member performance appraisal
Team building event
Self directed work teams
PM software for resources leveling

UP

Top-down estimating
Cost/benefit analysis
Bottom-up estimating
PM software for monitoring of cost
PM software for cost estimating
Database for cost estimating
Parametric estimating
Life Cycle Cost ("LCC")
Risk management documents
Contingency plans
Ranking of risks
Graphic presentation of risk information
Probabilistic duration estimate (PERT Analysis)
Database of risks
Decision tree
PM software for simulation
Monte-Carlo analysis

Bid documents
Bid/seller evaluation
Bidders conferences
Database or spreadsheet of contractual commitment data

UP

UP
UP
UP
NUP
UP
NUP
NUP
NUP

Procurement

NUP
NUP

Figure 1. Level of use by knowledge area
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type. This gives credibility to the idea of “generic
project management” as it was conceived by the
emerging project management science about 35
years ago. Still there are many significant differences that lend support to a contingent approach
in project management.
The two dimensions producing the greatest
overall differences when comparing the level
of use of tools are the maturity of the project
management processes in the respondents’ organizations and the size of their projects. Maturity
is measured on a scale equivalent to the Engineering Institutes Capability Maturity Model (CMM).
The maturity scale is recoded into two groups
that produce an evenly split sample. The dollar
value of 1 million was used to split the sample.
Comparison by maturity level showed that all the
tools are being used significantly more in more
mature organizations while none are used more
in less mature organizations. Comparison based
on size revealed that 64/70 tools are used more
extensively on bigger projects and none are used
more in smaller projects. The typical toolbox appears, therefore, much better tailored for larger
projects. Smaller projects may be in need of a new
set of tools.

Differences Across Product Types
It is more meaningful to categorize projects by the
type of product they deliver than by the industry
in which the organization is involved. In this way,
an IT project in a construction company would be
categorized as an IT project rather than a project
in the construction industry. Using this means of
categorizing projects, the sample in this study
allows for the comparison of three project types:
engineering and construction (E&C), IT and business services (BuS). Table 1 shows the significant
differences. Some tools, like the gantt chart, are
equally extensively used in the three types of
projects and, therefore, are not shown in table
1. Small stars have been inserted in the table to
identify the most frequently used tools on each
type of project: a tool can be used relatively more
frequently and still show limited use, indicated by
“more” without a star. Likewise, a tool used relatively less can still be among the most frequently
used tools, as indicated by the note “less *.”
Practices in IT and E&C project types contrast
with each other in many ways. That is to say that
many tools are used significantly more in one type
of project while being used significantly less in the
other type. The contrast is quite sharp in the way
that activities related to scope and requirements
definition are managed. The use of procurement
contracts is markedly different when comparing IT
and E&C projects. The later using biding tools more
extensively. Whereas in IT, requirements analysis
and change requests are used significantly more.
Formalized contractual agreements are used in
E&C as a major coordination device, whereas IT
projects rely much more on communication with
tools such as communication plans, project war
rooms, websites, kick-off meetings and progress
reports. IT also relies on tools for integration
using responsibility assignment matrices and
configuration reviews more extensively. The well
documented scope instability in IT projects imposes
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risk as an important KA in this type of project. This
is confirmed by a significantly greater use of risk
documentation, ranking of risks and contingency
plans. In contrast, the relative stability of scope
associated with E&C facilitates the use of earned
value. Value analysis is better adapted to and used
significantly more on the more tangible products
of E&C.
Planning and control are also managed quite
differently in these two types of projects. In
E&C, considerably more emphasis is placed on
cost; four tools for estimating costs and one for
monitoring them are used significantly more in
E&C. In IT projects, the emphasis is on scheduling
and monitoring time and resources; four tools for
scheduling or monitoring the schedule are used
significantly more.
The analysis showed fewer significant differences in use of tools on business services projects
(BuS). The results did show that in these projects
organizational integration and the financial
aspects of the business case are very important.
The use of project charters, stakeholder analysis,
financial metrics and cost/benefit analysis were
shown to be significantly greater in this type of
project. Human resources and team cohesion seem
to be more important in BuS projects, which often
bridge functional boundaries in organizations, as
shown by the greater use of team-building events.
Whereas E&C and IT projects used different sets
of traditional PM tools for planning and control
more extensively, several of the traditional PM
tools for planning and control were shown to be
used significantly less in BuS projects and none
were shown to be used significantly more.
Overall, this analysis has shown that the use
of PM tools across these three types of projects
varies considerably. This variation in the use of
tools is indicative of important differences in
project management practice. More insights are
available to the reader through further examination of table 1.

Differences Across Project Phases
Project management activities are quite different
in each of the phases of a project. Table 2 shows
significant differences in the use of PM tools in
each phase. It shows that the initiation phase is
quite specific as indicated by the large number of
significant differences in use. During the front-end
of the project it is crucial to make sure that the
overall project processes are well integrated, that is
to say that the overall objectives are defined, that
they are attainable and that stakeholder expectations are aligned. The greater use of stakeholder
analysis shows that this phase is the most political.
During this phase stakeholder expectations are
identified and their buy-in is sought. The communication plan is established during this phase
as part of the process of informing stakeholders.
The project concept it elaborated and tested
during this phase as shown by the greater use of
feasibility and cost/benefit analysis.
Requirements analysis is important in this
effort to identify, document and validate the
project scope. Note that requirement analysis is
also used more in the final phase to validate that
the project has met the requirements at delivery.
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Tools and Techniques
Scope
Scope statement
Value analysis
Requirement analysis
Change request
Baseline plan
Rebaselining
Integration
Financial measurement tools
Project charter
Configuration review
Quality function deployment
Responsibility assignment matrix
Stakeholder analysis
Procurement
Bid documents
Bidders conferences
Bid/sell evaluation
Communication
Earned value
Trend chart or S-Curve
Communication plan
Progress report
Project communication room (war room)
Project web site
Kick-off meeting
Work authorization
HR
Team building event
PM software for resources leveling
Self directes work teams
Cost
Database for cost estimating
PM software for monitoring of cost
PM software for cost estimating
Cost/benefit analysis
Top-down estimating
Parametric estimating
Quality
Quality plan
Quality inspection
Control charts
Client acceptance form
Time
PM software for task scheduling
PM software for monitoring schedule
Critical path method & analysis
PM software for resources scheduling
Risk
Risk management documents
Contingency plans
Ranking of risks

E&C

IT

more*
more
less*

more*
less
more*
more*
more*
less

more*
less

less
more

more*
more*
less

more
more*
more
more*
more
more*

less
less
less

more
more
less

less
less
more*
more*
more
more
more*

less

more*
more
less

more*
more
more

less
less
more*

more*
more
more*
more*
more

more

less
less

more*
more*
more*
more*
more*
more*
more*
more

During the initiation phase, the project scope is
further defined using the statement of work and
the scope statement. Note that the scope statement produced in the initiation phase forms the
basis of activity in the planning phase that follows
and is used extensively. The project charter is the
final deliverable of the initiation phase. Initiating
the project also requires the more extensive use of
kick-off meetings as shown by the table 2.
As would be expected, the planning phase is
distinct with the greater use of the time KA tools.
The baseline that was established during the initiation phase is adjusted as more detailed information
becomes available as shown by the more extensive
use of re-baselining.
Interestingly, the progress report is used more
extensively during the final phase when concern
about final delivery increases. It must be remembered that, the progress report is the most used
tool of all, as shown above in figure 1. The result
here does not mean that the progress report is not
used extensively in other phases, it is. The same is
true for the other most extensively used tools. The
results show that it is used, nonetheless, more in
the final phase. Overall, this analysis of differences
across phases has shown that project management
practice does vary significantly from one phase to
the next and that the initiation phase is the most
specific, a reality which is not recognize as such in
all project management BOKs even if more than
half of the respondents declared to be involved in
the front-end initiation phase.

Conclusion

more*

Table 1. Contextual differences by project type
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BuS

less*
less*
less

The purpose of this paper was to present empirical results that show the state of actual project
management practices and their relative importance by knowledge area, project type and phase.
Project management practice has a strong generic
component. But the idea that project management
practice varies on different types of projects and in
different contexts is widely accepted. Somewhat
paradoxically, the data gathered during this study
lends support to both; on a background of similar
patterns of practice several statistically significant
differences have been identified. Few empirical
studies have been done to document and demonstrate the exact nature of these differences.
The analysis showed that on the whole the PM
toolbox seems to be better adapted to scope, time
and communication KAs. On the other hand, KAs
like risk are in need of further development. Some
KAs and a number of specific tools appear underutilized; they have low levels of use, but they are
perceived by practitioners to have great unrealized
potential to improve project success. Others are already highly use, but still have unrealized potential
to be used more extensively and better.
The analysis showed some sharply contrasting
PM practices between different project types and
contexts. Engineering and construction projects
were shown to be managed quite differently from
IT projects. Each of these types was identified as
using different sets of PM tools both more and less
extensively. Each type of project faces different
critical issues in different contexts and PM practice
has adapted to these as shown by the differentiated use of tools and techniques.
www.pry.fi

Initiation/
concept
Integration
Feasibility study
+
Project charter
+
Stakeholder analysis
+
Communication plan
+
Cost/benefit analysis
+
Scope
Scope statement
+
Requirement analysis
+
Work Breakdown Structure
+
Statement of work
+
Gantt chart
Re-baselining
Communication
Kick-off meeting
+
Progress report
Time
PM software for task scheduling
PM software for resources scheduling
PM software for monitoring of schedule

Planning/
Execution/ Finalization/
development implementation handover
-

+
+

+
+

+
+
+
+

Table 2. Differences Across Project Phases
The variation in practice by phase also displayed
sharp contrasts in PM practice between phases.
The initiation phase was shown to be the most
specific of the phases with a larger number of
tools used significantly more in this phase. Many
of these tools have not been given as prominent
a place in the project management literature and
in project management BOKs as the traditional
tools for planning and control. The identification
of the tools and techniques that are more relevant
in the initiation phase gives an indication of the
development that an adequate coverage of the
activities of this phase would require.
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Introduction
Over many millennia humans have successfully
delivered astonishing projects. So what is different now, and why are projects now suddenly so
complex? The answer is that many of the world’s
icon projects were not inherently complex projects
at all, but were rather very large or complicated.
The differences between complicated and complex projects are not readily understood by many.
Complicated projects are relatively common and
are usually delivered by decomposing the project
into subprojects, and then resolving inter-dependencies (integration) between subproject boundaries. To many, complicated projects will seem
complex. Complicated projects, although usually
very large, are able to have their scope defined
to a high degree of accuracy at project inception
and throughout the design phase. This is in stark
contrast to complex projects where it is very often
impossible to undertake accurate detailed long
term planning.

There is a significant shift in mindset required to
move from a paradigm of certainty to a paradigm
of uncertainty, unpredictability and complexity.
This change in paradigm is fundamental to understanding and implementing complex projects.
Depending upon the paradigm used, a project
manager will see very different sets of competencies, organisational architectures, strategies,
contracts, methodologies, and tool sets. Whilst
complex project managers need to be able to
use both paradigms concurrently, the majority of
traditional project managers are restricted to the
certainty-based paradigm.
In many boardrooms and general management
business schools, project management is viewed
as an operational-level activity. This descriptor is
rightly deserved by the traditional ‘machine metaphor’ approach to project management, where the
skills required are technical, and a standardised
outcome is expected.
At the other end of the project management
spectrum, complex project managers are members
of the senior management team, possess unique
skills, and work in chaotic environments to deliver
non-standardised outcomes.
This paper proposes that:
- General management and systems thinking
are essential aspects of both traditional and
complex project management; and
- Complex project management is a specialist profession that requires: a specific set of
competencies and supporting underpinning
knowledge; a mindset that accepts and is
comfortable with uncertainty, pluralism, and
Scope
Uncertainty &
Complexity

Scope
Certainty

Complex

Traditional

This paper is an extract
from ‘Complex Project
Managers’, available at
www.complexpm.com
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ExecPM

Figure 1. Paradigms of certainty and uncertainty

Figure 2. Project management as a continuum
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unpredictability; and special attributes which
enable the project manager to not only survive,
but flourish in delivering complex projects in an
oftentimes hostile environment.
The author sees project management as a continuum that at one node has traditional project
management, with its philosophy, organisational
architecture, methodology, tool set and contracts
all firmly based upon certainty. At the other node is
complex project management, with its philosophy,
organisational architecture, methodology, tool set
and contracts all firmly based upon uncertainty
and complexity.
The author therefore proposes that the typology
of project management competencies comprise
of three types:
- Traditional project management (TPM) – vocational training and accreditation;
- Executive project management (ExecPM)
– professional and/or tertiary training, and
peer-based accreditation; and
- Complex project management (CPM) – professional and/or tertiary training, and peer-based
accreditation.

Complexity and Project Typology
Projects can be classified according to their certainty in both scope (WHAT) and delivery methodology (HOW) as shown in the Figue 3.
Complex projects are open, emergent and adaptive systems that are characterised by recursiveness
and non-linear feedback loops. Their sensitivity to
small differences in initial conditions significantly
inhibits detailed long-term planning for these
projects, and their implementation is a dynamic
process.
Key characteristics of complex projects are:
- A high degree of disorder, instability, emergence,
non-linearity, recursiveness, uncertainty, irregularity and randomness;
- Sensitive to small differences in initial conditions and emergent changes;
System
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Figure 3. Classification of projects according to
their certainty in scope (WHAT) and
delivery methodology (HOW)
- Dynamic complexity, where parts of the system
can react and interact with each other in different ways (a chess game);
- High uncertainty about what the project’s
objectives are and/or how to implement those
objectives – although the level of uncertainty
will vary according the maturity of the individual / organisation;
- A highly pluralist environment across the stakeholders where multiple and divergent views
exist;
- Outcomes based and emergent strategies requiring constant renegotiation; and
- Complex projects are not just ‘complex adaptive
systems’, but rather they are ‘complex evolving
systems’ dominated by double loop learning
– they change the rules of their development as
they evolve over time. They do not simply adapt
to their environment, but evolve with and are
open to that environment.

An integrated composite of people, products, and processes that provide a capability
to satisfy a stated need or objective (Mil-Std 499B)

System of Systems (SoS): a set or arrangement of systems that arises when independent and useful
systems are integrated into a larger system that delivers unique capabilities (DoD
Defense Acquisition Guide, System of Systems Engineering

System of Systems (SoS SE): planning, analysing, organising, and integrating the capabilities of existing
Engineering
and new systems into a SoS capability that is greater than the sum of the capabilities
of its constituent parts (DoD Defense Acquisition Guide)

Systems thinking

utilises a contingency-based matrix, with ‘simple’ and ‘complex’ on one axis, and
‘alignment’, ‘pluralism’, and ‘coercive’ on the other. A systems thinking methodology is
allocated for each category. The Systems Thinking matrix stipulates that Systems
Engineering is one of the methodologies appropriate for ‘simple’ issues

Complex systems
Closed Systems

consist of multiple subsystems, the complexity and clarity of which will vary.
do not interact with their environments. Traditional projects are examples of a closed
system strategy. The intent is to fully detail the output and implementation process
before the project implementation. The traditional PM system then seeks to stop /
limit any change.

Open Systems
have an ongoing interaction with their environment.
Evolving and
change the rules of their development as they evolve over time. The development of
Emergent systems these systems is based upon non-linear relationships, which significantly inhibits the
prediction of recognisable development patterns.

Table 1. The term System and some closely relating concepts used in this paper
Project Perspectives 2007
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Applying traditional project management approaches to complex projects is counterproductive.
The focus of traditional project management on
detailed long-term planning, rigid structures,
precise work breakdown structure definition and
elaborate control rules will drive complex projects
towards failure.
Although the specific path followed by the
behaviour of complex systems is chaotic, there
are underlying patterns. The ability (competence)
to understand and proactively deal with these
patterns is what distinguishes complex project
managers from traditional project managers.
Typical areas where complex projects are found
include System of System projects (defence,
aerospace, ICT, and banking and finance), change
management, strategic outsourcing, and research
and development projects.

Project Strategies
The scope of project management, and the competencies required by project managers, is misunderstood and broadly disputed. There are no high level
theoretical frameworks for project management
or the competencies required by project managers.
The effect of this is compounded by:
- Training and accreditation for traditional project
management only operating at a vocational
level;
- The significant mindset difference between
traditional and complex project management;
and
- Discipline boundary issues between project
management, general management and systems
thinking (including systems engineering).
There are four contenders competing in the
project management space – general management
(GM), traditional project management (TPM), systems thinking (ST) including systems engineering
(SE), and complex project management (CPM).
General Management
In many ways GM and TPM have developed concurrently, and they possess similar approaches
to certainty. GM is based upon the machine
metaphor, and focuses on ongoing organisations.
Organisational architecture, business process, long
range planning, and even new tools such as sixsigma are based upon stability and certainty. Over
the past decade, the failure of strategic planning
and the increased rate of environmental change
have brought these assumptions of certainty
under increasing pressure. In response, whilst still
maintaining its philosophical foundations in certainty, GM has moved to stress the importance of
leadership, emotional intelligence, empowerment,
communication, alignment, and teams in providing
flexibility and responsiveness. TPM has followed
GM, and has incorporated similar criteria into TPM
competency standards. The concurrent development of GM and TPM in response to these changes
has established a significant overlap between TPM
and GM. However, it is equally clear that GM has
not embraced either SE or ST.
Traditional Project Management
Traditional project management is based upon
project certainty – certainty in both the project
18

scope, and in respect to the project context (environment). TPM was initially based upon three
outcomes – time, cost and quality – with tradeoffs
being made between them. TPM’s toolset has since
expanded to now include nine tools with matching sets of competency standards. The expanded
Traditional Project Management toolset includes:
Integration, Scope, Time, Cost, Quality, Risk, HR,
Communication, and Procurement. Continuing
high incidents of project failure have lead to an
international movement to expand traditional
project management competencies, by including GM. These changes are designed to enable
TPM to:
- overcome the increasing failure rate of TPM
in projects with scope certainty, but which are
implemented in an uncertain environment; and
- overcome the adversarial nature of the TPM
paradigm.
TPM’s new competency areas include a range of
business and soft competencies. These changes are
blurring the boundaries between TPM and GM:
- is PM a sub set of GM; or
- is GM a subset of PM; or
- are PM and GM separate disciplines?
Similar to GM, changes to TPM have also failed
to adopt SE and ST.
Systems Thinking (including Systems Engineering)
As with GM, ST was initially focused upon certainty
and the machine metaphor. However unlike PM
and GM, ST has developed a contingency approach
that includes a continuum of approaches: at one
node is SE, which is based upon certainty and
alignment in the environment; and at the other
node are approaches based upon uncertainty and
coercive environments. Unlike GM’s strategic and
long range planning, ST’s continuum of approaches
to gain understanding of systems has proven to
deliver effective planning tools in both closed and
open systems.
ST remains focused on developing SE tool sets.
It has accepted the philosophical differences required to operate at the two nodal points on its
tools continuum – a positivist philosophy at the
certainty / alignment node; and an anti-positivist
philosophy at the uncertain / coercive node. ST
has developed a contingency based framework
for SE tools.
Complex Project Management
Unlike PM, GM and ST, which have evolved in
response to project failures, CPM was specifically
developed to be philosophically based upon uncertainty and chaos.
Although CPM uses PM as an entry gateway,
its competency framework, underpinning knowledge and tools are built upon a broad range of
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other disciplines which deal with various aspects
of complexity. CPM has nine views which define
behaviours of complex project managers in the
workplace, each of which operates as a continuum
with a TPM/GM node and a CPM node. The key
differences between TPM and CPM are their underlying assumptions and philosophies.
The philosophical differences between TPM/GM,
ExecPM/GM and CPM are highlighted by the
differing approaches they use to integrate their
respective functions and views. Both TPM/GM and
ExecPM/GM use a SE decomposition process to develop their base elements, and then a progressive
rebuild process to integrate those base elements.
These processes assume that integration occurs
primarily during the early phases of the project
lifecycle, with the ExecPM project manager acting
as a boundary manager to protect the project’s
core from external change.
By way of contrast, in CPM such decomposition
cannot be used as the overall scope cannot be fully
defined: even in circumstances where the scope
can be generally defined, any such decomposition
will be invalidated by ongoing change. The SE
decomposition process ‘freezes’ the project scope
and stops emergence. This ‘freezing’ is particularly
an issue in System of System projects, and may be
addressed by either a modular architecture that
significantly reduces the impact of decomposition
upon emergence, or developing a vertically and
horizontally integrated project solution. Instead
of decomposition into base elements and a rebuild
using staged integration, CPM uses an ST approach
with multiple views to provide a holistic understanding of the project.
CPM uses TPM to deliver short term projects
where there is scope certainty; wave planning
and governance contracts to deliver projects
with uncertain scope; and double loop learning
to periodically reframe the project.
Using archetype TPM as one node and CPM as
another, CPM establishes a continuum for project
management competencies. At the TPM end of
the continuum is the simplest form of TPM, with
competencies restricted to the nine functional
areas. Whilst the integration of GM competencies into TPM has strengthened TPM, these new
competencies are nonetheless still bounded by a
certainty-based philosophy. At the other end of
the continuum is CPM, with its nine views and
uncertainty-based philosophy.
TPM’s certainty-based philosophy (mindset)
assumes certainty and stability as the normative
condition. In contrast, the CPM mindset assumes
uncertainty, change and chaos as the normative
condition. The PM mindset drives:
- the design of the strategic approach to
deliver the project;
- the selection of the contracting model;
- the criteria and process to select the
project manager, project team, and the
contractor; and
- the toolset to be used in planning and
delivering the project.
The decisions made for these issues significantly
varies, dependent upon whether the TPM or CPM
mindset is applied.
The TPM mindset can generate a bounded
Project Perspectives 2007

rationality problem, where CPM becomes incommensurable for many TPM practitioners. There
are clearly two separate paradigms, and to move
from TPM to CPM requires project managers to not
only internalise the CPM mindset, but to have the
capability to effectively operate in both TPM and
CPM simultaneously.

Viewing Projects As Systems
Project management as a profession is presently
debating the suitability of existing vocationallybased project management bodies of knowledge,
methodologies and tools, and their relevance to
complex projects. Other management disciplines,
such as Systems Thinking, have faced similar
challenges and provide insights that are useful
for project management. Systems Thinking parallels project management in many ways, being
largely project-based, and having encompassed
complexity.
Systems Thinking (ST) originated and developed
during the early 1960s, and its dominant methodologies were built upon the scientific method.
In a traditional positivist paradigm each system is
broken down into its components, each component is analysed in detail, and facts are established
– there usually being only one acceptable fact
for each issue. Throughout its development as a
discipline, ST has faced similar problems of project complexity to those currently being faced by
project management. During this period, ST has
developed a typology which enables practitioners
to select the appropriate philosophy, methodology,
and toolset for a particular project.
The ST typologies represent a continuum of
views and metaphors that are used as useful
constructs to provide insights into different types
of projects: at one end are traditional positivist
approaches, and at the other are anti-positivist
approaches. The anti-positivist approach to ST
shall be referred to as complex ST. A key aspect of
this contingency approach is that depending upon
a project’s ACAT classification, different systems
thinking methodologies should be used.
Traditional positivist ST (including Systems
Engineering) focuses upon facts, whilst complex
ST systems approaches use multiple views and
dialectics. Through complex ST, an issue and/or
system is looked at from multiple perspectives
(views) using:
- metaphors such as the machine, the organic
brain, culture, and politics. Although this list of
metaphors is a useful check list, it is not an all
inclusive list and should be changed as required
by a particular situation;
- dialectics, which provide nodal points in equally
strong and opposing positions within a single
area. Whilst using a single dialectic within an
area significantly increases depth in understanding, using multiple dialectics across multiple areas provides both breadth and depth in
understanding. For example in strategy, using a
dialectic with the design school as one node and
emergence as the other node greatly increases
understanding.
The important lesson here is that by viewing a
problem using multiple metaphors and dialectics,
a better and more practical understanding is
19
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ExecPM Projects
- Internal system: fully document the project,
develop detailed implementation and resourcing plans, and establish a contract and contract
management system that both facilitates the

Complex Projects
- Internal system (a complex evolving system):
deliver an emergent strategic outcome. The
internal system is designed to use double loop
learning and to evolve in conjunction with its
environment. The contract establishes processes
that support evolution towards the emergent
strategic outcomes.
- Relationship with the environment: the project
exists within a complex environment. The internal system interacts openly and co-evolves with
the external environment. An environmental
management system is established to facilitate

eg

Traditional Projects
- Internal system: fully document the project,
develop detailed implementation and resourcing plans, and establish a contract and contract
management system that both facilitates the
implementation of the project scope as a closed
system, and stops change.
- Relationship with the environment: establish a clear boundary to isolate the project’s
implementation and internal system from its
environment, and use the contract and contract
management systems to protect this boundary.

implementation of the project scope as a closed
system, and that limits change.
- Relationship with the environment: the project
exists within a complex environment that must
be interacted with in order for the project to be
implemented. An environmental management
system is established to protect the internal
system’s boundary from change, to allow the
internal system to proceed un-interrupted.

Int

obtained. A key point in the use of ST metaphors
and dialectics is not to be deceived into believing
that those views or systems model provide reality.
At best, complex ST provides insights which facilitate improved decision making and creativity, by
changing the basis of the decision-making process
from linear to circular thinking.
As with ST, project management must be capable of dealing holistically with the project – that
is, approaching the project in context, rather than
in isolation from its environment. Most projects
operate within larger systems, and in fact represent
systems themselves being comprised of multiple
smaller but interconnected systems.
Achieving an holistic view requires project management to use a new way of thinking. Traditional
positivist project management methodologies and
tools logically break down projects, organisations
and issues into their constituent parts, analyse
those parts, and then re-assemble them. This logical approach is significantly limited by its failure
to address the interaction and synergy between
constituent parts. The interaction and synergy
between the elements within a system, and the
interaction of that system with its environment,
are the critical issues – not how the parts of
that system operate in isolation. As with ST, the
complexity and uncertainty of many projects
necessitates the use of anti-positivist project
management methodologies and tools that use
views and metaphors.
A systems view of projects provides a powerful
tool for establishing a philosophical understanding
of projects. The subsystems and processes comprising a system can only be understood in terms of
their relationship with: each other; the system as
a whole; and the system as part of a larger system.
Understanding a system therefore requires an
understanding of those relationships.
When viewing projects as systems, they are best
conceived as forming a continuum. This continuum
contains three archetype project types as reference
points, each of which contains two components:
an internal system (which is a closed system); and
a relationship with the external environment.
The strategic intent of each component within
each of these archetype project types is as follows:
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Figure 4. The relationship between emergence
and integration.
and manage interactions between the internal
system and the environment.
System of Systems
The toolsets and processes that complex project
management uses to deal with emergence, double
loop learning and change, are only effective when
the project’s strategy and architecture support
emergence. The choice of a strategy and architecture for the systems concept should be based
upon the relationship between emergence and
integration.
Emergence – Integration
There is an inverse relationship between the level
of emergence to be realised, and the level of integration required. This trade-off between emergence and integration is reflected in the selection
of the systems architecture and strategy.
Whilst the level of integration is discretionary,
emergence in complex projects is inevitable. In the
trade-off between emergence and integration, the
level of emergence to be realised should therefore
be given precedence.
Increasing either the level of emergence to be
realised and/or the level of integration required,
increases the level of project complexity, and
therefore the level of project risk.
www.pry.fi

There are three nodal points between emergence and integration:
Point A: there is a high potential for
emergence and a low level of integration. Each part of the project (system) operates
independently, and remains free to change at any
time in isolation from other parts.
Point C: the level of integration is
high, but the potential for emergence is low. The architecture strategy at Point C is fully integrated,
and contributes to creating a high
level of complexity. Achieving such a high level
of integration requires key concept decisions to
be made early in the project, which significantly
limits the potential for emergence.
Highly integrated systems require significant
rework to adapt to changes in technology or
end-user requirements. This project strategy is
only justified where its high implementation and
obsolesce risks are out weighted by the outcome
– be that the delivery of either a unique benefit,
or a short term operational outcome of high
strategic value.
Highly integrated system architectures and
strategies can only deliver incremental emergence,
by initially developing a full prototype as the first
release, and subsequently delivering fully rebuilt
follow-on prototypes.
Point B: the level of integration is
maximised whilst delivering the greatest potential for emergence. Point B is
achieved by using a systems architecture and strategy that supports plug-and-play
modules. Each module has defined boundary
integration requirements, which enables emergence both by limiting the impact of change to
within that module, and strategically delaying
that modules development. The selection of a
plug-and-play systems architecture has a lower
level of complexity than a fully integrated system
architecture.
If emergence is a strategic requirement for
the system (particularly emergence over the
system’s lifecycle), then the systems strategy and
architecture must be modular. Modular systems
architectures support ongoing emergence, both in
development and throughout the lifecycle.
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Conclusion
The paper highlights five key issues:
- A contingency approach is needed to select the
project management strategy (including project
management competencies, architecture, tools,
methodologies, and contract);
- Systems thinking is an essential aspect of both
traditional and complex project management;
- Existing project management phase models
need to be restructured to position system
thinking as the initial activity;
- In designing systems, there is a trade off between the level of integration and the level of
emergence; and
- There is a need to develop certification and
development courses for both ExecPM and
complex project managers that focus upon
underpinning knowledge and the special attributes.
Project Perspectives 2007
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The Inherent Complexity of
Large Scale Engineering Projects
There are no other undertakings that illustrate complexity as comprehensively as international large
scale engineering projects (LSEs). Complexity and LSEs are almost synonyms for a construct that
is not precise. Project complexity is just one of several concepts, but in the world of construction
of paramount importance. It can be demonstrated that a distinction among four different types of
complexity helps to understand LSEs best. One is the overall project complexity, the other three are
task, social and cultural complexity. Normally, literature (Gidado, 1996) has only been concerned
about task complexity. If the others are not addressed as well, a LSE is set for failure. Contractors
in LSEs reply to overall and to task complexity by a functional organization with decentralized
decision making, to social complexity by trust and commitment, and to cultural complexity by
sensemaking processes.
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The notion of complexity is not used with consistency. Therefore, it needs to be specified. A very
basic definition starts by describing the number of
different elements in a system alone as its complicacy and the numbers of elements in a system
and the possible relations among these elements
as complexity (Simon, 1969 or McFarland, 1969).
Also abstract, but with much more content is the
definition given within the Luhmannian system
theory.
Here, complexity is the degree of manifoldness,
interrelatedness, and consequential impact of a
decision field.
The advantage of this definition is that it takes
us to one of the core concepts of organizational
science: decision making (March, 1988) and thus
also to the topic of LSEs. Manifoldness refers to the
differentiation of functions in a LSE. This could be
client, designer, contractor, subcontractors, suppliers, banks, authorities, and the public or it could
be the internal differentiation of the contractor’s
organization. The interrelatedness describes the
dependencies between supersystem and the different subsystems or among the latter ones. The
consequential impact, finally, draws our attention
to the number and importance of the causal chains
or the consequential processes set in motion by
any one decision. The degree of complexity is then
the sum within each of the three components and
over all three of them.
There are five layers that need to be considered:
task complexity, social complexity, cultural complexity, operative complexity, and cognitive complexity. While task complexity can be defined as the
density of activities in a given spatial and temporal
frame, social complexity depends on the number
and diversity of actors communicating and working
with each other. Cultural complexity comprises the
history, experience, and sense-making processes of
the different groups that join their efforts in a LSE
and that have taken place before its start.

Operative complexity denotes the degree to
which organizations of the project are independent when defining their operations to achieve
given goals. Cognitive complexity can be treated
on the level of a person or the level of a group.
Only the latter perspective is different in LSEs and
it identifies the degree to which self-reflection
(and thus sense-making processes, the emergence
of an identity, or even an organizational culture)
is possible (Wilke, 2000). Due to the project
character, operative and cognitive complexity
have no time to develop in LSEs and they can be
discarded for the topic. What needs to be added is
an overall complexity that encompasses the other
three (figure1).

Focus and Data
Contractors normally face a greater complexity
than the client since they employ the large amount
of resources of a LSE directly. These are normally
build by international construction joint ventures

Overall project complexity:
Manifoldness, interrelatedness, consequential
impact of a decision field
Task
Social
complexity: complexity:
Density of Number and
activities in diversity of
a spatial and
actors
temporal
frame

Cultural
complexity:
Diversity of
the cultural
software of
the mind

Figure 1. Overall, task, social, and
cultural complexity
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(ICJVs) that comprise at least two parties, which
again is more complex than the organization of
a single contractor or a client. Design/build approaches are also common for LSEs, at least in
newly industrialized or least developed countries
and this is more complex than the traditional
design/bid/build approach since the contractor
organized in form of an ICJV has to coordinate the
design besides his other tasks. With these antecedents, the question becomes: What constitutes
task, social, and cultural complexity in ICJVs that
carry out a LSE in a design/build setting, how does
this complexity develop over time, and how do
ICJVs deal with it?
Six cases in the data set used here are from the
Taiwan High-Speed Railway. Two other cases are
from Thailand, one a subway and the other an
expressway project. All projects were worth more
than one billion US dollars.

The Construct of Complexity
The starting point for a LSE is described by one
of the interviewees as follows: “Setting up this
project is competitive in many ways when you
go into another country and set something up.
It comes down first of all to get acquainted with
all the local rules and habits and customs of
the country. That is manifold. It starts with the
fact that you are setting up a limited company,
a company of a limited duration which is set
up overnight, has to function overnight, with a
bunch of people thrown together, sometimes not
knowing each other. The latest status here: we
have twenty-eight nationalities here, to give an
example how it is grown. And then it is liquidated
after the period of the contract, four years, five
years, whatever.” This quote not only names task
complexity (setting up a limited company), social
complexity (a bunch of people thrown together),
and cultural complexity (twenty-eight nationalities) but also the tremendous time pressure (has
to function overnight).
Development of overall complexity with time
Complexity clearly is a construct that is not used
by practitioners in the way defined above. In the
interviews they rather describe the outcome of

Complexity:
- Manifoldness,
- Interrelatedness and
- Consequential impact of
a decision field
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complexity without referring to the construct
itself. In the beginning of a LSE there is chaos,
a mess, disorder or there are just simply “headaches”.
Complexity within the project can be reduced
in many ways. Normally a functional organization
is the first step, thereby transferring a part of the
complexity to the departments (subsystems). In
this case the project management as supersystem delegates a good part of the control over
the project. In return the coordination becomes
more difficult and risk compensation a priority for
project management. It must also adapt the ICJV
to any changes in the environment.
Project management as well as departments
then reduce complexity further through decisionmaking, coordinating, communicating, and
learning. A decision connects different parts of
the project with each other in a specific way by
allocating resources and choosing a technology.
Coordinating allows to treat a variety of problems
at the same time and then bringing them to a
planned result. Communication works specifically
in the areas of social and cultural complexity
because such barriers can be found, discussed
and brought to a conclusion. Learning helps to
standardize solutions and thus limit the search.
The result is a reduction in the required resources
(cf. learning curve). Of great importance in ICJVs
is also the question whether the core management
group has already learned to know each other on
previous projects. This way cultural complexity is
reduced right from the beginning.
At the end of a project, task complexity for the
contractor is reduced to zero, he has fulfilled his
contract and he can move on to the next project.
This is a great difference between project and
process complexity. The latter one might never
come to an end. As social relations and cultural
encounters are processes, their complexity will not
be reduced to zero at the end of a project.
Figure 2 summarizes the discussion above
graphically by distinguishing a theoretical and a
practical level of the construct “complexity”. While
practitioners see chaos and start working on it
until the project is completed, task complexity on
a theoretical level is reduced to zero over time.

Time

Task complexity
is reduced to zero
in projects and
megaprojects

Figure 2. Complexity as practical and theoretical problem in LSEs
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Going back to the theoretical level as a basis,
how does complexity develop with time? Here, it
is useful to differentiate between three phases of
a LSE. In the beginning everything is in disorder:
the management staff does not know each other,
the partner companies want to see their views
implemented, the design is only in a preliminary
stage, often – at least in innovative projects
– the technology has not been used before. Many
decision are required, yet project knowledge is
low. All tasks seem of highest importance, all are
interlinked and the consequences cannot easily be
foreseen. This period lasts in smooth running LSEs
for several months, six is a good average. If the
input from the clients is not coming forth timely,
the period will be prolonged. From the outside
there seems to be little progress.
The middle phase is characterized by a starting,
then deepening routinizing of the work. A low level
of complexity remains because of environmental
influences or any other type of disorder (such as
mistakes). Problems of social and cultural com-

plexity always stay virulent.
During the end phase the complexity picks up
again as new tasks need to be performed. The
contract must be wrapped up and the site and the
offices closed down.
In figure 3 there are three examples of overall
project complexity shown for different environmental conditions. The first one is for a smooth
running project, the second one for a project with
an important change order, and the third one
shows the case of a LSE where contractual disputes
are not settled at the end of the project.
The complexity curves are different for the separate departments in an ICJV. The project management is faced with the overall complexity curves as
shown in figure 3. The same curve for the design
department is reduced much earlier to almost zero
(pending the as-built status, figure 4).
The curve for administration has a very strong
increase at the end because termination and sales
of equipment are very different from the earlier
tasks (figure 5).

Degree of complexity

Environment 1
According to
contract
Beginning

Middle Phase

End

6 mon.

3 mon.

Degree of complexity

Environment 2
Contract with
important changes

Change
order
Sudden increase in complexity

Degree of complexity

Environment 3
Contract without
settled disputes

End of construction

Change
order
Sudden increase in complexity

Figure 3. Overall complexity curves
Design department
According to
contract
Beginning

Middle Phase

6 mon.

End
3 mon.

Figure 4. Complexity curve for the design department
Administration department
According to
contract
Beginning

Middle Phase

6 mon.

End
3 mon.

Figure 5. Complexity curve for administration department
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The figures might imply that the degree of complexity is the same for the different departments.
This is not true. One of the most basic ways to deal
with complexity is through departmentalization.
Each department (subsystem) has to deal with a
part of the complexity that is considerably smaller
than the overall complexity. Each department
must have competencies and resources to solve
their task. This independence increases on the
other hand the overall complexity for the project
management.
As the discussion has demonstrated, LSEs are
more complex than normal projects, therefore they
must deal with the overwhelming complexity by
departmentalization. According to the task of each
department, the complexity curves are different
(figures 4, 5). The way a contract is executed by
the client has also an impact on the complexity
curve (figure 3).
Task complexity
Discussions about complexity are often enough
rather abstract (as above) or they do not capture
the completeness of the construct. To grasp complexity, a formula will not suffice and the story
of complexity is a very long one. A way out of
this dilemma is a table of the task to be fulfilled
on a LSE. Yet this also has drawbacks, as neither
interrelatedness nor consequential impact can be
shown. They have to be guessed by the manifoldness of the topics in table 1.

Five main areas can be distinguished for LSEs:
organizational planning, design planning, work
preparation, site installation planning, and construction management. Organizational planning
has much more importance than for normal
projects, where standard solutions are used. The
same holds true for site installation. The cost for
site installation on a LSE is around 15%, this is for
a billion-dollar-project 150 million dollars.
It should never be forgotten what size means in
a LSE. When looking at the tasks some examples
might suffice: Personnel management stands for
employment of several thousand staff and workers, coordination of designs implies managing a
worldwide network of engineers, construction
methods means the use of an untested technology, labor camps mean setting up whole villages
for one or two thousand people, and control of
subcontracts represents coordinating a hundred
contracts with subcontractors from around the
world. All tasks are highly interrelated and a decision on one subject will have repercussions for
many others.
Social complexity
Social complexity shall again be highlighted by
just one example. Especially for all decisions in
the area of organizational planning, all partner
companies have their own experiences and preferences. Through their employees who they send to
the ICJV they try to implement these preferences.

Organizational planning

- Organization
- Organization chart
- Competency matrix
- Job descriptions
- Contract management
- Quality management
- Safety management
- Personnel management
- Purchasing
- Financial accounting
- Cost accounting
- Communication
- Correspondence and filing

Design planning

- Outsourcing of design
- Coordination of design
- Approval procedure
- Design schedule
- Documentation (as-built drawings)

Work preparation

- Work estimate
- Controlling
- Outsourcing
- Construction methods
- Scheduling
- Deliveries
- Planning of site installation
- Logistics

Site installation

- Land acquisition
- Purchase of plant and equipment
- Utilities
- Offices, labor camps, canteens, lavatories…
- Waste

Construction management

- Production processes
- Quantity and quality control of materials
- Quantity and quality control of subcontracts
- Deployment of plant and equipment
- Deployment of work force
- Deviations from contract
- Hand-over
- Warranty

Table 1. Manifoldness of task complexity in LSE
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Type of Complexity Description

Means of Reduction

Overall complexity

Degree of manifoldness, interrelatedness, and
consequential impact of a decision field

Specialization, risk compensation,
levels of complexity, adaptation

Task complexity

Density of activities in a time/space segment

Decentralization

Social complexity

Number and diversity of stakeholders

Trust, commitment

Cultural complexity

Diversity of the cultural software of the mind

Sensemaking

Table 2. Types of Complexity and Means for their Reduction
The project management includes employees from
all partners who are urged to follow the wishes
of their bosses. Yet on the other hand, the project
management must decide on a coherent set of
management procedures that assure efficiency
under the terms of the contract. Moreover the
client has through the stipulations of the contract
also an influence on the organization. In the end
it is amazing when despite of all these actors an
efficient organization emerges out of the maze
of ICJV politics.
The case would be different if the partners
and their employees in the ICJV were committed primarily to the ICJV. Then they would have
to forgo opportunism and indeed the interests
would merge.
On a personal level trust is another mechanism
often used to reduce complexity. By delegating
work to a trusted person, the problem is solved for
the superior (Girmscheid and Brockmann, 2005).
Cultural complexity
Culture can be described as the software of the
mind (Hofstede and Hofstede, 2005). A first programming comes about by the family (national
enculturation), a second by professional training
(industry culture) and a third by the mother company (organizational culture). The diversity of the
cultural software causes problems.
Even more practical than in the case of social
complexity are the following two examples of
cultural complexity: A Korean/Taiwanese ICJV
subcontracted the design for the bridges to a
world-class engineering firm in the USA. By the
main contract they must also employ a contractor’s checking engineer and the ICJV gave the
contract to a German engineering firm of highest
reputation. The two firms fought for a full year
to settle the design fundamentals in the design/
build contract with a four year duration. The ICJV
tried to solve the problem on the task level and
despaired. With 25 % of the contract time passed
there existed no design and no construction. The
two firms held different values and principles, big
egos were also involved. At the end it became a
bitter personal fight between the engineers over
these values. The objectives of the contracts were
lost out of sight.
A German/Thai ICJV contracted another worldclass engineering firm from the USA for the
design. Since most large German contractors are
design/build companies, they insisted on supervising the design by giving directions. The American
engineering firm was used to not being interfered
with by American contractors. Again all kinds of
distractions erupted because of neglect of these
fundamental cultural differences.
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The two examples highlight mostly the influence of different organizational cultures. Problems
between national cultures are erupting in between
and on top of the two explained cases.
A typical way to deal with problems of cultural
complexity is through a managed process of sensemaking (Weick, 1995).

Conclusions
It is possible to differentiate between the overall
and three further types of complexity. In LSEs,
ICJVs find very specific ways to deal with them.
These are strategies of choice and they are pursued regardless of the national background of the
ICJV partners with the aim to reduce the project
complexity (table 2).
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Risk Assessment Model
for 2008 Olympic Venues
Construction
This article was first published in the Proceedings of IABSE Symposium Lisbon 2005 on Structures
and Extreme Events, Lisbon Portugal. IABSE, pp. 390-391, 2005.
The development of Beijing 2008 Olympic venues is a vast and complex program where enormous
risks embedded. A risk assessment model is developed to meet the requirement of the BOCOG to
report to the IOC the overall construction risk level of each venue every three months. A ratings
method of the AHP is adopted to establish the model in accordance with Olympic venue construction objectives. The development of the model consists of three steps: a) an evaluation hierarchy is
firstly set up based on literature review, interviews and discussions with experts; b) an ordinal scale
of five levels is adopted to design measures for the lowest-level attributes of the hierarchy through
rounds of in-depth interviews and discussions with experts; and then c) weights of attributes are
determined through a workshop and interviews. Finally, the model is tested using two Olympic venue
projects under construction and the result shows that the model is valid and practical.

Introduction
The development of Beijing 2008 Olympic venues
is a vast and complex program, in which enormous risks embedded due to tight time schedule,
high technical and functional standards, unique
program organization structure and procurement,
diverse construction types (such as newly built,
renovation, modification or overlay) and innovative designs (such as steel structure and membrane
structure of large scale).
The IOC (International Olympic Committee) specifically required the BOCOG (Beijing Organizing
Committee for the 29th Olympic Games) to make
a risk assessment on venue projects for the first
time in the Olympic history. BOCOG is required to
report to IOC the risk level (high/medium/low) of
each venue project every three months.
Risk assessment has been used to synthesize and
evaluate the impacts of risk factors on projects.
A risk assessment tool was developed for the
Rover/BMW group, which uses the information
documented within the risk register (combination
of likelihood and impact of risk factors), to enable
the overall risk level of a project to be reported
on a regular basis (Patterson and Neaile, 2002). In
consideration of relationships among risk factors,
a specific network modeling method was used to
determine the activity duration value ranges for
construction schedule risk analysis via Monte Carlo
simulation (Nasir et al, 2003). Dye (2001) adopted
the Analytical Hierarchy Process(AHP) to evaluate
the overall risk and used decision tree analysis to
select risk responses and the entire methodology
could be applied to any work package of a project.
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Chang and Ibbs(1998) proposed a systematic architect/engineer consultant performance measures
framework to disclose areas of excellent and poor
performance and furthermore the operational
levels were designed for the measures (Chang &
Ibbs, 1999).
A risk assessment model has been developed by
the authors to meet the requirement of BOCOG,
which is designed as a tool to play the role of risk
monitoring and an aid to risk control. With the
application of the model to the 30 competition
venue projects every 3 months, BOCOG should be
able not only to identify which venue projects are
more risky, i.e. which venue projects’ risk levels
are high, but also to understand which risks are
influencing more than one venue projects, i.e.
the overall venues construction program (these
risks are referred as ‘global risks’). Based on the
assessment results, proper risk responses could
then be taken.
Risks are those will affect the realization of
project’s objectives. The work at earlier stage of
this study has established the venues construction objectives as the ‘well-performed facility’,
’successful project management’ and ‘safe and
environment-friendly construction’ and then
identified risks impacting the three objectives
respectively (Fang, 2005). The risk assessment
model will be first developed in accordance with
the three objectives respectively. The risk factors’
negative impacts on each of the three objectives
will be assessed respectively and then the project
overall risk level could be obtained by synthesizing
the risk levels of three objectives. A ratings method
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of the AHP is adopted to set up the model. This
paper presents the development and validation
of the model.

Development of the risk assessment
model
The development of the model will be illustrated
through an example of the objective of ‘successful project management’ and the development
process and methods for the other two objectives
are similar. The so-called ‘successful project management’ here means that actual time and cost
are well controlled as planned. Because Olympic
venues construction has very rigid time target,
the objective of ‘successful project management’
emphasizes in particular on time as compared
with cost.
Set up the evaluation hierarchy
Risk checklist and risk priority ranking has been
used to extract important risk factors in the
foregoing study (Fang, 2005; Shen et al, 2001).
A workshop was then held to review the result
of risk ranking with the attendance of 8 experts
from BOCOG, Olympic venue projects under construction and Beijing construction industry. 80
risk factors are finally confirmed and selected as
a basis for the establishment of the risk assessment hierarchy. The development of evaluation
hierarchy for the risk assessment model consists
of 3 steps as follows:
- Step 1: Develop the levels 1 & 2 (Figure 1).
Through a rigorous literature review, a draft
hierarchy of level 1 & 2 is set up. 80 risk factors
are then tried to categorize into the level 2 one
by one with rounds of discussions within the
research team. If a risk factor doesn’t belong
to any category in the drafted hierarchy, then
a new category will be set up, such as the category of ‘Public program management’, which is
the special feature of development of Olympic
venues and therefore is newly constructed.
- Step 2: Develop the 3rd level. The 3rd level
is then developed through the extraction of
attributes from the correlated risk factors of
some category of level 2. For instance, there
Category

Attribute at
the 3rd level

Risk factor/event

Project
Inception?
scope
1. Improperness of inception of the
(to be
Olympic venue construction program;
continued) 2. Vagueness of facility operation during
the Olympic competitions;
3. Vagueness of facility post-Games usage;
4. Technical and functionality requirements
of BOCOG is so high as to contradict
budget and facility post-Games usage;
Design?
5. Ambiguity of requirements of BOCOG
and owner;
6. Drawings are not detailed enough;
7. Delay of design job, especially shop
drawings;
Bidding?
8. Quantity of works can not be estimated
accurately;
Construction?
9. Frequent and large-scale changes of
works caused by owner

are 6 risk factors among the category of project
scope of level 2 (the shadowed items in column
2, Table 1), which are all correlated with a concept—‘vagueness of scope’ and the attribute
of ‘vagueness of scope’ is therefore extracted,
refer to column 3, Table 1. Thus the 3rd level of
hierarchy is developed.
- Step 3: Decompose the 3rd level to the lowest
levels. Having established the 3rd level, it is
necessary to decompose them to a level where
they can be assessed/measured. For example,
the attribute of ‘change of works’ at the 3rd
level will be difficult to assess without considering different aspects of the concept of
‘change of scope’. Evaluators will feel better
able to compare ‘change of scope’ of different
venues if the concept is subdivided into ‘time of
change’, ‘quantity of change’ and ‘loss of time
and monetary loss due to change’. This step is
through interviews and it will be furthermore
explained hereinafter.
Design measures for the attributes of the
lowest levels
The risk assessment model adopts a ratings model
of the AHP. Measures are designed for the lowest-level attributes. Ordinal measure of 5 levels
is adopted and some considerations of measures
are as follows:
- To make a comparison between venues, evaluation standard should keep the same. In other
words, ‘measure different objects with the same
ruler’. Measures should be as objective as possible to minimize the subjectivity from evaluators (Kumaraswamy & Thorpe, 1996).
- The distance represented by a scale interval
should be small enough to detect differences
that are meaningful to the risk factors occurred
during construction of 30 venues. For qualitative measures, 5 levels are usually adequate for
a reasonable person to distinguish the performance differences (Chang & Ibbs, 1999).
- Forecasting must be based on both past performance and future events (Al-Tabtabai &
Diekmann, 1992). Risk assessment is to evaluate
the impacts of risk factors on project objectives.
Measure

Variable

Answer

Scale

High technical
and functional
standards
Vagueness
1 No influence for at least 3 months;
How much does
of scope
the shop drawings 2 No influence during a short time(about one
absent influence
month).For instance, construction of foundation
your work?
and ground-work is not influenced by the shop
drawings of superstructure;
3 Influence exists during a short time but can be
remedied. For instance, pipelines and embedding
parts;
4 Only shop drawings of part of structure are
available. For instance, column has but beam
not.
5 Shop drawings of some part is incomplete and
the construction could be not undertaken.(Once
undertaken, rework is highly possible.)
Change of
scope

Table1. Project Risk Assessment Form (Sample)
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In terms of time, measures should cover past
performance, present conditions and future
events of a venue project.
- In response to the requirement of risk assessment every 3 months of IOC, measures should be
vibrant instead of static to reflect real situation
as construction goes on.
Draft measures are designed based on the research team’s knowledge and followed by several
rounds of in-depth interviews with experts and
professionals. Since the hierarchy established covers widespread fields of construction management,
every interview takes one expert about 2 hours
to discuss in detail every measure of one or two
categories at the second level of the hierarchy.
Actually, the third step of the establishment of
the evaluation hierarchy is implemented at that
time. The draft measures are designed for the attributes of the 3rd level of the hierarchy, which will
be decomposed if it is found difficult to measure
without taking into account the different aspects
of one attribute. Furthermore, the completeness
and reasonability of the hierarchy is reviewed by
the experts. As a sample, column 4 & 5 in Table
1 are the measures designed for the attribute of
‘vagueness of scope’
Determine weights of attributes
In consideration of complexity of the hierarchy
and large scale of attributes, it is not suitable to
use traditional AHP questionnaire to determine
weights of attributes. The combination of the
hierarchy and questions of pair wise comparison
(PWC) is therefore adopted. Every group of PWCs
is numbered and the numbers are sequenced from
bottom to top and from left to right of the hierarchy as shown in Figure 1. The responses to the
questions will be in sequence of numbers.
A workshop is held and rounds of in-depth
interviews are taken to determine the weights of
hierarchy’s attributes for 3 objectives respectively
and the weights between 3 objectives. Totally 13
experts answered the questionnaire, including
senior members of BOCOG, Beijing Municipality
2008 Construction Headquarter Office, Olympic
venue projects under construction, experienced
practitioners from Beijing construction industry
who were responsible for the Beijing 1990 Asian
Games venues construction and 2 experts experienced in international projects(one from Hong
Kong).

Compared items
The lowest level High technical and
functional standards
The 2nd level
Technical complexity
The 1st level
Project characteristics
Single objective Successful project
management
Project overall risk

H2O3 BSRH
2.02
0.0
4.05
14.21
23.58

0.90
3.32
10.30

23.63 15.71

Table 2. Calculated risk scores of Beijing
Shooting Range(Hall) (BSRH) and National
Swimming Centre (H2O3)
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A scale of (1, 31/4 ,31/2 ,3 ,9 ) is adopted and
the software Super Decisions DNE Nov41.5.2 is
applied to calculate the weights (Fang & al, 2003).
There are 9 out of 13 questionnaires of which at
least one group of PWCs fails to pass the inconsistency test. These questions are re-examined by
the experts through telephone, email and interview. After this, 11 questionnaires finally pass the
inconsistency test and are taken as the sample to
calculate the weights.
Formula and application form of the model
The overall framework of the model is as shown in
Figure1.Formula of the model is as follows:

Where,
- overall risk score of a venue
construction project?
- stands for 3 objectives separately?
- weight of a lowest-level attribute of a
hierarchy for single objective?
value
of a lowest-level attribute of a
i
venue
In AHP, absolute scale is required for measures
of attributes. PWC between levels of a scale is
taken to transform ordinal measure into absolute
measure in the ratings model (Saaty, 2004). Due
to time constraint and large scale of attributes,
PWC against every scale has not been performed
in this research. The alternative method is adopted
to assign 100 to the most risky level of a scale and
then the value of 100 is equally divided and assigned to the other levels. For instance, the values
assigned to the measure of ‘Vagueness of scope’
are 0/25/50/75/100.
The risk assessment model is applied in the
form of Project Risk Assessment Form as shown
in Table1 where column 2 will be omitted during
assessment. The response of the Form will be in
charge of project manager of each venue construction project and be filled out by the project
management staffs.

Validation of model
Beijing Shooting Range(Hall)(BSRH) and National
Swimming Centre (H2O3) are selected to test the
model, of which construction commenced at the
end of the year 2003. The risk assessment forms
were handed and explained to both project teams
and filled out in time as required.
Table 2 presents the calculated risk scores of
attributes at different levels of both projects. The
assessment results are consistent with the actual
conditions of the two venue projects. BSRH is
an average Olympic venue construction project
while H2O3 has been selected as one of masterpieces of the Beijing Olympic venues, of which
the technical and functional standards are far
higher than those of BSRH. Technical complexity of H2O3 has been widely recognized by the
industry experts because of its innovative design
while BSRH is just a normal reinforced concrete
structure of small size. Meanwhile, compared with
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BSRH, H2O3 has the higher quality objective of
‘National Luban Award’ which is the highest Award
of quality in Chinese construction industry. In
terms of time and budget, both H2O3 and BSRH
share the same schedule target set by BOCOG and
budgetary constraint from National Development
and Reform Commission. So H2O3 faces a higher
challenge due to project characteristics. Totally,
in a comprehensive consideration of risks against
technical and functionality performance, quality,
time, cost, safety and environment, H2O3 is far
more risky than BSRH.

Conclusions and Future Work
As a tool for regular risk assessment on Beijing
2008 Olympic venues construction, a risk assessment model has been developed with the adoption
of a ratings method of the AHP. The model is applied to two Olympic venue construction projects
- BSRH and H2O3 for the validation. The result
shows that the model describes the risks faced
by the two venues as actual and doesn’t mislead
unreasonable result opposite to the real situation.
It gives evidence in that the model is valid and
practical, which is able to fulfill the requirement
of BOCOG.
However, the levels of scale of measure are
set mainly based on experts’ experiences and
understandings about past performance of the
development of Olympic venues. Actually, the
development of Olympic venues is phased from
the year of 2003 to 2006 and so far only four
venues have commenced construction. So the
levels of scale maybe are not applicable to all the
30 venues. Due to time constraint and large scale
of attributes, PWC against every measure has not
been performed in this study and the scale is therefore not so precise. The model will be continuously
applied to Olympic venue construction projects
to accumulate data and make improvement, so
as to practically play the role of risk monitoring.
Furthermore, as results of assessment, risk levels
of high/medium/low need standards for risk levels,
which will be determined with the expansion of
application of the model and the collaboration
with BOCOG.
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Project Overall Risk

Construction technical
complexity
Sports facility's technical
complexity
Engineering technology
difficulty

Non-standardized geometry
of work packages
Hindrace due to types
of works
Application of innovative
materials and technologies
Innovative architectural design
Difficulty caused by innovative
engineering materials and
technology

Reliability on novel materials and technologies

Experiences in novel materials and technologies

Types of materials and technologies applied

Elemental physical application

Volume of innovative work

5

4

Considerations for both the
Olympic competitions
and post-Games usage
Budgetry constraint
High quality requirement

Time of change

Quantity of change

Quantity of changes/time of changes (A.B.C.D.E)
Loss of time and monetary loss due to changes/
time of changes (A.B.C.D.E)
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Change of scope

Level 5

Changes due to design

Loss of time and monetary
loss due to change

Level 4

Vagueness of scope
High technical and
functional standards

Level 3

3
2

3. Technical
complexity
2. Budget & quality
constraints
1. Project
scope

Level 2

Project
implementation
Project
characteristics

Level 1

Safe and environment
friendly construction
Succesful project
management
Well-performed
facility

1

Figure 1. Example of evaluation Hierarchy of the model
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This article examines how BAA implemented a strategic programme of capability building to improve the management of projects at Heathrow airport, ranging from routine capital projects to
a one-off mega project – Terminal 5 (T5). It concentrates on the learning gained from previous
projects, individuals and organisations that contributed to the innovative approach used to manage T5 - Europe’s largest and most complex project. The project is an example of a ‘megaproject’
(Flyvbjerg et al, 2003) because of its scale, complexity and high cost and its potential to transform
the project management practices of the UK construction industry. The paper builds on and extends the scope of previous research based on studies of capital goods suppliers, which showed
how firms could build new project capabilities over time as they learn from their previous project
experiences (Davies and Brady, 2000; Brady and Davies, 2004). Specifically, it extends the earlier
PCB model beyond the single supplier firm and its repeated execution of similar projects to include
the actions of the major client and its interaction with the network of firms that come together to
deliver repetitive capital projects and unique mega projects.

Introduction
This article examines how over the past decade
BAA – a major client and project management organisation – implemented a strategic programme
of capability building to improve the management of projects at Heathrow airport. These range
from routine capital projects to a one-off mega
project – Terminal 5 (T5). The paper concentrates
on the learning gained from previous projects,
individuals and organisations that contributed to
the innovative approach used to manage the T5
project. BAA has developed an innovative form of
cost-reimbursable contract - the ‘T5 agreement’
under which BAA holds all the risks associated with
the project rather than transferring the risks to
external suppliers and guarantees a level of profit
for suppliers. The T5 project uses ‘integrated team
working’ to ensure that safety, time, budget and
quality constraints are met. It has already reached
90% completion (March 2007) on time, within
budget and with a high safety record.
The T5 project is Europe’s largest and most
complex project. The project is an example of a
‘megaproject’ (Flyvbjerg et al, 2003) because of its
scale, complexity and high cost and its potential
to transform the project management practices of
the UK construction industry. It is broken down
into 16 major projects and 147 subprojects. At any
one time the project employs up to 6,000 workers, and as many as 60,000 people will have been
involved in the project over its lifetime. The goal
of the project is to increase the airport’s current
capacity of 67 million passengers a year to 95
million passengers a year.

Conceptual background
Previous research has emphasised the difficulties
that firms face when they attempt to capture the
learning gained through projects and transfer it
to their wider organisations (e.g. Middleton 1967;
DeFillippi 2001; Keegan and Turner 2001; Grabher 2003). It has been suggested that compared
with the systematic learning that takes place
in high-volume functional or business process
Project Perspectives 2007

organisations, the one-off and non-recurring
nature of project activities provides little scope for
routinised learning (Winch 1997; Hobday 2000)
or systematic repetition (Gann and Salter 1998
& 2000). A further challenge is that in project
based firms there is often a disjuncture between
project-based learning and company-wide business processes (Gann and Salter 1998).
The problem with this perspective on projectbased learning is that it equates project-based
activities with non-routine behaviour. Challenging this perspective on project-based learning,
Davies and Brady (2000) argued that performance
in project based organisations can be improved
through exploitative learning because firms undertake ‘similar’ categories of projects which involve
repeatable and predictable patterns of activity.
Projects are similar when the same capabilities and
routines are required for their repeated execution.
The perception that projects perform only unique
and non-routine tasks often conceals many potentially transferable lessons. Knowledge creation
and learning can occur at several different levels
(such as the individual, project, firm or industry)
and often as an unintended by-product of the
project activity (DeFillippi & Arthur, 2002).
Despite the difficulties of ‘project-based learning’, several studies have shown that firms do
achieve organisational learning through projects
(Prencipe & Tell, 2001). However, such research has
tended to focus on snapshots of learning practices
within a single project or learning between projects, with few examples of ‘enduring engagement
in learning and profound large-scale transformation’ as firms succeed over time in generating and
diffusing the knowledge gained throughout their
organisations (Ayas & Zeniuk, 2001: 61).
Brady and Davies (2004) proposed a model of
project capability building (PCB) for project-based
firms consisting of two interacting and co-evolving levels of learning:
- The first level involves a series of bottom-up ‘project-led’ phases of learning
that occur when a firm moves into a new
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technology or market base and experimentation and exploration with new approaches takes place to develop routines
and processes required to execute new
radically different types of projects.
- The second level involves ‘business-led’
learning (within which the project-led
learning is embedded) that occurs when
top-down strategic decisions are made
to create and exploit the company-wide
resources and capabilities required to perform increasingly predictable and routine
project activities.
This article extends the PCB model beyond
the single supplier firm by focusing on a client
organisation which delivers both repetitive capital
projects and unique mega projects. It examines
BAA’s deliberate strategic efforts to improve the
delivery of routine capital projects and a one-off
mega project – Heathrow’s T5 project. To achieve
its objectives, BAA implemented a far-reaching
strategy to change not just its own capabilities but
those of its main suppliers as well. Partly because
the planning process for T5 was so protracted
BAA had the opportunity to learn from on-going
projects both at Heathrow and elsewhere. This
was an important element in the creation of the
T5 agreement which was developed to provide
an environment in which it would be possible to
deliver the T5 project.

The research
This paper is based on research undertaken in
two distinct phases. The first phase took place in
1998-1999 when a study of BAA was carried out,
involving two capital projects being undertaken
at Heathrow Airport: a new baggage handling
system at Terminal 4; and the International Arrivals Concourse at Terminal 1. These project case
studies are used to provide an analysis and benchmark of BAA’s attempts between 1998 and 1999
to improve the efficiency of its project processes
for repetitive capital projects. This was a critical
juncture in BAA’s efforts to use its previous project
experiences to help shape its approach to the set
up of the T5 project.
The second phase is based on a current and
on-going study of a one-off unique project - the
Terminal 5 project (2005-2006)1.
The research focuses on how BAA is capturing
the learning gained from previous projects and
from other contexts (e.g. BAA, other projects, firms,
consultants and industries such as the car industry)
that have been important to the creation of BAA’s
new project management approach for T5. The
research includes an analysis of important previous
project experiences leading to the creation of the
approach used to manage the T5 project. A series
of interviews has been carried out with past and
current managers senior involved in the planning
and execution of the T5 programme. BAA has used
its previous project experiences and processes
to develop a new organisational approach to

1 This part of the research was conducted by three of the authors, Davies
and Gann -sponsored by the EPSRC Built Environment Innovation Centre
at Imperial College; and Brady - sponsored by the ESRC CoPS Innovation
Centre at Brighton University
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project management which has been developed
specifically to deal with the unique challenges of
T5 (Ingenia, 2005).

Learning to deliver T5 – empirical findings
Background
BAA, the world’s largest commercial operator of
airports, undertakes hundreds of capital projects
as part of its ongoing operations, as well one-off
mega-projects, such as the design and construction of Stansted Airport and Heathrow’s Terminal
5. In the mid1990s BAA’s capital projects programme was around £500 million a year but it was
planning a series of major projects including the
development of Terminal 5 (the largest project BAA
has undertaken). This ambitious capital programme
had to be undertaken against a background of
steadily rising costs of building while the charges
BAA could levy on their building occupants were
rising at a lower rate due to regulation.
The primary driver behind improving its project
processes was to reduce the costs of providing facilities in BAA’s airports. But with T5 on the horizon
there was another strategic objective - to create a
team to prepare and plan for T5 and to turn BAA
into the most capable and sophisticated project
management client in the UK. Senior management brought in experienced people from outside
BAA to spearhead this strategy, people who had
worked on massive projects for demanding and
sophisticated clients in other sectors.
Sir John Egan, BAA’s CEO in the mid-to-late
1990s, was instrumental in transforming BAA’s
project performance. Based on his previous
experience in the car industry, Egan recognised
that BAA could make radical improvements to
the way it traditionally delivered projects. Egan
wanted to emulate the continuous improvements
in performance achieved in the car manufacturing,
by creating an orderly, predictable and replicable
approach to project delivery.
In October 1994, a group technical director
with experience of implementing major projects
around the world, was hired to oversee this process. He was tasked with examining best practice
in construction around the world and bringing
back the knowledge to BAA. Senior BAA managers
visited the Lean Construction Institute in Stanford,
California and spent time with leading clients from
other sectors such as Tesco and MacDonalds from
retailing, and Nissan, Rover and Unipart from the
car industry.
This new thinking was embodied in a government-sponsored report called Rethinking Construction (1998) written by Sir John Egan – which
became a manifesto for the transformation of the
construction industry. The report argued that the
client could play a role in this transformation by
abandoning competitive tendering and embracing long-term partnerships with suppliers, based
on clear measures of performance. Partnerships
would provide a continuous stream of work over
an extended period and the stable environment
that contractors needed to achieve systematic
improvements in the quality and efficiency of their
processes. The report recommended that firms focus more strongly on customer needs, integrating
processes and teams, and on quality rather than
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cost. Under Egan’s guidance, BAA’s senior managers began applying the principles laid out in the
Egan report to improve BAA’s project processes
and relationships with suppliers and by the late
1990s BAA had made significant improvements
to its project execution capabilities, reflected in a
greater degree of predictability in terms of time,
cost and quality.
There were four key strands to this:
- developing new and improved project
processes
- managing the supply chain
- standardisation and pre-fabrication
- integrated team working
Project process improvement
BAA’s desire to improve its project processes was
led by its CIPP (continuous improvement of the
project process) programme to develop a new
process for organising projects in its capital investment programme which was finally introduced
in 1995. It aimed to establish a consistent ‘best
practice’ process applied to all projects with a
value of over £250,000. The process was designed
around a typical £15 million building project but
it was expected that it could be used regardless of
the size of the project right across BAA’s business.
A taskforce was set up with project representatives from all parts of the group with the aim of
capturing all of the best parts of existing practice
and creating a single system. More than 300 people
were consulted over a period of eighteen months
both from within BAA and also from other companies and industries. The issuing of the handbook
was accompanied by a long-term training programme to provide a firm basis of understanding
for implementation.
The CIPP handbook laid down a set of key
policies or principles – safe projects, a consistent
process, design standards, standard components,
framework agreements (see below), concurrent
engineering and pre-planning – which all capital
projects had to adhere to. It provided a template
for the organisation of BAA projects, and outlined
a seven stage process covering the project life cycle
from inception through to operation and maintenance. BAA developed a process map showing
each stage along the top and the sub-processes
within each stage, outputs and gateways.
Managing the supply chain:
the Framework Programme
At the same time as it was developing the CIPP
process, BAA started the development of what it
called the Framework Programme to work with a
number of preferred suppliers on an ongoing basis.
Up to that point, every time BAA embarked on a
capital project they went to tender and through
a whole process of qualifying with the result that
everyone had to go up the learning curve every
time. The five year framework agreement provided
suppliers with an opportunity to learn and to make
continuous improvements year on year that would
benefit both BAA and the supplier.
This was first attempted in 1993-94 and
subsequently became widely used. Framework
agreements were not restricted to first tier suppliers, they encompassed a wide range of services
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including specialist services, consultancy services
(design and engineering), construction services
etc. Each agreement was done slightly differently
depending on the nature of the service but the
concept was applied consistently. Standardisation
of components helped to reduce unit costs, but
the framework agreements also incentivised the
suppliers to improve the products and improve
performance.
In 1998, BAA still had as many as 23,000 suppliers working throughout the company and each
of BAA’s seven UK airport’s had developed its own
unique approach to supply chain management.
Tony Douglas was recruited as Group Supply Chain
Director and tasked with reducing BAA’s number
of suppliers to a much more manageable number
(Douglas, 2002). He was able to draw upon his own
experience in the car industry and many studies
of electronics, aerospace and other industries that
had already developed sophisticated approaches
to supply chain management.
By 2002, BAA developed a second generation of
Framework Agreements to achieve more accurate
project costs, to implement best practice, and to
work with suppliers in longer-term partnerships.
The second generation Framework Agreements
were valid for a period of ten years rather than
five. BAA developed strict criteria to select the
best partner for each project. All aspects of the
supplier’s business are examined, including all its
systems and processes covering quality, people,
its supply chain, finance, R&D and business development.
Under the second generation agreements, suppliers now work with BAA in integrated project
teams to cultivate close cooperation, to leverage
the right expertise needed for specific projects and
to reduce costs. BAA injected commercial rigour
into its second generation Framework Agreements by creating an annual review to measure
the supplier’s performance against projects that it
delivers. If the supplier fails to perform measured
against an agreed set of performance criteria, BAA
sets an improvement plan. A supplier will remain in
BAA’s family of framework suppliers if it achieves
the targets set in the improvement plan. If it fails,
it will be de-selected and replaced by another firm
from the list of framework suppliers.
Standardisation and pre-fabrication
Several projects carried out in BAA prior to the
T5 project were experiments in predictability and
repeatability. CIPP was applied to four different
clusters of BAA products: car parks, pavements,
baggage handling and buildings. For example,
an early attempt to create predictability in BAA’s
project delivery was the design of standardised
BAA office products. Standardised design was first
developed for three offices at BAA’s World Business Centres in Heathrow. Previously each office
would have been dealt with as a separate project,
starting from scratch each time. Under the new approach, BAA designed and built the first one, then
replicated the original design on a site next door
but with a target of reducing the cost by 10 per
cent and the time by 15 per cent. BAA then built
a third to the same design with similar targets for
time and cost reduction over the second one. The
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design was then used at Gatwick Airport and then
reused at lower cost for Stansted airport’s second
satellite office buildings. BAA reaped significant
learning curve cost advantages from this approach
to product standardisation. The above ground
construction time was reduced by five weeks,
saving around £250,000 (source: ‘BAA Lynton roll
out Mark 3’, May 2000, www.m4i.org.uk).
Involvement in framework agreements on a
long term basis has enabled other suppliers to
develop repeatable processes and improvements
in productivity over time as lessons have been
learnt and shared. For example, AMEC, who have
framework agreements covering building services,
airfield pavements, aircraft stand services and
general consultancy to support the development
and upgrade of airport infrastructure across the
UK, claim that in excess of 100 projects have been
delivered on time with savings of 30 per cent
achieved overall. (source: ‘upgrading airports in
partnership with BAA’, www.amec.com).

One of the central features of
the BAA approach is integrated
team working

Integrated team working
One of the central features of the BAA approach
is integrated team working. The Heathrow Express
Tunnel collapse in 1994 played a key role in the
development of this form of partnering. BAA had
contracted Balfour Beatty as the main contractor for the construction of a fast passenger link
between Heathrow and London because they had
just completed the Channel Tunnel and a crucial
engineering concern was the tunnels needed
within the airport.
The collapse of the Heathrow Express tunnel
put the entire £440 million project in jeopardy. The
normal construction industry response would have
been to go down the litigation route and place the
blame on the main Contractor. Instead, BAA chose
to work with Balfour Beatty and the other main
parties as partners to resolve the situation. A new
contract was drawn up between BAA and Balfour
Beatty which established what became known as
‘the single team’ in which all the parties worked as
one team instead of a collection of separate project groups. BAA appointed a new Construction Director for the recovery project who demonstrated
and promoted a culture of co-operation instead of
rivalry. He employed ‘a team of specialist change
facilitators and behavioural coaches to work with
the team on changing the tradition of adversarial
working in order to make the single team ‘statement of intent’ a reality. This was demonstrated in
the everyday behaviour of the construction team’
(Lownds, 1998). At one point Heathrow Express
was 24 months behind programme, but eventually
became operational only nine months after the
original projected date.
The success of the Heathrow Express recovery
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project showed how partnering and trust could be
made to work (case study 2 in Project recovery:
Breaking the cycle of failure, a Major Projects
Association Seminar, London, June 2000). Once
finished, the Construction Director recruited to
work for BAA on that Heathrow Express recovery
project was transferred to the central BAA capital
projects team as Group Construction Director.
Much of the learning was channelled to further
development of the CIPP and the integrated team
working concept was applied to different clusters:
the pavement team (for runways, taxiways, links
and resurfacing); a team for baggage handling
(clusters of suppliers); and cluster of suppliers for
buildings (shell and core, fit out etc.).
Preparing for T5: creating the T5 approach
The development of CIPP, the Framework Agreements, and integrated team working had improved
project predictability and repeatability. However, a
more radical approach was needed to deliver T5 a
much higher level of uncertainty was involved.
Between 2000 and 2002, BAA carried out an
in-depth analysis of every major UK construction
project (valued at over £1bn) in the previous10
years and every international airport that had been
opened over the previous 15 years. This analysis
showed that:
- no a single UK construction project of that
size had been delivered on time on budget,
safely and to the quality standards that
had originally been determined, and
- that not one international airport had
worked properly on day one.
Based on this analysis BAA predicted that T5
would be 18-24 months late, over budget by a
billion pounds, and six people would be killed during its construction (NAO 2005). The airport case
studies showed that it would take three years to
build up to moving 30 million passengers a year
through the new terminal. BAA expects T5 to do
that in its first year of operation.
BAA realised the only way to deliver T5 was to
change ‘the rules of the game’ by creating a set of
behaviours that allowed people to come up with
innovative solutions to problems. The success of
the Heathrow Express Recovery project demonstrated that such an approach could be successful.
The T5 approach combines two main principles: the
client always bears the risk; and partners are worth
more than suppliers. These principles are embodied
in the T5 agreement - a new form of contract
developed by BAA which guarantees suppliers’
profits while the client retains the risk.
In practice, the T5 agreement is a Delivery Team
Handbook. It provides an appropriate environment
for integrated team working. Rather than transfer
risks to its suppliers, BAA assumes responsibility for
all project risks and works with integrated team
members to solve problems encountered during
the project. The Agreement includes an incentive
payment if a supplier achieves exceptional performance. This is designed to enable suppliers to
work effectively as a part of an integrated team
and focus on meeting the project’s objectives not
only in relation to the traditional time, budget, and
quality measures but also in relation to safety and
environmental targets.
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BAA decided to adopt this approach since traditional liabilities such as negligence, defective
workmanship and the like are extremely difficult
to prove in an integrated team environment.
BAA recognised that if suppliers were made
jointly responsible for running significantly over
budget then this would probably put them out
of business. It decided to reimburse the costs of
delivery and to reward exceptional performance
and penalise inferior performance only in terms
of profitability.
As Mike Riley, BAA Commercial Director, explained: ‘By doing that you take away negativity, allow space for innovation and create any
opportunity for people to perform at levels they
haven’t been allowed to before’ (quoted in Mylius,
2005).
BAA’s approach to the delivery of T5 has resulted
in a number of innovations and examples of best
practice in a number of areas (NAO, 2005).:
- the contract form - the T5 agreement is a
cost-reimbursable contract in contrast to
the fixed price contracts generally seen on
large projects
- risk management - the client takes on the
risk so that project management becomes
a tool of risk management rather than vice
versa
- sponsorship and leadership - the T5
project managing director is an executive
main board member and receives regular
and overt support from other board members
- logistics management - the constraints on
access to the site have led to a focus on
pre-assembly and off-site fabrication and
testing wherever possible; to the creation
of two consolidation centres – the Colnbrook Logistics Centre consisting of a
railhead for the supply of all bulk materials, a factory for the prefabrication and
assembly of rebar, and a laydown area;
and the Heathrow South Logistics Centre for the preassembly of pile cages and
later as an area for assembly of materials
into work packages ready to deliver on
site; and to the use of ‘demand fulfilment
software’ designed to pull materials on site
on a just-in-time basis
- insurance – BAA took out insurance for
the whole project lowering costs and
avoiding unnecessary duplication
- the approval process – a five stage approval process based on the changing
level of risk which enables them to move
forward to the next stage without completing production design
- teamwork – the T5 agreement incorporates integrated teams working to a
common set of objectives and based on a
capability approach so that the team for
each sub-project is assembled with the
best possible expertise within the partner
firms.
Due to open on March 27, 2008, T5 construction
is 90% complete on budget and within schedule.
If it is successfully delivered it will be a major
breakthrough in project management as it would
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avoid the trend of all similar megaprojects to be
delivered late, over budget and often below quality
expectations.

Conclusion
This article has shown how BAA developed a
whole new approach to project management and
project delivery to deliver T5 safely, on time and
within budget. Partly facilitated by the long and
drawn-out public enquiry into T5 they were able
to undergo a strategic programme of learning and
development to build up the necessary capability.
BAA attempted to learn internally from within the
group, and previous and on-going capital projects,
and externally from other worldwide airport projects, projects in other sectors, and leading edge
practices in supply chain management and project
management. BAA built up internal capability
through recruitment of world leading practitioners
and external capability by the development of
framework agreements tied to regular benchmarking to try to ensure continuous improvements in
delivery performance. It recognised that a major
source of failure in the past was related to trying to shift risk onto the suppliers and adopted a
new approach whereby it assumed responsibility
for the risk.

BAA developed a whole new
approach to project management and project delivery to
deliver T5 safely, on time and
within budget

It is important to emphasise that this paper is
based on work in progress. Future work will be
focusing on how lessons learnt from T5 will be
used in the delivery of subsequent BAA projects
ranging from the massive Heathrow East project
which plans to replace the aging Terminals 1 and
2, to more routine and repetitive projects to update and maintain existing airport infrastructure.
Can the T5 approach work on all types of project
or is it only suitable for large risky and uncertain
megaprojects? Indeed, is it necessary to adopt
the T5 approach for smaller more predicatable
projects? Beyond BAA and airport infrastructure,
what can the UK construction industry learn from
T5 about delivering projects? Can the T5 approach
be used to avoid major project failures such as the
UK’s Wembley Stadium project which like many
megaprojects was very late, hugely over budget
and subject to a series of problems during its
execution?
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Introduction

Coordination needs

Even though the management of projects has received enormous attention and analysis throughout the years, the track record has been generally
poor, especially for the larger and more difficult
projects (Morris et al., 1987). Since the 1950’s
fundamental changes have taken place in the way
we work, the technology, customer behaviour,
time constraints, use of standard components,
etc. These circumstances increase the management complexity, and thus the requirements on
coordination.
In the following, we shall discuss how Ericsson
has addressed these issues from a workpractice
perspective. A workpractice is a socially organized
setting where actors / producers produce an outcome for some clients (Schatzki, 2001, Goldkuhl
and Röstlinger, 1999). The actors become proficient
in their particular areas such as project management, system analysis, design of software or hardware, etc., thus creating his/her own world view
from workpractice specific tasks, tools, methods,
rules, norms, etc. (Orlikowski, 2000).
In general, most of the actions carried out in
one workpractice tend to remain local to that
particular practice. However, some actions may
influence other workpractices. Due to the complexity of the system, it is hard to anticipate the
consequences of a certain action on the development task as a whole. An action, which may appear
perfectly feasible in a certain workpractice, may
result in unmanageable consequences for other
workpractices. Thus, in complex systems’ development projects, there is a need for instruments by
which actions impacting different workpractices
can be managed.

Coordination is a multi-faceted phenomenon
that can be defined in different ways. One starting point may be the definition by Malone and
Crowston (1994) as the “management of dependencies among activities”. However, experiences
from Ericsson, a major provider of telecommunication systems worldwide, indicate that this is
insufficient. There may be critical dependencies
between functions in the system, between subprojects, between requirements, etc., that must
be managed as well (Adler 1999).
In addition, we claim that the following aspects
are imperative for coordinating complex development task in turbulent environments:
- Agility – the ability to manage changes during
the project.
- Informality - coordination cannot be confined
to a rational planning and controlling process
only. Informal, spontaneous coordination of
actions “on the spot” are equally important. The
gap between the design and use of coordination
mechanisms must be narrowed.
- Distribution - Coordination decisions should be
taken where there is a need for coordination.
Unnecessary propagation of such decisions to
the total project management level should be
avoided.
- Understanding – there should be a shared or
communal understanding among all project
members of the goals of the project and how
every individual’s contribution fits into the
overall project. In particular, a communal understanding of dependencies is important.
- Operational – methods and tools for coordination should be useful in practice.
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The way Ericsson operationalized coordination from a workpractice perspective is through
a management method called the Integrated
Centric Development (ICD) approach. In the following we describe this approach, report results
from applying it and discuss consequences. The
research is based on case studies following the
suggestions of Yin (1989). A case study database
was built up from different sources, including 14
interviews with participants in various roles such
as project managers, method and tools coordinators, configuration mangers, etc. In addition, about
50 internal Ericsson documents, meeting notes,
etc., were used.

The ICD approach towards coordination
The ICD approach consists of two main processes:
the Anatomy-Based Engineering Process (ABEP)
and the Domain Construction Process (DCP). A
detailed description of ICD is found in Taxén
(2006).
The Anatomy-Based Engineering Process
The ABEP appeared at Ericsson in the early 1990s
as a response to the need to understand and

control critical dependencies when developing
complex systems. Experiences from many projects
at Ericsson indicate that traditional engineering
processes and project management techniques do
not address this problem sufficiently. In a changing
climate, the project needs to attain some stability
to build the project organization around. Critical
functional dependencies have proven to provide
such stability (Adler 1999).
The ABEP is executed in three steps: anatomy
definition, increment planning and integration
planning. The purpose of the anatomy definition
is to achieve a communal understanding about
how the system works. The anatomy is an illustration – preferably on one page – that shows
the functional dependencies in the system from
start-up to a fully operational system. Here, the
term “functional” should be interpreted as the capability a certain system element provides to other
system elements. For example, a power source and
a bootstrapping procedure are needed in order to
enable the operating system of a computer.
The gist of ABEP is to design and test the system
in the same order as the functions are invoked. In
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a metaphorical sense, this can be seen as the order
in which the system “comes alive”, hence the term
“anatomy”. In Figure 1, an example of an anatomy
of a house is shown. The boxes indicate functions
and the lines dependencies. The anatomy should
be read bottom-up.
The purpose of the second step, increment
planning, is to outline the implementation of the
system. The functions are grouped into development and integration steps — increments — in such
a way that the functionality of each increment’s
addition is verifiable. The intention is to parallelize
design and testing as much as possible. In Figure
2, a possible increment plan of building the house
is shown.
In the third step, integration planning, the purpose is to divide the work between subprojects and
establish a communal understanding over what is
delivered, from whom, and when. Resources are
assigned and dates for deliveries of the increments
to system integration are negotiated. For each
increment, traditional time and resource plans are
made. Here, dependencies between sub-projects

are in focus. In Figure 3, an integration plan of the
house is shown. As can be seen, the integration
plan is tilted to signify a time line, and internal
functions in each increment are subdued.
During the project, the integration plan is used
as an instrument for communicating the progress of the project. The state of each increment
is visualized by traffic-light cues such as Green
– On Time, Yellow – Warning, Red – Off Track, etc.
Impacts of delays are clearly shown, which gives
project management the time to take corrective
actions.
At a quick glance, the integration plan appears
similar to traditional network plans in the sense
that it shows the dependencies between tasks.
However, the way the integration plan is constructed very differently from a network plan.
The Domain Construction Process
The DCP emerged in Ericsson around 1997. Its
purpose is to construct the coordination of the
ABEP. Thus, we acknowledge that coordination is
something that needs to be elaborated in order
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Figure 2. Increment plan.
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Figure 3. Integration plan
to become operational.
The point of departure is to regard system
development as a network of workpractices,
each contributing to some part of the overall
functionality. Coordination is seen as an adjoining workpractice called the coordination domain,
the purpose of which is to provide coordination
to the system development workpractices (Taxén,
2003). The coordination domain shares some design items with the other workpractices. However,
the items are characterized differently depending
on the context. For example, a text describing a
requirement item is irrelevant in the coordination
domain. Here, other things like identity, revision,
state, attributes, etc., are relevant as well as how
requirement items are related to other items such
as products, customers, test cases, deliveries, etc.
The construction of the coordination domain

has three main targets. The first one is a context
model that describes which items are relevant for
coordination and how these are characterized and
related to each other (see Figure 4). The boxes
signify relevant items. Most of these have icons
associated with them in order to increase the
visibility of the model. The lines indicate relationships between the items. In addition, a number of
other properties are defined in the model such as
attributes, state sets on items and revision control
rules (not shown in Figure 4). The item in focus,
the anatomy, is shown in the centre of the model
(ANATOMY ITEM). This particular context model
expresses the communal understanding at Ericsson in 2002 about what needs to be managed in
order to coordinate the anatomy-based engineering process. Over time, the model is continuously
updated due to new coordination demands, new

Figure 4. Context model from Ericsson (2002).
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knowledge acquired in the domain construction
process, etc.
The second target is information system (IS)
support for coordination. This is achieved by recurrent implementations of the context model in
the IS. The final target is communal understanding
about the context model and its implementation
constructed. Taken together, the outcome of the
DCP is a socially constructed reality, which aims
at providing coordination of complex system
development tasks.

Some coordination effects from ICD
ICD was implemented in full in the development
of the 3rd generation (3G) of mobile systems at
Ericsson. This project was a major challenge. The
requirements were unclear, the 3G standard was
not settled, the project was large and globally
distributed, the technology was at the cutting
edge, etc. This situation was expressed by the total
project manager as follows in 1999:
“The total technical changes being implemented in this project are enormous. Such
changes are needed in order for Ericsson to
get a world-leading product first to market.
Using traditional methods then the scope of
change implemented in single steps will be
too large and can not be managed.”
From earlier experiences it was clear that the
ABEP was indispensable to use. Moreover, the
increased demands on coordination resulted in a
decision to use the DCP and a specific information
system supporting coordination: the Matrix Product Data Management system (Matrix, 2006).
Some of the projects in the 3G development
were very demanding. For example, one of the
most complex nodes in the 3G system, the so called
Mobile Switching Centre node, was developed
during turbulent circumstances by 27 sub-projects distributed over 22 development units in 18
countries. Two main coordination domains were
constructed: one in Stockholm, Sweden and one
in Aachen, Germany.
Agile planning
In situations characterized by uncertainty, instability and complexity, coordination mechanisms
must be designed for change. In ICD, two types of
changes are managed. One concerns changes due
to customer preferences, development faults, system improvements, etc. This type of changes may
impact functions in the anatomy, increments in the
integration plan, and time and resource planning
in the integration plan. The positive effects of
ICD in this respect are illustrated by the following
statement (R: respondent, I: Interviewer):
“R:... you need to have a quick process of
re-planning, stabilizing again and communicating a clear picture that this is what is
going to be on the build [the SW load module
in the system].…. “
I: So in some sense the tool and the procedure have been valuable?
R: “Yes, I think so, very valuable” (Project
manager)
The other type of change concerns the evolution
of the coordination domain. This is also supported
by the ICD:
44

“If a trouble report has been found in this
block, you have to make sure that in previous
versions or later releases, that you correct
the same fault. Then, ok how the hell are
we going to follow up on this? And then, we
entered an extra measure attribute to the
block type. ... It is implemented within 5 minutes and also rolled out in the same speed
almost.” (Methods and tools coordinator)
Informal coordination
Informal coordination is also supported by the ICD,
which is evident from the following statement:
“I think that the tool allows us to have a better understanding of impacts of own parts
on other parts and the other way around. ...
The need for coordination was more or less
identified by the tool. They could equally see,
OK I’m working on this work package [the
term used for increment in the 3G development], which are the other work packages
involved and how does that relate for them
to other work packages and so on. ” (Project
manager)
Distributed coordination
The anatomy and the increment and integration
plans can facilitate more distributed coordination
by encouraging actors to coordinate their actions
directly without time-consuming propagation of
decisions to higher levels. This is further supported
by having all coordination items stored in one
information system:
“Yes, what is the great benefit is that you
have one common place where all the project
area stored the information. It means that
a lot of the coordination, which previously
went via the main project, now can go directly.” (Project manager)
Communal understanding of dependencies
The ICD supports the management of all types
of dependencies needed for coordination. This
enabled the construction of communal understanding about the project in its entirety:
“Before, every role maintained a piece of
information it was responsible for. But in
the end […], they should build an overall
picture and what Matrix enables us to get,
this full picture, also to cross the border and
see “aha this is information somebody else
in another role thinks is connected to this
one” that is a complete picture of the overall
view and not just the limited view the person
is responsible for. That is the main benefit I
think.” (Methods and tools coordinator)
Operational
The main effect of the ICD approach is that extraordinary complex development projects can
indeed be coordinated. This is amply expressed in
the following quotation:
“Especially for the execution part I think we
would not have been able to run this project
without the tool. I think if you simply look
at the number of work packages, the number of products that we have delivered, the
number of deliveries that we have had, if we
www.pry.fi

would have to maintain that manually, that
would have been a sheer disaster.” (Project
manager)

Discussion
The ICD approach has proven its capability of
supporting the management of extraordinary
complex mega-projects. At Ericsson, the approach
has allowed the company to move away from the
traditional ways of managing projects towards
creating what might be called a self-organizing
project environment. This approach is now standardized at Ericsson.
The ICD approach brings about some disadvantages or risks that must be controlled. The functional focus in the ABEP may result in insufficient
attention to performance and other characteristics
of the system. More persons from various disciplines need to be involved from the beginning in
developing the anatomy and its associated plans.
Too much parallelism in developing and verifying
the different increments cannot be managed.
Experienced designers may start working on the
most problematic functions instead of following
the inherent order of developing functions in the
ABEP.
The DCP implies that the communal understanding of coordination evolves during the
project. The positive side of this is that new needs
can be implemented more or less on the spot.
The drawback is that the implementation in the
information system might turn into a patch work
design. At one point in time it was necessary to
do a complete reconstruction of the implementation in one of the coordination domains at Ericsson. Moreover, the “daily build” way of working
increases the stress on the users of information
system, since the interface and functionality of
the system changes frequently.

Conclusions
We have discussed a workpractice perspective
towards coordination. The main conclusion is
that this perspective provides insights of how to
coordinate extraordinary complex development
tasks in turbulent environments. The different
parts of the Integration Centric Development
– the Anatomy Based Engineering Process and
the Domain Construction Process – are important
instruments to manage and gain control in selforganizing types of projects. The Anatomy Based
Engineering Process provides the project with the
right focus and the means for communication. The
Domain Construction Process provides the projects
with the tools to keep track of dependencies,
requirements, work-packages, changes, etc., that
are necessary in order to avoid the chaos that can
occur in self-organizing projects. Thus, the workpractice perspective and its operationalization as
the Integration Centric Development approach are
useful ways of coping with complexity in managing mega-projects.
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Studying the interplay between
the roles played by stakeholders,
requirements and risks in projects
Despite the many and various methods in the practice of software development, meeting the client’s
requirements is still the most significant criterion for judging project success. In a study of 12
software companies at various levels of process maturity, developers placed requirements at the top
of their problem list and testing in second place, which suggests a relationship between the two
problem areas. Their project managers, on the other hand, were concerned with timescales, change
management, budgets and estimates; whilst senior managers placed goals, culture and politics as
their top three problems. A clear association between the level of capability maturity and patterns
of reported problems was also revealed.
Focus groups are a particular empirical method for studying multi- and inter-disciplinary factors
such as human issues, communication difficulties and the quality of processes and products. Correspondence analysis can be used to represent the concerns of stakeholders graphically and reveal
associations between them. This paper discusses some of the factors that influence group dynamics
in a socio-technical context such as software development projects.

Introduction

Steve Armstrong

Sarah Beecham

Projects rely upon resources of all kinds. Time is
that peculiar resource that, once used, is gone.
Equipment and materials can be bought for a
particular project, some of which might be re-used
another time. But, the key, re-usable resource is
people. As the scale and complexity of a project
increases, so does the pressure on the knowledge,
skills and experience of its human resources. This
trend is evident in the many surveys of project
managers when they reflect their lack of confidence in the chances of project success (e.g.
White and Fortune, 2002). However, surveys are
not always appropriate in the study of complex
social phenomena, especially as they depend upon
the subjects’ motivation, honesty, memory and
ability to interpret and understand the survey
questions. So, studying the interactions between
stakeholders and their consequences for project
working requires more than one research method.
Focus groups provide an empirical method for
probing peoples’ responses to questions about
one or more topics.

Interactions between stakeholders
We have known for some time that the hardest part
of building a software system is knowing what to
build (Brooks, 1986). This corresponds with a class
of projects sometimes known as movies, where
the method is known but not the goal (Obeng,
2003). Furthermore, when we embark upon any
kind of initial analysis of a situation, the chances
are that we will encounter a variety of viewpoints
and an unbound set of multiple meanings. So, it
seems natural to reduce the number of ambigui46

ties by producing a single glossary of terms for the
project. This would seem to be a reasonable goal
or objective, but for the fact that the words goal
and objective are treated as synonyms and antonyms depending on the chosen dictionary. But,
that is just part of the issue. It is also possible for
individuals to have different goals about the same
event. For example, a number of people would like
to complete the London marathon, but only a few
of them focus upon winning the event.
In the search for the fundamental reason for
a potential product, we look at stakeholders and
their goals. One way to view an ultimate reason
or purpose is the uppermost goal in a hierarchy
of goals (e.g. Kavakali and Loucopoulos, 2003).
Conflict arises when one stakeholder perceives that
his or her interests are being opposed or negatively
affected by another (McShane and Von Glinow,
2005). The sources of conflict will have implications for the management of risk:
- incompatible goals
- different values and beliefs
- task interdependence
- scarce resources
- ambiguous rules
- communication problems
The creative process does involve tension that
can overflow into conflict. Facilitators can learn
about the fine line that divides the two sides of
conflict from the director of a play or a film. Getting the best out of actors in rehearsal is a useful
analogy for the creative process. The performing
arts and the theatre, in particular, are the source
of the term scenario which has been adopted by
requirements practitioners (Austin and Devin,
www.pry.fi

2003).
When the UK government increased its investment in computing systems for all its departments
in the 1980s and 1990s, a significant number of
external consultants from a variety of firms were
brought in to contribute. However, many of them
experienced some form of conflict because they
saw each other as competing for the same scarce
resources (payment from the government) on projects where they had to work interdependently. It
was not uncommon to have one firm’s consultant
as the project manager in charge of consultants
from more than one firm; each one taking up
a variety of roles such as requirements analyst,
designer and programmer.
In the above example, there is also the potential for incompatible goals. Each consultant, for
instance, will have probably subscribed to what
seems like a similar goal at first sight: “to do the
best job possible so that I will be asked back to
work on another project”. The goal becomes incompatible when we note that each consultant
may be working for those different firms who are
all competing for government contracts. Further
conflict is possible when there is a perceived opportunity for actions that block or interfere with
another’s goals.
Dealing with incompatible goals is relevant to
the requirements process as well as being part of
the day-to-day concern of the project manager.
One solution is to emphasise superordinate goals,
which are those held by conflicting parties that
are more important than the individual or departmental goals on which the conflict is based. If an
individual places a high value on a goal, there is
likely to be an increase in conflict where there are
other incompatible goals. So, the strategy is to
look for a goal that all the parties can adhere to
and place a value on it that increases their commitment. Superordinate goals can also reduce the
differentiation due to the variety of stakeholders’
values and beliefs because they establish a common frame of reference (a new context where
there is more collaboration). Another approach
is to improve communication and understanding,
which is an objective of team building activities
(Boddy, 2002).

are varying faster than the organisation’s ability to learn and adapt to the current situation
(Obeng, 2003).
As a facilitator, for example, one of the opening questions you might ask of the participants
in a workshop is “What do you hope to achieve
from this activity?” Although the question may
be phrased in a variety of ways, it is a simple
technique for identifying the participants’ expectations. For a requirements workshop, those
participants are a select group of the stakeholders
whose assessment of satisfaction or dissatisfaction
with respect to the eventual product or service
will be made on the basis of their expectations.
Conflict management sometimes calls for increasing conflict. For example, certain stakeholder
expectations can be revealed by asking questions
like, “For whose convenience has this procedure
been introduced?”
It may not be easy to identify every stakeholder’s expectations, but they will have a profound
influence on any evaluation of project success or
failure. For this reason, each developer who takes
on the role of requirements analyst needs to form
a good working relationship with the project
manager, who will normally be responsible for
expectation management. For example, the project manager will be making a regular assessment
of the current state of the project. Part of that
assessment involves validating the deliverables
with respect to the known and, possibly, ranked
expectations.
Figure 1 shows how an individual’s expectations
of a project are influenced by more than simply
his or her personal values. In this model, a person’s
expectations of a job are also influenced by the
cultural values in which he or she has been socialized (Jackson, 1993). The degree of dissatisfaction
arises from the perceived discrepancy between actual outcomes and an individual’s expectations.
The social context of expectations and their
relationships to individuals and roles is area for
exploration by the requirements community. There
are, for example, ways of addressing two or more
expectations arranged in a chain so that later
expectations in the sequence are the referenced
characteristics of those that precede it (Austin
and Devin, 2003).

So many expectations
The act of requirements elicitation will reveal all
sorts of information. Some of it will relate to the
expectations within the stakeholder community
(Gause and Weinberg, 1989). Projects can also
run into trouble because customer expectations

Roles
The output from a requirements process is typically a specification that will be used to guide the
development of a product or service. The precedence of project definition is one of the reasons

Project
outcomes

Cultural and
social values

Personal values

Expectations

Satisfaction

Figure 1. Some influences on satisfaction
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why a requirements process is often treated as a
separate activity in the software development life
cycle. Now, it could be that one person is assigned
to the core activities of eliciting, analysing, communicating, agreeing and evolving requirements.
But, equally, the role of requirements analyst can
be taken up by more than one person during the
development of a product.
The chances of seeing a job advert for the position of requirements analyst are pretty low. The
job seeker is more likely to encounter a variety of
synonymous terms like business analyst or systems
analyst. In most companies, it is a role taken up by
someone called a software engineer or developer
who has been assigned an activity within the
requirements process for a particular project. In
contrast with the variety of job titles for undertaking the role of requirements analyst, the project
manager is an identifiable position.
In practice, the person playing the role of
requirements analyst takes on another role, as a
translator between the language of the potential
users of a new product and that of its developers.
Like the ancient Roman god Janus, you might
have to face two ‘customers’: one on the side of
the sponsor, the other on the side of the supplier. Janus was originally a household spirit that
presided over beginnings, openings and doorways
who was depicted with two faces because he
could look forwards and backwards at the same
time. The historical partition of requirements
elicitation and specification is an example of this
‘two-faced’ role.
Janus became the god of change, which has a
correspondence with the concept of a project. The
ability to look in two directions at the same time
is useful when you are presiding over a transition
from one condition to another. There is a chance to
reflect upon the world as it is now and the world to
be. However, the role of requirements analyst and
the project manager are very much exposed to the
active politics of organisational life where being
‘two-faced’ is a means of exercising influence over
others. The image of Janus, with his two faces, is
sometimes associated with the art of deception,
where actions do not match what is said.
Although every project has a sense of uniqueness, there is a need to achieve an acceptable level
of performance in a volatile context. Projects do
not take place in isolation. They are affected by
past events and the current situation, where the
greater the volatility, the greater the opportunity
for stakeholders to exert their influence over
others.

has been a steady growth in the use of empirical
methods to improve our understanding of human
issues, communication difficulties and the quality
of processes and products. For example, Fenton has
reported that empirical methods are also needed
to create a more rational basis for decision-making
and is particularly concerned about the lack of any
empirical basis for decisions affecting all aspects
of the software life-cycle (2001).
Focus groups provide an empirical method for
collecting qualitative data on how people in a
particular setting come to understand, account
for, take action and otherwise manage their current situations (Morgan and Kreuger, 1993). The
method is based on small groups of peers (typically
6 or 8). Discussion is largely free-flowing, but is
directed by a researcher in the role of a moderator. Focus groups particularly allow human issues
to be explored and have been described as a way
to improve our understanding of how people feel
and think about an issue. They are particularly
useful when there are power differences amongst
the pool of potential participants and when the
degree of consensus on a given topic is of interest.
Morgan identified three particular advantages of
using focus groups (1997):
- The group interaction is itself the data, where
the method enables the researcher to examine
people’s different perspectives as they operate
within a social network and to explore how
accounts are constructed, expressed, censored,
opposed and changed through social interaction.
- They are a form of participatory evaluation.
Dividing groups into their specific role, or power
group has particular advantages in highlighting
differentials between participants and decisionmakers.
- They introduce a valuable approach to learning
the extent of consensus on a particular issue.
Using external researchers to conduct focus
groups is likely to result in a more objective data
collection than using internal moderators, since
there is less investment in the groups’ outcome
(Greenbaum, 1998). Moderators need to achieve
a fine balance between empowering individuals to
speak out and promoting a positive group feeling.

Organisational issues

People
Communication
Change management
Culture
Goals
Politics

Software development
life-cycle process issues

Requirements
Testing
Maintenance
Design
Coding

Project issues

Tools/technology
Documentation
Budget/estimates
Timescales
Quality

Using focus groups
Empirical methods, such focus groups, allow
the researcher to make direct observations that
reflect practitioner experiences with methods,
tools and techniques in a way that relates more
to the real world than other research approaches
(Harrison et al. 1999). Taking a socio-technical
perspective on a subject, such as project working
and requirements engineering, enables the study
of the multiple and potentially inter-dependent
factors that are involved when people need to
co-operate to develop a product or service using
a particular process. Since the late 1990s, there
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Table 1. Problem categories
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Hence, there are some practical constraints to be
considered:
- Can personal views be readily expressed?
- Are breaches of confidentiality likely to be a
problem?
- Is the group mixed in terms of authority or
roles? (e.g. placing senior managers with developers)
When interpreting focus group data the researcher should not focus on individual participants, but should use the data to gain an impression of what the group feels about an issue. Ideas
should be analysed with the knowledge that one
person’s comment may not represent a consensus.
For this reason the qualitative data analysis should
be based on categorising problems and noting
their frequency prior to interpreting the results.

variables, while simultaneously describing the relationships between the categories for each variable
(Greenacre and Blasius, 1994). The relationships are
described in two ways:
- Within categories of each variable (how
each practitioner group relates to each
other)
- Between the variables (how each practitioner group relates to each problem group)
The study used three kinds of practitioner
group:
- developers (DEV) - 19 groups
- project managers (PM) - 17 groups
- senior managers (SM) - 9 groups
Table 1 shows how the 16 problems were
grouped into 3 areas.
When a chi-squared test is applied to the frequency data from the 16 problem groups and 3
staff categories, the chances of any relationships
occurring can be determined. A graphical representation becomes more useful and interesting as
the complexity of the data set increases. Figure
2, for example, is a measure the relationships between the problem groups identified in Table 1 and
the practitioner groups (Beecham et al. 2003).
The mapping shown in Figure 2 shows the following points of interest:
- The total inertia is 0.087, which indicates
that there is a difference in how each
practitioner group views some problems.
(The inertia would be 0.0, if all practitioners expressed the same problem concerns.)
- The relative placement of the practitioner
groups in different quadrants suggests
that each one is independent of the other
two in how they express SPI problems.
- Developers show most concern for requirements, communication, tools and technology, documentation and testing.

The study
In order to demonstrate the practical benefit of
using empirical methods, we will use results from
a research project about software development
processes. Beecham et al. used a series of focus
groups to investigate problems that companies
were experiencing in their software process improvement (SPI) programs (2003). Two questions
were used to initiate each focus group (2003):
- What are the problems and issues in software development in your company?
- What are the obstacles to SPI in your company?
The companies in the study had formally or
informally assessed their processes in accordance
with the software capability maturity model
(CMM), which indicates the status of the CMM as
a de facto standard for the industry.
The study used correspondence analysis (CA)
to investigate the frequency data obtained from
the 45 focus groups that were run in the 12
participating companies. One of the goals of CA
is to describe the relationships between nominal
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Figure 2. Mapping the relationship between groups
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- Project managers are concerned with budgets and estimates, timescales and change
management and coding as they are all in
the same quadrant.
- Senior managers’ inertia (0.039) suggests
that some of their concerns differ from
the norm.
- Senior managers show most concern for
goals and politics, but their positioning
towards the edge of the map suggests
problem polarization.
- People, documentation, tools and technology, requirements and communication are
closest to the centre and represent the
most common of the 16 problems.
- There is some distancing from documentation, tools and technology, requirements
and communication with developers as the
closest group and senior managers as the
furthest away.
It is possible to make some inferences from the
results of the CA mapping. For example, the senior
managers are furthest away from all the problems
around the centre of the map, which implies that
they are least concerned with the most persistent
problems. However, a confirmation of such a view
would require an assessment of the evidence contained in the transcripts of the focus groups.

Conclusions
The interactions between roles can be used to help
identify risks, especially those around expectations. It would be an additional step to evaluate
their impact.
The ‘good project manager’ is expected to deal
with conflict that is made explicit. When an individual takes up different roles as part of their
job, conflict may arise from incompatible goals
and task interdependence. In software projects,
a developer may take up more than one such as
analyst, designer and programmer. The project
manager’s schedule may require a developer to
take up these roles, but the actual person who
does the work may not achieve the desired quality
of output because of a lack of experience, qualifications or understanding. When a developer is
given the specialist role of requirements analyst
or engineer, the potential impact of such role
conflict upon the project will be greater. The life
cycle used within each software project will also
have an affect on the roles played by developers. Role related problems will arise when there
is a lack of co-ordination in their work and its
consistency. Furthermore, every process used to
develop software, whatever its level of formality,
can lead to role conflict when there is ambiguity
in its rules.
For the project manager, clear and realistic
objectives are a critical success factor. Hence, requirements management becomes the place where
there is a potential for role conflict with software
developers. When the expertise about requirements management is shared, problems may arise
due to inadequate communication. The schedule
and its estimates are affected by the requirements
and their prioritisation. When management decisions leave too few resources, people may not be
able to take up their roles properly.
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A trust model can be used to evaluate the
potential for role conflict as part of the regular
‘health check’ to alert those involved in the project
to changes that are taking place as the project
proceeds (Armstrong and Ward, 2005). In common with the earlier definition of conflict, trust
is that ability of parties to a relationship to raise
and deal with issues that may otherwise damage
it (Ward and Smith, 2003). There is always a risk
in raising difficult subjects, as certain messengers
have found to their cost.
Focus groups are particularly appropriate for
studying process problems as they elicit data
that allows a better understanding of the differences between and consensus amongst groups of
people. They offer a clear opportunity to develop a
more holistic understanding of the problems that
practitioners are experiencing in their attempts to
improve their processes.
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LET’S CHANGE

THE WORLD
TOGETHER!
Even in today’s technology advanced world, ICT program success is
not guaranteed. In fact, according to the Standish Group’s CHAOS
report, only 1 in 3 programs is successful. Success comes with solid
scope coupled with strong change control, but unfortunately both
suppliers AND acquirers of software encounter scope creep often
enough to be afraid of it, and rightly, worried. But, there is a better way!
Management based on quantiﬁed functional requirements and scope
measurement is a proven way to control scope creep and meet the
most important user expectations.
Part of the solution for ICT projects when uncertainty is involved
can be to engage a neutral, professional Scope Manager. There are
already certiﬁed and experienced scope management professionals
available in several countries, including Australia, Finland, Italy,
South Korea and Brazil. While speciﬁcs of each national approach
are different, these countries apply systematic scope control methods
and tools to increase ICT program success.
The best-documented scope management concept
today is northernSCOPE, introduced in the 1990’s
in Finland (www.fisma.fi) and supported by formal Scope
Manager training program launched in 2006. The first ever
international Certiﬁed Scope Manager training program will be
conducted in November and December 2007.
The global demand for Certiﬁed Scope Managers (CSM) is starting
to grow internationally. This is YOUR opportunity to become one of
the ﬁrst Certiﬁed Scope Managers outside of Finland. This training
is an investment that pays back in less than six months, and creates
more business value for you AND your customers.
Important locations and dates for the 2007 CSM training program
include:
• Espoo, (Helsinki) Finland, 7 business days between
Sept 4 and Nov 23 in 2007(presented in Finnish)
• Amsterdam, Netherlands, 9 days, Nov 12-16, 2007 and
Jan 28-31, 2008
• Tampa, Florida, USA 9 days, Dec 3-7, 2007 and
Jan 14-17, 2008.
For more information and to register for a workshop, please
visit our network website at www.4sumpartners.com or
contact Pekka Forselius at pekkaf@sttf.ﬁ or Carol Dekkers at
dekkers@qualityplustech.com.
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Managing risk in subcontractors’
business relationships with
client and competitors
Projects are complex networks of several independent business actors. Project contractors are often
dependent on the performance of their subcontractors, but have only limited control over them.
For example, subcontractors may co-operate with several competing contractors or in some cases
they may offer their services directly to the client and become a competitor of the contractor. In
this paper we analyze what kind of project and business related risks arise from subcontractor’s
interorganizational relationship with competitors and end clients in two global system supplier
firms. In addition, we also identify different approaches that can be used for managing these risks.
The results of the paper demonstrate that these relationships may have a direct impact on project
performance on short term, but in addition, relationships are also a potential source for longer
term business related risks. We suggest a new risk management approach, in which such relationship risks are actively taken into account in subcontractor selection and management. Using this
approach, the impacts of risks are considered on two levels: project performance and long-term
business performance across several projects.

Introduction
Projects are complex networks of several independent business actors. From a project contractor
viewpoint, subcontractors form one important
actor group. Subcontractor selection and effective management of subcontractor relationships
are critical for project success. These processes
also have an impact on the long-term success of
a project -based firm because good, long-term reKirsi Eloranta, M.Sc (Tech.) lationships with subcontractors are important for
the viability of a project-based firm (Walker and
Rowlinson, 2007). However, each subcontractor
has a number of relationships with other project
network actors, which makes the management
of subcontractor networks a challenging task for
a contractor.
The research question of this study is:

Jaakko Kujala, Dr. (Tech.)

Karlos Artto, Prof.
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What kinds of risks arise from subcontractors’ relationships with client and competitors in project networks and project business
networks?
We argue that the dynamism and complexity
of risk effects is of more importance in today’s
projects in which there are several heterogeneous
organizations involved, decision-making and
coordination is more and more decentralized due
to interrelated tasks, and the roles of actors are
changing from one project to another. Therefore,
inter-organizational relationships between different actors are also constantly in flux, as they
are transformed, altered and dissolved in each
individual project.
In this paper we are considering the risks that
originated from inter-organizational business
relationships that introduce indirect impacts and

dynamism to both projects and project business.
For such risks, we use the term relationship risk.
This alternative to the existing risk management
and subcontracting literature suggests new avenues and extensions to the existing project risk
management discussion. The purpose of this paper
is to introduce a need for new approaches for risk
management in complex project actor networks.

Subcontractors’ inter-organizational
relationships as risks for the contractor
In recent years, the variety of levels of analysis
concerning the study of projects has expanded
considerably, one of the new focus areas being
the relationships between firms. The ‘project
business’ definition by Artto and Wikström (2005)
emphasizes the business network aspect by referring to the business of ‘several firms’: “Project
business is the part of the business that relates
directly or indirectly to projects, with the purpose
of achieving objectives of a firm or several firms.”
Project contractor firms are engaged in a specific
type of project business where customer delivery
projects are in the firms’ production lines (Artto
et al., 1998).
In project risk management literature, risk is defined as the possibility that events, their resulting
impacts and dynamic interactions, may turn out
differently than anticipated (Ward and Chapman,
2003). Accordingly, in this paper we consider the
concept of risk to include the possibility of both
favorable and unfavorable outcomes, but in situations where the favorable outcomes of risk are
emphasized, the term opportunity may be used in
lieu of risk. The extant literature on project risks
and their management over recent decades recognizes the importance of external actors, such as
www.pry.fi

subcontractors, in the project as important sources
of risk (Pinto, 1997).
In the purchasing and procurement literature,
subcontractor risk assessment from the viewpoint
of a contractor, is intertwined mostly with the actual subcontractor selection process and subcontractor capability evaluation process. Mainly the
discussion in terms of subcontractor risks within
projects relates to procurement risks, which are
typically categorized as technical, quality, schedule, delivery and cost performance of subcontractor (e.g. Fleming, 2003; Hallikas et al., 2004).
However, discussion on risks and risk management related to project subcontractors has
mainly been concentrating on an individual
subcontractor’s capabilities and on dyadic contractor-subcontractor settings, almost completely
ignoring the relationship aspects in a network
of multiple actors and the impacts of the actual
relationships. As such, current risk management
approaches do not fully recognize other effects
caused by subcontractors interorganizational relationships, which in previous research have been
termed secondary, indirect or networks function
effects (Ritter, 2000). Therefore, we argue that the
current risk management literature does not fully
appreciate the complexity and dynamism of the
whole network of project actors. Furthermore, a
more long-term strategic viewpoint of risk beyond
projects is lacking in the current risk management
literature.

Empirical study with two project firms
We conducted an empirical study with two project
contractor firms serving in the position of a firsttier subcontractor: a telecom system contractor
and an automation system contractor. The applied research strategy was a multiple case study
strategy (Yin, 1994). The data was collected in
eleven semi-structured interviews in the two firms.
The method of the empirical study was based on
identifying the different triadic settings of three
actors, where each triad represents a sub-network
of a larger project or business network.

Client

Subcontractor

Contractor

Figure 1. Contractor-subcontractor-client triad
Results from the empirical study
As a result of the data collection, we identified
triadic situations from both case companies
related to subcontractor relationships with competitors and clients that were evaluated as risks
or opportunities for the contractor. Furthermore,
by identifying and analyzing triadic situations,
we further divided identified risk sources based
on whether they had an impact on contractors’
short-term project performance or long-term
business performance.
Contractor-subcontractor-client triad
In this triadic situation, according to the empirical
evidence, the relationship between a subcontractor and a client can pose risks and opportunities
for the contractor. The ana-lyzed triad is presented
in Figure 1.
In general, project contractors try to avoid situations in which subcontractors are dealing directly
with clients. It is a standard practice that communication within individual projects mainly takes
place via the contractor. Furthermore, between
projects subcontractors’ dealings with clients are
usually monitored. Table 1 summarizes different
triadic situations related to subcontractors’ relationships with client that were found to possess
either risks (-) or opportunities (+) for the contractor in the empirical analysis. Both the impact on
the contractor’s project performance and business
performance are presented in Table 1.

Risk or opportunity for Impact on contractors'
project contractor
project performance

Impact on contractor's
business performance

- Contractor's potential to use project
Client forces the contractor - Contractor has to choose
subcontractor that has low performance. as a tool in creating competitive
to select or favor certain
subcontractor networks for future
subcontractors
projects is decreased.
- Contractors' ability to control and coSubcontractor
communicates directly with ordinate project execution is decreased.
client during the project
+ Subcontractor can work more
execution phase
independently and efficiently to meet
client requirements.
Subcontractor's
relationship with client is
used to support marketing
and sales activities

+ Subcontractor's good relationship with
the client and reputation assures the
client that the contractor's project will
be well-resourced.

- Subcontractor uses a project as an
enabler to build a direct business
connection to a client, with an
intention of by-passing the
contractor in the following projects
or service agreements.
- Contractor's potential to use other
subcontractors in the future is
decreased, increasing subcontractor's
bargaining power in future
negotiations.

Table 1. Subcontractor’s relationship with a client as a risk or opportunity for a project contractor
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Competitor

Contractor

Subcontractor

Figure 2. contractor-subcontractor-competitor triad
The empirical data indicates that different kinds
of approaches are used by the contractor to manage risks related to subcontractors’ relationship
with clients. A common approach is the avoidance strategy: the contractor does not tender in
a situation in which a client forces the contractor
to select or favor a certain subcontractor. Another
approach is to employ persuasive strategies in
which the contractor aims to assure the client
that the competitiveness and performance advantages of its selected subcontractors are favorable.
However, in a situation in which a potentially
low-performance subcontractor is insisted upon
by the client, a contractor can aim to utilize the
situation by, for example, trying to establish a
working relationship with the subcontractor and
then using this relationship to support project
marketing and sales activities.
In some cases subcontractors’ relationships to
the client can also be utilized during projects in,
for example, conflict solving during project execution. However, it was emphasized that, in a situation in which the client and subcontractor have
an established relationship, a contractor needs to
make sure that the roles and responsibilities between actors are clearly defined and unambiguous
communication structures and guidelines are in
place. This way, if a subcontractor fails to perform
at the required level, the contractor can ensure

that the client does not blame the contractor for
the situation due to the clarity of their roles and
responsibilities.
Organizing a project in a way in which subcontractors and clients do not directly interact, but
rather all communication takes place through the
contractor, is a strategy that is often employed to
ensure that a subcontractor is not able to dictate
project by directly interacting with the client. It
also decreases the risk that a subcontractor utilizes
a project as an enabler for building a direct business relationship with the client, which enables to
by-pass the contractor in the next project. Furthermore, building long-term relationships with
subcontractors is seen as an important managerial
approach in ensuring the loyalty of subcontractors
in their relationship with the contractor from one
project to another. Contractual, for example noncompetitive, clauses are also used as a means to
ensure the commitment of the subcontractor to
the contractor.
Contractor-subcontractor-competitor triad
In this triadic situation, according to the empirical
evidence, the relationship between a subcontractor and a competitor can pose risks and opportunities for the contractor. The analyzed triad is
presented in Figure 2.

Risk or opportunity for Impact on contractors'
project contractor
project performance

Impact on contractor's
business performance

Subcontractor cooperates with competitor
during the project
marketing and sales phase

- Subcontractor's co-operation with
competitors weakens contractor's
network position.

- Subcontractor may use its relationship
with competitor to increase its
bargaining power and to claim a bigger
share of the project profit.
+ Subcontractor gives contractor better
price as compared to the competitor.

- Subcontractor's business
relationship with a competitor causes
a risk that the contractor's know-how
is transferred to the competitor to
benefit the competitor's business.
+ An opportunity for the contractor
to acquire competitor know-how and
utilize subcontractor's know-how as a
reference in the marketing of the
project to the client.

Subcontractor delivers its
services to competitor

- Contractors' project performance is
decreased due to subcontractor's
insufficient resources in project
execution.

- Subcontractor learns to work
efficiently with competitor and may
prefer competitor in future projects.
+ In case contractor is not able to
provide work for subcontractor, it can
stay in business by doing work for the
competitor.

Table 2. Subcontractor’s relationships with a competitor as a risk or opportunity
for a project contractor
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It is typical of the nature of networked projects
that subcontractors are dealing with different
contractors in different projects. In general, project
contractors try to avoid situations in which subcontractors are dealing with project contractors’
competitors in a single project. Here the challenge
is identified as ensuring that the subcontractor is
committed to a certain contractor already in the
tendering phase. However, in between projects,
contractors often encourage their subcontractors
to establish relationships with other contractors,
since this ensures work load for subcontractors
and this way keeps them viable. Hence, in general,
subcontractors’ relationships to a contractor’s
competitors are accepted as long as the “subcontractor is more committed to us”.
Table 2 summarizes different triadic situations
related to subcontractors’ relationships with
competitors that were found posing either risks
or opportunities for the contractor in the empirical analysis.
The empirical data indicates that different kinds
of approaches are used by the contractor to manage risks related to subcontractors’ relationship
with competitors. Firstly, contractors are aiming
to tie the subcontractors to the project in the
early tendering phases of a project in order to
make sure that subcontractors are committed to
the contractor and not to its competitors. Further,
building long-term embedded relationships with

subcontractors is seen as an important means
of ensuring the commitment of subcontractors.
For example, active communication and interaction with subcontractors between projects are
essentially seen to contribute to the success of
building the commitment on a project business
level. Contractual means are also used to prevent
inappropriate knowledge transfer between subcontractors and a project contractor’s competitors.
However, in some cases, the contractor may also
benefit from a situation in which subcontractors
have competitor know-how.

Discussion
Managers need to identify, analyze and manage
risks as well as potential opportunities, from a
more diverse range of sources and contexts (Harland et al., 2003). The empirical analysis recognizes
that effects of subcontractors’ inter-firm relationships include both unfavorable risks and favorable
opportunities. Further, a clear distinction between
risks and opportunities of different nature can
be made, as based on their short-term impacts
on project performance and long-term impacts
on business performance, which has to be taken
account to effectively manage these risks. Table
3 summarizes different approaches employed in
managing the risks that arise from subcontractors’ relationships with client and contractor’s
competitors.

Risk or opportunity for How to manage to improve
project contractor
project performance

How to manage to improve
business performance

CLIENT POWER RISK
Client forces the
contractor to select or
favor certain
subcontractors

Ensure that the roles and responsibilities
of different actors are clearly and visibly
defined in order to avoid situations in
which the client blames the contractor
for its subcontractors' performance
problems.

Establish well-working relationships
with a subcontractor perceived to be
favored by the client in the early
tendering phases of a project.

SUBCONTRACTOR POWER
RISK
Subcontractor
communicates directly
with client during the
project execution phase

Establish clear interfaces between the
companies and organize the project in a
way in which only trusted
subcontractors can communicate
directly with the client.

Ensure that critical resources and
competence is not outsourced to
subcontractors in order to maintain
good negotiation position with the
client and to reduce by-pass risk.

SUBCONTRACTOR
REFERENCE OPPORTUNITY
Subcontractor's
relationship with client is
used to support marketing
and sales activities

Utilize subcontractor's good relationship Create an image of a winning team
with a subcontractor to gain better
with the client as a reference
position in the market.
opportunity in the project marketing
and tendering stage.

COMPETITOR FAVOURING
RISK
Subcontractor cooperates with competitor
during the project
marketing and sales phase

Involve subcontractors early to the
project in order to ensure the
commitment to the project and/or use
non-competition clauses.

PRIORITIZATION RISK
Subcontractor delivers its
services to contractor's
competitors

Establish contractual arrangements and
performance measures to ensure that
the subcontractor is committed to the
relationship during the single project.

Establish relationships and guidelines
which ensure that subcontractors do
not tender with better prices to
competitors.
Utilize subcontractor's competitor
know-how as a learning and
reference opportunity in the project
marketing and tendering stage.
Establish guidelines and long-term
subcontractor relationships in order
to ensure that subcontractors are
committed to favor contractors in a
case of resource shortage.

Table 3. Managing risks arising from subcontractors’ relationships with
the client and competitors.
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Naturally, the magnitude of risks and their potential and appropriate management approaches
in presented triadic situations are contingent on
diverse exchange and network related factors.
These factors include frequency of exchange,
criticality of exchange, history of the relationship, state of the project contractor’s relationship
with the client, state of inter-personal relationships, network positions and the power of project
contractor, role stability of network actors from
one project to another and relationship-specific
enablers and barriers. For example, in a situation
in which project exchange between the contractor and subcontractor is rather frequent, the
contractor has a greater possibility of developing
an embedded long-term relationship with the
subcontractor. Also, in a case in which the project
contractor’s relationship to the client is embedded
the risks in terms of subcontractors, for example,
by-passing the contractor are not as significant.
Further studies should have a more in-depth
examination of the impacts that these different
situation-specific factors have on appropriate risk
management practices in triadic settings.

Conclusions
In existing research, the focus of subcontractor
risk considerations has remained mostly at the
level of evaluating an individual subcontractor’s
capabilities ignoring the risks and opportunities
arising from subcontractors’ current and potential inter-organizational relationships. The paper
thus extends the traditional focus on dyadic relationship risks by identifying effects that project
subcontractors’ inter-firm relationships have on
a contractor.
Single projects are not isolated entities, but
their risks are introduced and influenced by
the long-term business networks and their
inherent relationships
An important foundational observation of the
paper is that single projects are not isolated entities, but their risks are introduced and influenced by
the long-term business networks and their inherent relationships. Risks with project performance
impacts relate to the functionality of temporary
project networks that enable successful project
sales and delivery process. Risks with business
performance impacts relate to the structure and
functionality of the long-term business network,
which increases the contractor’s ability to create
further business through projects in a profitable
manner. In order to get a holistic view on the risk
related to subcontractors’ inter-organizational
relationships, the relationships had to be analyzed
in the context of both network layers.
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Making large decisions when
little information exists
The front-end phase of major public investment projects commonly lasts for as much as a decade
or more. They emerge as the result of perceived needs. Experience suggests that the preferred
answer to the needs usually originates in isolation as a single idea, without systematic scrutiny of
possible alternatives. Moreover, this often also turns out to be the final choice - even when the
initial choice subsequently proves to be the entirely wrong. The initial choice of project concept is
therefore essential. However, available information in the earliest stages is restricted, particularly
reliable quantitative information. Analysis and decisions will therefore to a large extent rely on
qualitative information and judgment. Thus, it is essential to explore how analysis and decisions
are made up front, by whom and at what time, and the quality of available information. This paper
presents some preliminary findings from a research project designed to explore the quality and
importance of the initial choice of project concept, what information and analysis it is based upon
and what it would take to increase the chances to make the right choice.

The Investor’s Perspective on Projects

Kjell Sunnevaag
Norwegian Competition
Authority

Knut Samset
Norwegian University of
Science and Technology
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Year 2000 the Norwegian Ministry of Finance initiated a scheme to help ensure quality at entry of
major public projects with a budget exceeding 60
Million Euro. It aims for more successful projects,
reduced cost and better use of public funds. Under
the scheme, quality assurance is performed by
external consultants under a framework contract
with the Ministry. During the first five years, about
80 projects were subjected to external quality
assurance, and the scheme is now extended to
include external review at two stages.
Quality assurance is performed to assist the
Government in making sure that the choice of
concept has been subjected to a political process
of fair and rational choice. Ultimately, of course,
the choice of concept is the result of a political
process, and the consultants’ role is restricted
to supporting the Ministry’s need to assert the
professional quality of underlying documents
constituting the basis for decision.
Here, the Ministry takes the investor’s perspective on projects, unlike most stakeholders involved
in public projects, including media and the public,
who tend to take the project management perspective. The investor’s concern is the long-term
viability and benefits of projects, while project
managers are concerned more with the delivery
of the project’s outputs, in terms of scope, quality, timing and budgetary compliance. Clearly, the
ultimate proof of a project’s success is the former,
and not the latter.
Under the new scheme, the responsible ministries are obliged to present not one - but at least
two viable alternative concepts in addition to
the zero-option (doing nothing). Alternatives are
to be analysed to the same depth and detail. The
Cabinet will have the final say regarding the choice
of concept in these large projects, with the result

either to proceed into a pre-project phase with one
of the alternatives, or reject the proposal. What the
ministry does is precisely to address head-on the
problem of inadequate initial design of projects.
Ministries and government agencies will now be
required to do a better job up-front in order to
improve quality at entry.
The present study is performed under the Concept research program, which was established to
follow up on the quality assurance scheme and
a large sample of the public investment projects
involved, improving the scheme and drawing lessons from the exercise.

The Importance of the Front End Phase
There are numerous examples of projects that
have caused high additional cost for society both
during and after they have been implemented.
Overruns are common. Many projects appear as
failures, particularly in the public view. However,
in reality, most projects attain their objectives in
one way or another. While media tend to focus on
cost overrun and delays, these problems are often
insignificant if seen in a wider time perspective.
For instance, a 10 per cent cost overrun for the
new Norwegian national university hospital which
was completed 2003, was equivalent to only about
one year operating costs. The real proof of success is therefore not the delivery of the project’s
outputs but its immediate and long term effect.
Clearly, such more fundamental issues rely to a
lesser degree on the management of the project
during planning and implementation, but more
on the selection of project concept and its initial
design.
The importance of quality at entry, as measured
by quality of project identification, preparation
and appraisal, has been explored and emphasized
in several studies, more recently in the IMEC study
www.pry.fi

Miller and Lessard (2000). The World Bank came
out with the same message in a study based on a
review of 1125 of its projects that were evaluated
between 1991 and 1994, World Bank (1996). The
study concluded that projects with adequate or
better identification, preparation and appraisal
had an 80 per cent satisfactory rate, versus 35 per
cent for projects that were deficient in all these
aspects. Of the projects with deficient appraisal
but adequate identification and preparation, 46
per cent had satisfactory outcomes, nearly half
the rate of those with adequate appraisal. The
report concluded that the quality of preparation
and appraisal had significantly more influence
on satisfactory performance, than key country
macro-economic variables, external factors, or
government considerations.
Projects are unique undertakings and therefore affected by uncertainty in varying degree.
Uncertainty characterizes situations where the
actual outcome of a particular event or activity
is likely to deviate from the estimate or forecast
value. It follows that decision-making becomes
more difficult as uncertainty grows. Further, that
the availability of relevant information increases
predictability and reduces uncertainty seen from
the decision maker’s point of view.
Uncertainty is highest in the outset and reduces progressively as information is generated.
Therefore, the potential for influencing the end
result is highest in the outset. Amendment costs
will normally increase as the project moves on.
Experience as well as logic suggests that time and
resources spent up front might be worth while. We
would add that funds spent at the earliest stage
when the initial choice of concept is decided and
before the project is planned might be even more
worth wile.

The Importance of Information
There is a widespread belief that success and uncertainty is related. Projects therefore go to great
length to explore, understand, reduce or overcome
uncertainty in decision-making. To this end, the
most common means is to:
- Generate and analyse as much essential
information as possible
- Take a broad view to understand the factors that affect the project
- Reduce the level of ambition
- Reduce the planning perspective in time,
etc.
- Improve planning, for instance by using
stochastic analysis, etc.
However, reality, at least outside the physical
laboratory, is in constant change, and therefore
more or less unpredictable. The reason for this is
the in-built dynamism in social and administrative
systems, particularly their self-adjusting abilities.
Correspondingly, there are limitations to what
can be achieved in terms of reducing uncertainty.
As the result, minute plans developed at an early
stage may be less effective in achieving objectives
than successive interventions to influence the dynamic process as it unfolds. Systematic assessment
of uncertainty at different stages would therefore
be a necessary supplement to planning. It would
also be an essential part of evaluation, both in
Project Perspectives 2007

the front-end when the viability of basic project
concepts are assessed, and later when performance
and effect are scrutinized.

Access to Information
Uncertainty is commonly defined in terms of absence of information to make the right decision.
Although this is a useful definition in operational
terms, it is also very limited: it suggests that uncertainty can be eliminated when the necessary
information is available. However, projects are
dynamic processes operating in societal environments where plans are frequently overtaken by
events. Such an assumption is therefore naive,
to say the least. It may nevertheless be useful to
consider the linkage between uncertainty and
information along the dimension of time. What
type of information is available at the earliest
stage when a project is formulated and appraised?
What type of information can not be produced?
What is the limit to the usefulness of additional
information? What is most important: contextual
information or operational information?
In general, future events are predictable only to
a limited extent. Some events can be predicted in
quantitative terms on the basis of assessments of
past trends. Other events occur more spontaneously and represent qualitative changes or discontinuities. Sudden changes in the economy, a new
technological breakthrough, an act of terrorism,
a change of government or management may
suddenly change the general picture altogether.
Often, neither the timing nor the effect of such
events can be predicted or even understood before
they occur. Uncertainty therefore depends not only
on the amount of information which is actually
available to the decision-maker, but also on the
nature of the process studied. In many cases vital
information is by definition not available forehand
to shed light on development before it actually
happens.
Our main concern is the type of information
that is critical to the success of the project. A study
of 249 projects looked into their success rates, the
main problems associated with the projects, what
caused these problems and the extent to which
the problems could have been foreseen, Samset
(1998). The study concluded that as much as 70
per cent of the main problems were caused by
uncertainties that were largely predictable. It was
found that also contextual uncertainties to some
extent were largely predictable as indicated in
figure 1. While this may be surprising, an explanation might be that successes and failures are
largely repeatable in projects with similar purpose
and characteristic. Taking the accumulated lessons
of success and failure from these projects as the
lead when looking for information relevant to
the design and appraisal of an anticipated project
may therefore be less demanding and expensive
than imagined.

Up Front Analysis and Decision
Projects should ideally be planned within the
context of a long-term strategy, where objectives
are established and formally agreed. Hence a need
to analyze causality both in terms of expected
achievements and probability of occurrence. In ad59
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Figure 1. Assessment of predictability of operational and contextual uncertainties
causing major problems in 249 projects. (N=334)
dition, an initial overview of the complexity of the
strategy, which in many cases will reveal a picture
of confounding, even conflicting, objectives.
The quality of design was explored further in a
sample of 30 larger development projects that had
been designed using a common format called The
logical framework methodology, Samset (1998).
The distinction was made between the project’s
operational objectives (its outputs), tactical
(immediate objective), and strategic (long-term
effect). It was found that the strategies did not
meet the planning requirements by far. Most of
the projects had design faults at all levels and no
projects were without faults.
In two third of the projects objectives had
been swapped between the three ambition levels.
About half of the projects had between two and
six tactical objectives, instead of one, as required.
Only 10 per cent of the projects were found to be
well designed at the operational level, seven per
cent at the tactical level, and seven per cent at the
strategic level, see table 1. The study concluded
that the weakest part of the design was the description of contextual uncertainties associated
with the perceived project.
Clearly, this leaves much to be desired in terms
of getting the picture right. Now, the question is
what does it take to fill the analytical framework
with the information the ensure the project is
relevant in relation to the problem it is intended
to solve, economically viable, end effective in
fulfilling its objectives.

Strengthening the Information Basis
The issue of strengthening the information basis
leads instinctively to the questions how and to
what extent. Before attempting to answer these
questions, let us take a look at the traditional approach to estimating values relevant to the project.

Very often this is to assess a 50/50 estimate, supported by a low and a high estimate.
As already mentioned, uncertainty is highest
when the process of assessing project values commences, but will gradually be reduced as existing
information is processed and new information is
collected. In a report which i.a. evaluates reasons
for cost overruns on the Norwegian Continental
Shelf, NOU 1999:11 (this is a report from a Committee appointed by the Norwegian Ministry of
Petroleum and Energy), it is mentioned that when
the oil companies present their plan for development and operations of an oil field to the Ministry
of Petroleum and Energy for approval, i.e. at the
end of the early phase, the total standard deviation
for the project will have been reduced to 20%. For
some components, however, the standard deviation will still be around 40%. As planning commences, this span will obviously be much higher,
but as the project ‘matures’, the project will be
more detailed, and more precise estimates will be
enabled. This is illustrated in figure 2 below.
This process of gradual reduction of uncertainty,
and the corresponding increase in estimate precision, can be attributed to several factors. Firstly,
the project as such gets more detailed. This enables
more precise use of existing data sources. Secondly,
as time passes, more information of relevance
to the project will be revealed, in other words;
uncertainty is gradually unveiled. This will have a
potential impact on prior estimates.
Let us now return to the particular challenges
faced in relation to up-front decision making.
As illustrated in figure 2, a distinction is made
between two decision points. We will define the
front-end phase as the period leading up to a
decision between at least one realistic investment alternative to the zero alternative (doing
nothing). If a decision is taken to proceed with

Strategic Tactical Operational
level
level
level
Total number of objectives
49
63
104
Too ambitious objectives
12
3
26
Realistic objectives
15
18
75
Too limited objectives
23
42
3
Number of verifiable objectives 16
35
49

Total
No.
%
216
100
41
19
108
50
68
31
100
46

Table 1. Realism of objectives at three ambition levels, and the number of
objectives defined in verifiable terms
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Figure 2. The gradual process of reducing uncertainty as project planning proceeds
a given project different from the zero alternative, the project will have to be detailed to such
an extent that the final investment decision can
be made, and building commence. The particular
challenges at front-end decision point are illustrated in figure 3.
Here we have put the front-end decision point
at a point in time where it is relatively clear-cut
which alternative realizes the highest total value,
measured for instance as net present value (NPV).
There is obviously still room for surprises, but even
more so had the decision point been earlier at a
point in time where the high estimate for project
B intersects the low estimate for project B.
In the earliest phase, with scant information and
one or more project alternatives that only exist as a
rough drawing on ‘the paper napkin’, it is obviously
meaningless to use very sophisticated methods for
assessment. Only rough, experience-based data is
meaningful in the earliest phase, for instance like
“a road tunnel with a width and length like this
in this type of rock typically costs in the range of
$ to $$ per meter”.
From figure 3 we can see that front-end decisions to make a choice between concepts may
be more challenging than subsequent decisions
regarding the size of investment with respect to
value estimates. One of the reasons is time in addition to scant information, but also in addition
to imprecise description of the project alternatives per se. The fact that each of the alternative
concepts only are more or less vaguely defined,
clearly adds to this problem.
In the total assessment, time will have the effect
of increasing the span of possible outcomes, where

these outcomes evolve more or less stochastically.
This will in particular apply to input factors whose
value is determined by market forces. However, at
one point in time the decision maker has to decide
whether information is sufficient to make a choice
between concept alternatives.

Problems with Traditional Techniques
At the time when the project is analysed, neither
total investment costs, nor operating costs and
revenues are known with certainty. In addition
to this come uncertainty in technology development, competitive structure and fiscal and regulatory policies. Problems easily arise when using
traditional techniques (like Discounted Cash Flow
analysis, DCF) to evaluate projects involving both
uncertainty and decision flexibility (see e.g. Paddock et al. (1988) or Jacoby and Laughton (1992)
for a discussion). Simultaneous interrelations
between the expected cash flow, the risk-adjusted
discount rate, the optimal strategy and the results obtained cause difficulties. Due to the time
perspective, the problems are accentuated in the
front end phase.
Most investment decisions share three important characteristics that can be difficult to
include in the traditional approach (see e.g. Dixit
and Pindyck (1994)). Firstly, investments, like a
tunnel or building a bridge, are to a large extent
irreversible or «sunk». If market conditions change
significantly, it may not be possible to reverse the
decision to invest, at least not without notable
costs. This kind of irreversibility is not that distinct
in the front-end phase, but nevertheless, one alternative has to be chosen, and very often this is

Total Value
Estimate

High
Concept A

Project A
Low

Concept B

Front-end
decision point

Investment Time
decision point

Figure 3. Challenges in making a choice between two concepts where estimates overlap
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a point of no return, at least concerning reverting
to the other alternative concept.
Secondly, there is uncertainty regarding the future net rewards from the investment. Uncertainty
to a varying degree will relate to most elements in
the investment costs and cash flows connected to
a particular project.
Thirdly, traditional DCF analysis typically ignores
flexibility. Very often there is some leeway about
the timing of the front-end decision point and
the timing of the final investment decision. The
decision can be postponed to get more information about conditions important for the success
or failure of the project. It is also important to
remember that added value also be brought to the
project through the management’s ability to make
operating decisions during the life of the project,
i.e. adjust the investment to existing market
conditions as they change over time. Thus, value
can also be created through flexible development
solutions, and the degree of irreversibility can vary
with the development concept.
It is not always possible to delay an investment
and wait for new information, i.e. the option expires. Nevertheless, irreversibility, uncertainty and
the possibility to delay are three characteristics
working together, influencing the optimal decision by creating opportunity costs. The extra value
created through decision flexibility or operational
flexibility is rarely quantified through traditional
DCF-approaches. It is by now well known, however,
that optimal investment rules can be obtained
from methods that have been developed for pricing options in financial markets, i.e. real options.

The Impact of New Information
At the front-end decision point, one has to ask if
there is a possibility that more information will
be revealed with time, and in that case, will this
information also have an impact on the ranking
of alternatives. An important distinction is the
circumstances under which new information
becomes available, i.e. uncertainty is revealed. We
can distinguish between uncertainty external to
the project and uncertainty internal to the project.
With external uncertainty, new information will
become available in time independent of whether
the investment is carried through or delayed. Price
uncertainty is a good example. With internal
uncertainty new information is only revealed if
certain actions are carried out. In e.g. an oil field
development context, exploration drilling, drilling of appraisal wells and production testing are
examples of actions that can reveal information
and create option value, given operating flexibility
to make use of the information. So, while external
uncertainty will strengthen the economic requirements to the project, internal uncertainty will
work in the opposite direction. In both cases, one
has to make sure that the proper methodological
framework is applied in order to assess project
flexibility, i.a. to correctly reflect ability to adjust
to changing circumstances in project values. It
should also be kept in mind that new information can alter the ranking between the project
alternatives invest now and wait. The framework
for assessing the value of waiting is presented in
i.a. Dixit and Pindyck (1994).
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In the following, we will distinguish between
existing information and new information. With
respect to existing information we will focus on
techniques used in order to improve the quality
of existing qualitative information and methods
used to exploit the information content in existing
(quality assured) information in a more efficient
way to assure more robust decisions. Basically, this
is the work we do in order to establish the a priori
distribution of outcomes.
With respect to new information we will give
some attention to Bayesian techniques, and how
this can be used to establish a more robust a
posteriori distribution.

Assuring Quality and Using Existing
Information
The significance of updated and accurate quantitative and qualitative information cannot be
stressed too much. The decision maker will often
solicit information from multiple sources. These
sources of information may be human experts,
mathematical models or computer simulations,
based on different sources of qualitative and
quantitative data. The importance of seeking
information from multiple sources become even
more crucial if the ranking between project alternatives may be affected.
In the process of knowledge acquisition, the
decision maker sometimes has access to the
judgment of multiple experts. Aggregating the
judgments of multiple experts into a single system
and correcting for biases in probability assessment
are particularly important issues in a front-end
context, and great care should be taken when
selecting experts, adjusting their assessments and
combining their forecasts. Additional note: The
task of aggregating the judgments of multiple
experts into a single system is discussed in principle in O’Leary (1993), and studied empirically in
O’Leary (1998). How to correct for biases in probability assessment is exemplified in e.g. Goodwin
and Wright (2004), based on knowledge further
detailed in i.a. Gilowitch et al. (2002).
Also, an important part of the (ideal) estimation system will be a database with information
based on previous projects with technical as well as
market data, price estimates from different suppliers, continuously updated information from other
projects under way in addition to assessments with
respect to different factors affecting uncertainty,
technical, market development as well as important and relevant premises to the project(s) in
question. The quality of this database is obviously
important to precision in estimates, and quality is
assured i.a. through continuous updating.
What is information quality? Too often, important investment decisions are based solely on
data that just happened to be available or readily
obtainable, but which yield measurements that
others would not accept as meaningful in the
actual decision context.
The most basic aspect of information quality
is the extent to which it corresponds to what we
want to measure. This involves two important concepts, i.e. validity and reliability. Validity is usually
defined as closeness or fit between an intellectual
construct and the things we measure empiriwww.pry.fi

cally as indicators or proxies for that abstraction.
Validity cannot be verified or tested directly, but
will have to be based on the judgement of the
analyst. However, validity can often be improved
by using several different measures for the same
phenomenon, such as several different measures
of income in the example above. Methodological
triangulation is a keyword in this context. This implies using different methodological approaches,
or that different estimators applies the same
methodological approach. If this leads to the same
result, we would expect higher validity.
Information is reliable if the measurement
procedure yields the same results if applied repeatedly; in other words, that the analytic instrument
with a certain degree of confidence can ensure
that the measurement results correctly represent
empirical relationships. For instance, a seismic
survey conducted to examine the potential for
petroleum resources in an area would be unreliable
if it was administered to the same area twice and
produced different data.
If we try to put these crucial concepts in the
context of an up front evaluation and subsequent
decision between alternatives, the first requirement is that evaluation instruments are checked
as to whether they measure what they intend
to measure. Secondly, we need to assert that
evaluation questions correspond to the evaluation criterion being focused. Thirdly, questionable
validity should be compensated using several
information sources or methods. Finally, we need
to assess to what extent the evaluation questions
in combination are sufficient to provide a valid
overall conclusion.

Using New Information
In Bayes’ theorem an initial probability estimate is
known as a prior probability. When Bayes’ theorem
is used to modify a prior probability in the light of
new information the result is known as a posterior
probability. However, new information, be it from
geological surveys, market research, scientific data

or consultants, can be expensive to obtain. In
deciding whether to acquire new information, it
is important to remember that new information
per se, is worthless unless decisions potentially
will be effected. Furthermore, the expected value
of new (imperfect) information must exceed the
costs acquiring it. The same Bayesian methodological framework can be used to assess whether
acquiring new information is worthwhile. Some
illustrative and practical examples are provided
in e.g. Goodwin and Wright (2004).
However, Rommelfanger (2003) points out that
empirical opinion polls indicate that posterior
probabilities are not applied in case of solving
real decision problems. Several explanations for
this can be provided. One is that in real-world applications the decision maker is often not able to
specify objective prior probability distributions. For
improving the situation the decision maker could
look for additional information. Another is that
the Bayesian framework requires rather advanced
theoretical skills. The calculation of posterior
probabilities is a complicated procedure which
needs a lot of information and implies intensive
calculations. In practice the decision maker has
to devote money and time to these activities,
before it is actually possible to calculate the value
of additional information. In particular, it seems
absolutely improbable that a decision maker is
able to assess all likelihoods.
Consequently, Rommelfanger suggest the use
of fuzzy decision theory to improve upon the
situation. Fuzzy decision theory seems particularly
interesting as a decision support tool in the frontend phase. The reason why is that fuzzy decision
theory involves making decisions with imprecise
information and measures. It deals with situations
that might happen, as opposed to assuming situations will happen. Uncertainty about probability
is taken to be a form of (fuzzy) vagueness rather
than a form of probability. Fuzzy decision theory is
based on of fuzzy logic and fuzzy set theory. Fuzzy
logic allows intermediate values to be defined
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Figure 4. Four classes of information that are used as basis for decisions, ranging from
quantitative statistics to qualitative subjective judgement
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between conventional evaluations like true/false,
yes/no, high/low, etc. One of the most useful aspects of fuzzy set theory is its ability to represent
mathematically a class of decision problems called
multiple objective decisions (MODs). This class of
problems often involves many vague and ambiguous (and thus fuzzy) goals and constraints. The
vagueness of expert judgment can be represented
by possibility in this sense. Thus, the methodology
might prove useful in the front end phase.

Conclusion
Major public investment projects emerge as the
result of perceived problems or needs. Experience suggests that the preferred answer to the
problem usually originates in isolation as a single
idea, without systematic scrutiny of possible
alternatives. The initial choice of project concept
is essential, also because this often turns out to
be the final choice - even when the initial choice
subsequently proves to be the wrong choice. What
happens apparently is that the more fundamental
questions regarding the initial choice are drowned
in a subsequent abundance of detailed quantitative information about the project as planning
proceed.
Clearly, available information in the earliest
stages is restricted, particularly reliable quantitative information. Analysis and decisions will
therefore to a large extent rely on qualitative
information and judgment. It is essential to explore
how analysis and decisions are made up front, by
whom and at what time, and the quality of available information. The front-end phase of major
projects commonly lasts for a decade or more.
Another vital issue is therefore how rapid various
types of information become invalid over time
during this period.
In our view, an important contribution of this
paper have been to raise some questions regarding how to strengthen the information basis, and
to improve information quality in order to make
better decisions up front. Even though we have
identified some important issues and challenges
that need to be explored further, unfortunately
no answers are provided at this point. However,
finding ways to improve front-end decisions about
funding, and particularly the more fundamental
problem of selecting the most appropriate concept
for an investment project is no doubt worth vile
and will be pursued further.
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Managing uncertainty in projects:

Merging theory
and practice
Projects are often described as unique complex undertakings with constraints in time, costs, scope
and quality. The result of such features is that there is a high level of uncertainty in projects with
both positive and negative effects, not only risks, but also opportunities. Both risks as threats to the
project goals and opportunities as favorable situations that benefit the project need to be managed
in order to achieve the desired outcomes of the project. Current trends in project business, such as
increasing internationalization and customer orientation lead to the fact that the project company
has to be flexible enough in order to respond to harsh project environment and satisfy customer
needs the best way possible. Although traditional project risk management is a well-established
discipline within project management field, there is a clear need for further development, particularly taking in consideration modern practice of project business. In this paper we argue that
management of uncertainty has become a vital part of the project managers’ duties. We base our
argumentation on a study of a large-scale project within oil and gas industry and by presenting
results from a theoretical screening of the concept of uncertainty.

Project Risk Management – a defensive game
Traditional project risk management has earned
a great deal of attention in the past decade (e.g.
PMBOK 2000, 2004; Artto et al. 1998, Chapman
& Ward 2003). Already in seventies it was noted
by Close (1974) that essentially risk management
is seen as consisting of three main processes:
recognition of risk, measurement of risk and
handling of risk. The latter activity received most
of attention both among researcher and practitioners. Traditional project risk management
consists of several processes including planning,
identification, analysis, responses, monitoring
and control with strong emphasis on the planning as the enhancer of the success of five other
activities (PMBOK 2004). Planning is seen as one
of the major factors in forecasting the future
perspectives, revealing potential risks and avoiding
threats. Project management literature suggests
that this principle is currently dominant (Maylor
2003, Alderman et al. 2005, Wikström 2005). This
idea is developed by a stream in the literature
providing critical insight into the impact of strategic planning on the (project-based) company’s
performance (Mintzberg 1994).
The planning process is regarded as necessary
but not a sufficient condition for project success.
Indeed, rigid detailed planning can work both ways.
On one hand, plans are a good manual in everyday
work. Project manager makes an informed guess
about the potential threats and opportunities
based on experience and plans actions in response.
On the other hand, the function of the project
managers in such a case becomes mechanistic
– coordinate and control by following the plan.
However, it is well known that it is not possible to
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forecast all the details before the project starts.
That is because both project environment and the
project itself is changing constantly. One of the
most common examples is the change in customer
preferences, which is not always detectable in
advance. Projects as complex customer-oriented
endeavors require flexibility in management in
order to perform rather than conform to the plan
(Perminova et al. 2006).
The interviews with managers in the case project
showed that detailed planning can be seen as a
way of communicating information between the
project team members. The project management
team used brainstorming sessions in order to
forecast potential threats and determine realistic
scope of work at different stages of the project
including planning. As a result, the risks that were
identified during such sessions had no impact on
project outcomes. The reason for that is the preparedness of the team to take actions accordingly.
Thus, risks proved to be controllable.
However, it was noted by the managing director, who played an active role in management
of the case project, that planning per se was not
enough to manage unexpected situations they
met later in the project. Mainly because they
could not even think of these situations at the
planning stage. These uncertain situations could
constitute both risk and opportunities for the
project, and planning had little to do in managing
them. Pre-planned precautionary measures proved
not enough to deal with uncertainty because the
project is time-bound. Changes in customer demands or legal regime in the country of delivery
required pro-active decision-making from the
project management in response to the occurred
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situation. In contrast, risk management routines
do not support acute response to unknown threats
or gaining opportunities from the unforeseen situations. They can be considered rather defensive,
whereas managing uncertainty in projects requires
action. That is why managing risk and managing
uncertainty are not the same.

Risk and Uncertainty: are they the same?
Another important aspect is the difference between risk and uncertainty, which has a strong
impact on how projects are managed. The definition of risk by PMBOK (2004) as the currently
widely accepted view states that project risk is
an uncertain event or condition that, if it occurs,
has a positive or a negative effect on at least
one project objective, such as time, cost, scope
or quality… As we can see, it does not make a
distinction between risk and uncertainty. Most of
the scientific disciplines do not regard uncertainty
as synonymous to risks. Risk is a fact, it is at least
imaginable, and thus it cannot be uncertain by
definition. In table 1 we present a comparison of
how risk and uncertainty are perceived in humanities and project management.
Project risk management (PRM) as defined by
PMBOK (2004) understands risk as an uncertain
event having not only negative, but also positive
outcomes, meaning both threats and opportunities. Consequently, they are managed the same
way. In practice, traditional risk management is
about management of risk as danger, whereas
opportunities are often left behind. PRM treats
risks as known or predictable facts, whereas uncertainty has a wider meaning, and that is why we
argue that PRM fails to cover it. For the purpose
of project management, uncertainty can be better
described as a context for risks and opportunities
emerging within projects (Perminova et al. 2007).
This definition covers both risks and opportunities
as possible outcomes of uncertainty, although all
three are not synonymous.

Managing uncertainty in projects:
insights from the case project
Our study showed that project managers are
Risk

well-capable of managing risk by utilizing skills
and information. One of the project managers
expressed that control and monitoring represent
“history”. These processes are aimed at stating the
fact. They are the source of historical data, which
helps to identify (project) company’s standpoint at
the current moment. At the same time, if control
and monitoring is done on a regular basis, it becomes a valuable source of information on risks for
future projects. However, risk management proved
to be not enough for dealing with uncertainty.
To survive in modern project business, companies
have to be flexible enough to manage uncertainty
that is inherent in high-complex and often unique
projects. Project risk management procedures
prove to be threat-oriented and mechanistic. In
practice, it means that companies take defensive
position in trying to avoid accepting risk. The result
of such actions is that opportunities as positive
part of risks (by PMBOK (2004) definition) are
avoided as well.
In contrast to that, our case project team
opened up for uncertainty and risk-taking. In the
managing director’s point of view, risk inherited
in their job was not a problem if the company
could handle it. In his opinion, the key to successful handling of risk was putting an appropriate
“price tag” for it that customer paid since cost
was considered the most sensitive objective in
that particular project. In this sense, what is perceived as risk by the customer does not represent
any danger to the project company. The company
could take the risk because they were the experts
in the job they were doing, and risk management
is part of the project management competencies.
There was nothing uncertain about the outcome
for the project team. Thus, risk-taking propensities the customer and project organization are
not the same. The managers identified potential
dangers and planned the mitigation procedures
respectively. As was mentioned in one of the
interviews, well-considered risk-taking becomes
means of increasing profits.
However, when unforeseen situation takes place,
it is too late to apply precautionary measures.
Project manager has to be able to make decisions
Uncertainty

Economics

Risk refers to events subject Uncertainty is a situation for which it is not possible to specify
to known or knowable
numerical probabilities (Knight, 1964)
probability distribution
Uncertainty is a state in which individual actors find it
(Knight 1964)
impossible to attribute a reasonably definite probability to the
expected outcome of their choice (Keynes 1937)

Psychology

Risk is the fact that the
decision is made under
conditions of known
probabilities (Stanford
Encyclopedia of Philosophy
on-line)

Philosophy
Org. theory
Dictionary
Project
management

Uncertainty is a state of mind characterized by a conscious lack
of knowledge about the outcomes of an event (Head 1967)
Doubt presupposes certainty (Wittgenstein 1986)
Uncertainty emanates from a set of objective but largely
unmeasured environmental characteristics (Jaunch et al. 1986)
Uncertainty is the state of being uncertain; something you can
not be sure about (Oxford Dictionary of Current English 2005)

Risk is an uncertain event or condition that, if it occurs, has a positive or negative effect on
at least one project objective, such as time, cost, scope or quality (PMBOK 2004)

Table 1. Risk and Uncertainty as Defined in Different Disciplines
(adopted from Perminova et al. 2007)
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on spot and be prepared to go further than plans
suggest. In one of the interviews, the managing
director suggested that by taking certain additional responsibilities rather than avoiding them
the project company can improve its image among
its stakeholders and build solid position on the
market. In contrast to above-described risks, these
responsibilities are not necessarily included in
the job description. The project company decided
to do it in order to better satisfy the customer
needs. By taking additional responsibility the
company enters in the situation of uncertainty
about the outcomes. The situation is not evident
as such. Unforeseen event inherits not only risks
but also opportunities, thus the outcome can be
both positive and negative. Several factors play
an important role here: skills of project manager,
experience in delivering projects, and information
availability, but not only that. You can not plan for
the unforeseen situation; you need to reflect on
it. Uncertainty goes beyond the scope of project
risk management; its practices are not enough to
manage uncertainty.
Project and its environment are in continuous
process of change, and thus there is a need to
continuously reflect in order to grasp potential
dangers and opportunities (Schön 1983). In project
context, reflection is considering situation from
multiple angles, so that the uncertainty is resolved
As suggested by Karl Weick (1995), the process of
sensemaking with the help of which “people make
retrospective sense of the situations in which
they find themselves and their creations” can be
considered an important tool in transforming uncertainty into risks and opportunities. This process
is reflective and less deterministic than those that
traditional project risk management advocates. It
is better described as pro-active rather than defensive. It encourages organizational learning and
competence building. In this context, risk plans
and databases have a significant role as sources
of information and its distribution to different
members of the project team. In a similar vein,
they work as manuals in day-to-day work helping to communicate overall project strategy. In
one of the interviews, the project manager stated
that detailed project plans and project execution
models work as “reminders” that help in “learning
by doing”. Sensemaking is the process by which
uncertainty can be transferred to certainty in form
of risks and opportunities. In this sense, managing uncertainty can be regarded as a source of
competitive advantage.

Conclusion
Meeting customer needs is the ultimate goal of
any project. Customer-centered thinking drives
companies to provision of not only unique tailored
products and services, but also high value integrated solutions. The restrictions in time, scope,
quality and budget add to the complexity of these
undertakings. Finally projects become more and
more international. Consequently, there is a high
level of uncertainty associated with project business. Traditional project risk management with
its defensive and to a large extent mechanistic
standpoint fails to provide tools necessary to
address uncertainty. The fact is that it does not
Project Perspectives 2007

make a distinction between uncertainty and risk.
By treating uncertainty as a context for risks and
opportunities within the project, we suggest different means of managing it without being too
deterministic.
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How do organizations develop from process orientation towards a project-oriented company?

A Framework for Building Successful
Project-Based Organizations
Organizations’ move towards improved project-orientation requires appropriate governance
structures. The paper presents a governance framework for organizations to gradually move from
process orientation to project orientation. The framework provides an economic balance of investments and returns at three consecutive migration steps, and for project, program and portfolio
management.
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The increased use of projects as the way of doing business has led to the development of a
variety of tools and techniques for better project
management (Turner & Keegan, 1999). However,
project failure rates are still high and awareness
is growing that projects are not executed in an
organizational vacuum. Governance of project
management became the term and method to
manage the multitude of parallel projects in an
organization. Project management governance is
defined by the Association of Project Management
(APM, 2004, p. 4) as:
The governance of project management concerns those areas of corporate governance that
are specifically related to project activities. Effective governance of project management ensures
that an organisation’s project portfolio is aligned
to the organisation’s objectives, is delivered efficiently and is sustainable. Governance of project
management also supports the means by which
the board, and other major project stakeholders,
are provided with timely, relevant and reliable
information. (emphasis added)
APM suggest four dimensions of governance:
- Portfolio direction effectiveness and efficiency
- Project sponsorship effectiveness and efficiency
- Project management effectiveness and
efficiency
- Disclosure and reporting
This list covers the different organizational levels and their specific responsibilities in governing
the project-oriented company.
Beside these strategic dimensions for governing
project management in an organization, a number
of tactical tools and techniques developed over
recent years. These include training and certification programs for project and program managers,
as well as traditional organizational measures, such
as audits and reviews of projects, mentor programs,
Project (Management) Offices, benchmarking and
project management maturity models.
Given the variety of tactical techniques and
strategic governance dimensions, the question
arises what techniques are appropriate for which

organization? Some of these techniques require
relatively small efforts (like reviews), while others
potentially aim for a change of the entire organization (like maturity models). With organizations
being at different levels of ‘projectization’ the
need arises for a categorization of the different
techniques by their efforts and returns in relation
to the extent of project-orientation in an organization. To that end, the study aims for categorizing
the different techniques in order to balance the
magnitude of return and investment. Therefore
the following research question is raised:
How do organizations develop from process orientation towards a project-oriented company?
The final result is a framework for organizations
to choose appropriate strategic dimensions and
tactical techniques, given their position between
process and project-orientation.

Methodology
The study was done using Participatory Action
Research, a methodology especially suitable for
studying management of change in organizations
by jointly involving employees and researcher in
the change process. It derives theory from the
studied cases, which can subsequently be used in
other contexts (Saunders et al, 2003). Participatory
Action Research differs from the more traditional
research methods by not only describing phenomena, but by also changing them. Saunders et
al (2003) describe the action research process as
cyclical, starting with an initial idea and criteria
for change intervention, and then
- Finding facts and analyzing them (reconnaissance)
- Planning action steps for the intervention
- Implementing the planned steps
- Monitoring implementation and effects
- Evaluation of the accomplished results
At the end of each cycle a decision is made
whether to stop the process (i.e. objectives have
been accomplished or are given up), or to continue
in a next and similar round of process steps.
To that end critical reflection was used to understand the personal experiences (Chiu, 2006).
Theory was developed following White (2004)
through interaction with fellow researchers and
www.pry.fi

Country

A
B
C

USA
Global 1996-2000
Denmark Global 2004
Sweden Global 2002-2005

+

Poland

-

D

IT
IT
Engineering/
manufacturing
Insurance

Scope

Investigated

A force field analysis

Case Industry

Local/ 2006
Global

Economic pressure
(What is done)

Education
(What can be done)

Management pressure
(What should be done)

Table 1.

Figure 1.

consultants for second person research, and
initial publications and their feedback used for
third person research (Englund & Müller, 2005).
The findings were subsequently discussed during
dozens of seminars with several hundred practitioners from various industries and Master students
in Management from a number of Universities in
Europe. Validity is implied in the presentation of
transformational experience as an explicit reflection on the change process.
The developments in organizations from process
orientation towards a project-orientation were
analyzed in four different organizations, between
1996 and 2006. Involvement of the researchers has
been either as consultant or employee responsible
for project management improvement in the case
organizations. Table 1 shows the industry, geography and scope of the organizations.

manager drastically. Being threatened with bad
project results and possible lay-off, pressed project managers tend to shorten their time horizon
and to work for short-term survival in their
current position. Emphasizing only short term
goals can lead to decisions which are severely
adverse for the project or the client relation in
the long-term. This force has a major impact
on what is done by the project manager in a
project.
Figure 1 shows a related force field analysis.
Increasing education and management demand
have a positive effect on the quality of project
management delivery, while the perceived economic pressure has a negative effect.

Quality of Project Management
Critical reflection on dozens of project audits and
the associated findings revealed three major forces
that impact the quality of project management in
a project. These are:
- The level of skills and knowledge of the project
manager. Better educated project managers
have a greater repertoire of methods, tools
and techniques to manage projects and their
inherent management problems. This force
determines what can be done by the project
manager.
- The demand from management, especially
Steering Groups and other line managers
supervising project managers, is the second
major influential force for the quality of project
management execution. This force determines
what project management deliverables are
prepared and delivered by the project manager,
for example, status reports, change management processes, as well as updated project
plans. Deliverables not especially demanded by
management are often neglected by project
managers, with an adverse effect on project
performance. Management demand determines
what should be done for good quality project
management.
- The project manager’s perception about the
economic pressure in the project is the third
and most detrimental force. Project managers
with low perceived economic pressure (i.e. the
project is managed within the cost and time
constraints) tend to have a long-term view of
the project, possibly planning follow-on projects. High pressure from Steering Groups or
other stakeholders as a result of economic plan
deviation or unrealistic goals (e.g. in cost and
time) reduces the time horizon of the project
Project Perspectives 2007

A Framework for Organizational
Migration
Table 2 shows the typical migration of the four
case companies as a three-step process. Each step
constitutes the equilibrium of the three forces
listed above. Migration from step one to step three
indicates an increasingly stronger organizational
focus on their project management capabilities
and with it an increase in using project management as a strategic asset in the marketplace.
Organizations start their migration towards
project-orientation with basic training and the
use of a project management methodology (or
parts thereof). This constitutes the simplest form of
the Education force (What can be done). The need
for training and methodology often arises from
reviews of troubled projects, which constitutes
the What is done force. Steering groups are put
in place to foster the use of the methods and the
application of the learned project management
techniques through management demand (What
should be done). All three activities are relatively
small investments, which allow for continuity and
a common process in project execution. Having established step one, organizations improve project
management quality in terms of the iron triangle,
namely achieving time, budget, and quality goals,
a success definition of the early times of project
management (Jugdev & Müller, 2005).
Organizations implementing and synchronizing
the three activities of step one achieve a good
economic balance of investments and returns in
project management improvement. Organizations
with little project-based business may stop their
investments in project management improvement at this level, because higher investments
would not lead to adequate higher returns. Other
organizations tend to stay at this level for a while
and evaluate the improvements made in terms of
project results, and then move on to step two.
Organizations with a medium amount of
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project-based business tend to apply step two
activities in addition to step one. These are certification for project managers (education force),
establishment of Project Management Offices
(PMO) to improve project work within the organization (management demand force), and mentor
programs to identify and influence What is done
by project managers in the field.
This, in conjunction with an understanding of
project success being more complex than the iron
triangle, takes into account several Critical Success
Factors, such as customer satisfaction, appropriateness of planning techniques, and the general
quality of project management together with its
impact on follow-on projects with the customer.
The establishment of a PMO, or similar unit for
project management improvement, provides the
foundation for introducing portfolio management some time in the future. In this step the
investments in project management are higher
than in step one, and so are the expected returns.
Improvements are mainly at the project level, with
some probability that the PMO impacts processes
and practices of organizational units working in
or close to projects.
The third step comprises introduction of advanced project management techniques, such as
specialized planning tools or industry knowledge,
for focused improvement of particular aspects of
project management. This increases the education
force, which is controlled through the management demand force in forms of benchmarking an
organization’s project management capabilities
within and across industries. What is done in
reality is checked through maturity models and
their tools to assess project management practices.
This allows developing the organization’s internal
capabilities to manage their projects, resources and
processes simultaneously and most efficiently.
Step three requires significant investments,
not only in terms of money, but also in adapting
and streamlining the organization’s processes to
make them support the objectives of the project
part of the business, and only to a lesser extent
the objectives of the traditional hierarchy. This
step is therefore mainly used by companies whose

business is project-based. The efforts at this step
aim for leapfrog improvements in project results,
over and above the competitors.
No matter how far an organization develops,
those steps, once achieved, will not disappear.
Step three organizations still apply step one and
two techniques.
By broadening the view and including program
and portfolio management into the framework,
we see that many of the techniques are also applicable in wider context. Programs are groups of
projects with a common goal, which is not achievable through just one project (Turner and Müller,
2003). Programs can be treated similar to projects
within this framework, so that techniques from
all three steps are similarly used for program and
project management. For example, PMI recently
announced a Program Manager certification.
Portfolios are groupings of projects by their
shared resources (Turner and Müller, 2003). At the
portfolio level we see room for further development. Step one techniques are in place for portfolio management, and partly step two techniques
(methods, reviews, steering groups, PMO). At step
three, OPM3 (PMI, 2003) serves as maturity model
and benchmarks portfolio management in an organization against industry best practice. It also
links the projects work to the company strategy.
The need to combine the project, program and
portfolio view into an overall mixed program and
portfolio management governance structure was
shown through research by Blomquist & Müller
(2006). They showed that organizations with
a mix of program and portfolio management
perform significantly better than those using just
one of them.

Conclusions
This study developed a framework for an organization’s migration from process orientation
to project orientation. The presented approach
has been used at companies of various types and
maturity in project orientation.
The research question is now answered with reference to Table 2. Organizations develop in three
steps, where each step constitutes equilibrium

Portfolios
Programs

Step

2

3

Methodology use
and basic training

Certification

Advanced
training and
Internal
Certification

What should be
done.
Management
demand

Steering
committees

Project
Management
Office
(PMO/PSO/PO)

Benchmarking

What is done.

Audits / reviews

Mentor programs

Maturity Model

What can be
done.
Education

1

Projects
Programs
Portfolios

Projects

Table 2.
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of investments and returns. Parallel investment
in techniques that are not part of the same step
unbalances the investment/return equilibrium and
may cause less than optimal investments. Organizations follow the three steps and each step is an
add-on to the former step. The same framework is
applicable for program and portfolio management,
with the latter being not yet fully developed to
cover all techniques of the framework.
Practical implementation of the model has
shown that the following factors are key for successful delivery:
- Top management’s buy-in to the whole
process and setting the scene for project,
program and portfolio management, together with its business role in the organization
- A holistic approach - considering the entire approach and not concentrating only
on elements of it or parts of the organization
- Adapting the scope in developing towards a project-based organization to the
organization’s situation and objectives
- not overdoing it
- Treating this development as a change
management process, with definition of
the roles and responsibilities of the various
actors
- Improving the role of project management
governance, not only “traditional” project
management
Application of the framework as a roadmap
towards project-based organization requires top
management to:
- Identify the organization’s current position
in the framework by conducting an as-is
analysis
- Define the next step to achieve and the
time frame for it
- Identify the various project types, resulting
in various methodologies
- Select an approach to establish a PMO
(top-down, bottom-up, or mixed)
- Identifying the economic balance of
investments and returns requires detailed
business cases, calculating both investments and returns.
The main sources of benefits are identified as:
- PM methodology, standards, common approach to projects
- Project Portfolio Management
- PM corporate-wide knowledge base and
competence center
Project management improvement inside a
company should neither be – as we have frequently noticed – the task of the HR department,
concentrating on the delivery of standard trainings, nor an endeavor executed inside the specific
department or business area of the company. From
the very beginning this should be a company-wide
program, integrating the organization’s activities,
implemented company-wide, and on various organizational levels.
The road along the framework shows the variety
of techniques and topics in project management.
The framework should be implemented using a
change management approach, taking into acProject Perspectives 2007

count such elements as: people and their behavior,
personal goals and hidden agendas, the question
on What’s In It For Me, willingness and ability
to change. Managing the process towards the
project-oriented company requires the involvement of both the roadmap and the organizational
change process.
Organizations develop from process to project
orientations. A variety of techniques are available to foster good project management work.
The study provided a framework to economically
guide organizations in their journey towards a
project-based organization.
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Improving the reliability and
validity of results from multinational research projects
Multi-national research projects often involve asking questions to people who do not speak the
same languages and/or do not share the same cultures. The reliability of responses will be compromised if questions are understood differently by different research participants. Further, the
validity of responses will be compromised if questions do not address the issues which they are
intended to address. Accordingly, exhaustive translation procedures have been developed for large
scale multi-national research projects. However, such procedures are not feasible and/or viable for
every multi-national research project. In this paper, exhaustive translation procedures are described
and the limitations of existing alternatives to exhaustive translation procedures are discussed. A
new alternative is proposed with the aim of reducing the resources needed to counteract threats
to reliability and validity in multi-national research projects.
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Multi-national research projects often involve the
asking and answering of questions by people who
speak different languages. Further, multi-national
research can involve the asking and answering of
questions by people who do not share the same
cultures. During multi-national research, questions
may not have the same meanings to different
research participants and/or different researchers
because of linguistic ambiguities and/or conceptual ambiguities (Schaffer & Riordan, 2003). The
term linguistic ambiguity encompasses the different symbols, characters, sentence structures etc.,
which can be drawn upon by speakers of different
languages. The term conceptual ambiguity encompasses the different frames of reference which can
be drawn upon by people from different cultures.
These ambiguities need to be addressed because,
individually and collectively, they threaten the
reliability and validity of multi-national research.
The reliability of responses to questions will be
compromised if questions are understood differently by different research participants. Hence,
the wording of questions asked to research participants is important (de Vaus, 1991). The validity
of responses will be compromised if questions do
not address the issues which they are intended
to address. Thus, the questions asked to research
participants must be linked to the overall research
questions (Czaja and Blair, 1996).
The left hand diagram in Figure 1 illustrates
research in which questions have the same meaning (represented by square symbol) to the different
participants (represented by P) and to the different
researchers involved in a research project (represented by R). Further, questions asked do address
the issues which they are intended to address.

By contrast in the middle case, different research participants have different understandings
(represented by circle symbol, square symbol and
diamond symbol) of the same questions. Accordingly, the reliability of responses to questions is
compromised. In the right hand case , questions
do have the same meaning to the different research participants. However, the questions asked
(represented by diamond symbols) do not address
the issues which they are intended to address
(represented by square symbols). The development
of research questions and formulation of questions
for participants are highlighted in each of these
three diagrams. The phrase, preparation of questions, is used throughout the remainder of this
paper when referring to both of these activities.
Exhaustive translation procedures have been
developed for large scale research involving
participants who speak different languages (e.g.
Wild, et al., 2005). Typically, exhaustive translation
procedures involve at least two native speakers
independently translating from their native language to their second language. This preliminary
forward translation can be reviewed by at least
two other translators. The preliminary forward
translation can be improved until all the translators agree that it is fit for backward translation.
Then, backward translation can be carried out
independently by at least two other translators.
Subsequently, translations can be pilot tested
and amended. Separate translators may be used
for the translation of response options. The time
required to carry out these exhaustive procedures
can multiply when one language has significant
internal diversity. For example, there is considerable variation between different spoken dialects
of prevalent languages such as Chinese and less
www.pry.fi
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prevalent languages such as Tamil.
Exhaustive translation procedures are important
to counteract threats to reliability and validity.
However, they are time-consuming and costly.
Hence, they may not be feasible and/or viable
for every research project. In this paper, the time
and budget challenges facing different types of
research projects are outlined. Then, the limitations
of existing alternatives to exhaustive translation
procedures are discussed. In conclusion, a new
alternative is proposed with the aim of reducing
the resources needed to counteract threats to
reliability and validity.
Although multi-national research projects are
the focus of this paper, there are many other types
of projects that involve the asking and answering of questions by people who speak different
languages and/or do not share the same cultures.
Projects can be considered to be complex when
they are complicated and involve unpredictability.
Projects will become more unpredictable when the
same questions and answers are understood differently by different project participants (reliability
problem) and/or question and/or answers do not
address the issues which they are intended to address (validity problem). Minimizing ambiguities in
project communications is essential to increasing
project predictability. This paper offers a starting
point for project participants with an interest in
addressing underlying sources of communication
ambiguity.

Low resource research projects
There are several types of research projects which
often will not have sufficient time and money for
exhaustive translation procedures. For example,
the resources available to part-time master’s
Project Perspectives 2007

degree students and doctoral scholars may be
extremely limited. Resources may be particularly
limited for practitioner-researchers involved in
action research. Practitioner-researchers are
people who are involved in carrying out systematic
enquiry which is of relevance to their jobs, but
who do not have research expertise. Practitionerresearchers often have to fulfill their existing work
commitments while carrying out research and,
as a result, have very limited time available to
determine which research best practices are most
relevant to their enquiry.
Resources may also be very limited for evaluation research. In particular, only a very short-time
span may be available. Formative evaluation research, for example, is intended to help the development of whatever is the focus of the evaluation.
As a result, development may be delayed, or may
continue on an unproductive trajectory, if evaluation findings are not produced quickly. Evaluation
research is widespread and often involves the
asking and answering of questions. Evaluation
research can have far reaching consequences. In
particular, international benchmarking of vital
social services such as education is increasing. The
need for thoroughness in evaluation research has
been emphasized for some years. However, the
time and cost of exhaustive translation procedures
limits their use.

Review of existing alternatives
Existing alternatives to exhaustive translation
procedures can be defined as being amateur
translation; amateur translation using translators’ aids; professional translation; and use of
one language.
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Amateur translation
One alternative to the use of exhaustive translation procedures is for amateur translation to be
carried out by individual researchers who have
skills in more than one language. For example,
many journal papers are written in the English
language by native speakers of other languages.
However, having skills in more than one language
is clearly not the same a being a skilled translator who has the benefits of years of study and
practice. An example of the limitations of individuals’ languages skills is provided by a study of
workplace accidents in Finland. By its constitution,
and through its education system, Finland is a
bilingual country where both Finnish and Swedish
are written, read and spoken. Yet, there is evidence
that accident frequency is significantly higher in
bilingual Finnish companies, than in companies
which operate in either only the Finnish language
or only the Swedish language. This finding suggests that even where bilingual interactions are
routine there can be problem with communication
and understanding. In particular, amateur translators do not have professional skills which can help
them to avoid intrusions of source-language words
and structures into the target language.
Translators’ aids
A further alternative to exhaustive translation
procedures is to make use of software-enabled
translators’ aids during amateur translations. Such
alternatives include multilingual dictionaries and
thesauri, terminology management databases,
translation memories, text alignment tools and
terminology elaboration tools. Such aids are
intended to increase the productivity of skilled
translators. However, existing translator’s aids
are not based upon the definition of ambiguities
which threaten reliability and validity. Hence, reliability and validity still depend upon the skill of
the human translator. Moreover, if a translators’
aid is only used occasionally, it may be difficult
to recover the time and money spent on procurement and training. So called, machine translation,
takes place when no human input is required to
the translation process. Machine translation works
best on large volumes of well written text from
narrow subject areas. Hence, it is not well suited
to the preparation of research questions. Further,
it has been reported that machine translation can
be inaccurate.

Professional translation
The employment of a professional translator is a
more costly alternative to amateur translation.
However, finding personnel with appropriate
translation skills can be difficult. Furthermore, the
employment of a professional translator will not
necessarily ensure the reliability and validity of
questions for multi-national research. Although
professional translators have mastery of translation techniques, the preparation of questions for
multi-national research is quite different to the
translation of text or interpretation of speech.
Preparing questions for multi-national research is
a much more open ended process where the main
function of the final text will be to seek information from the reader or listener. By contrast, in the
translation of text or the interpretation of speech,
the author’s or speaker’s message is a final product
which is intended only to provide information.
Hence, fidelity to the source text is given much
weight with almost no margin for adaptation to
the target receiver. Accordingly, typical translation
techniques may be of limited usefulness in the
preparation of research questions. Also, the accuracy and productivity of professional translators
can arise from their specialization in a particular
field. When research addresses technological and/
or organizational innovations, there may be no
translators with relevant specialist knowledge.
One language only
Another alternative to rigorous translation
procedures is to make use of just one prevalent
language such as Arabic, English, Russian, Spanish etc. However, this can result in researchers
choosing a sample of participants on the basis of
their skill in a language. Subsequently, it is very
difficult, if not impossible, to establish whether
or not responses are representative. In particular,
it is important to seek out a balanced range of
opinions in evaluation research. Accordingly, views
should be gathered from different implementation
phases and from different organizational levels.
Hence, it is important to ensure that questions and
responses are not restricted to a phase and/or a
level where skills in a particular language, such as
English, are most advanced. Further, determining
the different skills level of different participants
in a shared language is difficult. Attempting to
address such uncertainties by reading questions
to participants with a relatively low literacy level

Option

Strength

Weakness

Exhaustive translation
procedures

ambiguities minimized

slow and expensive

Amateur translator

economy

intrusion of source language

Amateur translator + aids

some economy

not suited to preparation of questions

Professional translator

some economy

lack of relevant specialist knowledge

One language

economy

can affect sampling and responses

Table 1. Comparison of existing options
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could compromise assessment of reliability and
validity. Moreover, there is research that suggests
that the use of one language in multi-national
research can affect responses.
The limitations of existing alternatives to exhaustive translation procedures are summarized
in Table 1 below.
Overall, the alternatives described above are
more economical than exhaustive translation
procedures, but do little to counteract threats to
reliability and validity. Existing alternatives have
two further limitations. Firstly, existing alternatives do not provide a basis for continuous improvement of the dissemination of best practice.
Secondly, existing alternatives do not provide a
basis for continuous improvement of the economy
of best practice. This is because much of the work
done is not explained. Hence, researchers could
employ professional translators many times but
not develop an understanding of ambiguities and
how to eliminate or mediate them. Furthermore,
it remains difficult to determine whether, or not,
other potential ambiguities have been introduced
at the same time that recognized ambiguities have
been counteracted.

A new alternative
In this section, it is argued that the use of a checklist could offer both immediate advantages and
long-term advantages when compared to existing
alternatives. These advantages arise from the usefulness of checklists in externalizing the activities
in a process which need to be undertaken in order
to achieve an objective. One immediate advantage
is that checklists provide people with easy access
to use knowledge of requirements that have been
found to be relevant in similar situations. This is
particularly important when only limited resources
are available because time is saved in determining
what should be done at the outset. Another immediate advantage is that a checklist can facilitate
the sub-division of a process such as the allocation
of activities where several researchers are involved.
This is also important when only limited resources
are available. For example, a checklist can provide
a common basis for agreeing the allocation of
activities among different researchers in different countries.
The keeping of records is a feature of exhaustive
translation procedures, and another immediate
advantage of checklists is that they can enable

a standardized process for keeping records. For
example, a checklist can be useful in enabling the
checking-off of activities after they have been
carried out. Equally, a checklist can provide a record of what ideally should have been done, but
what was actually not done. This is very important
when only limited resources are available as it
can provide a structured summary for others who
have an interest in the research. A standardized
checklist could provide records of actions taken
during the preparation of questions and during
the reporting of research.
A long-term advantage of a checklist is that
it can provide a basis for continually improving
the dissemination of best practice. Currently,
best practice can be found in scholarly texts and
journal papers which can be difficult to access
and time consuming to review. A similar situation
existed in product design prior to the introduction
of standardized design checklists. Best practice
existed but its use was limited. Subsequently,
methodologies have been developed through the
use of checklists. These methodologies include the
full scope of best practice. As a result, resources do
not have to be spent reviewing potential sources of
best practice and comparing their contents.
Another long-term advantage is that a standardized checklist can provide a basis for continually improving the economy of implementing best
practice. Methodologies developed from checklists
can comprise easy-to-follow workbooks which
lead users through the underlying principles of
best practice. Thus, methodologies can provide
inexperienced individuals with a structured approach to the application of best practice. Further,
methodologies can include a knowledge base
which comprises examples of previous work. In
this way, product design methodologies have led
to radical improvements in the productivity of the
design process and in the quality of outputs from
the design process. The advantages of a checklist
are summarized in Table 2 below.
A checklist for minimizing question ambiguities
in multi-national research projects should address
the types of ambiguities listed below.
- conceptual ambiguity: all languages;
- conceptual ambiguity: language families;
- conceptual ambiguity: more than one
language;
- conceptual ambiguity: one language;
- linguistic ambiguity: lexical;

Immediate advantages

Long-term advantages

Enables easy access to previous requirements

Provides basis for improving the dissemination of
best practice

Facilitates sub-division of processes

Provides basis for improving the economy of
implementing best practice

Offers standardized process for keeping
records

Table 2. Advantages of a checklist
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- linguistic ambiguity: phonological;
- linguistic ambiguity: syntactic;
- linguistic ambiguity: semantic.
Linguistic ambiguities have been researched and
reported for some years: semantic (Baker, Franz,
& Jordan, 2001), syntactic (Ferreira & Henderson,
1990; phonological (Frost, Feldman, & Katz, 1990),
and lexical (Simpson, 1981). Conceptual ambiguity
across one language is associated with the use of
one language, such as Arabic, English, Spanish in
several countries (Wild et al., 2005). Conceptual
ambiguity across more than one language is the
subject of books and papers (Lucy, 1997). The conceptualization of time and space is an important
example of an issue involving conceptual ambiguity across different language families (Nunez &
Sweetser, 2006). The term, Building Information
Models, is an example of a concept which has been
ambiguous across all languages. In one article, for
example, the terms Building Information Models
and Product Modelling are used to describe the
same technology (Anteroinen, 2005). The term
Building Information Models is a noun, while the
term Product Modelling can be a verb. Building
Information Models are an ICT innovation.

Conclusion
Currently, there is a trade-off in multi-national
research. That trade-off is: reliability and validity
versus time and cost. In other words, multi-national research can counteract threats to reliability
and validity but must be time-consuming and
expensive, or multi-national research can fail to
counteract threats to reliability and validity but
can be carried out more quickly and at lower
cost. This trade-off is particularly negative for
evaluation research and action research. There is
a need for research reliability and validity because
these types of research can have far reaching
consequences. Yet, these types of research need
to be carried out at low cost and in short-time
spans because expertise, time and money are in
short supply.
The potential benefits of improving research
through reference to the design sciences have been
recognized for some years, and it is important to
note that even the simplest checklists brought
about significant improvements to the dissemination and economy of design best practice. A
preliminary checklist for minimizing ambiguities
can be obtained free of charge from Dr Stephen
Fox.
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An Analysis of the Emotional
Intelligence and Leadership
Styles of Information Systems
Project Managers
Effective project managers should display both management and leadership qualities. Information
Systems (IS) project management requires both “soft” skills and technical skills to achieve success.
Some researchers refer to these “soft” skills as Emotional Intelligence (EQ) which is the project
manager’s ability to manage their emotions.
Previous research determined that a project manager should possess a high level of EQ and the
aim of this research was to determine if there was a correlation between the level of EQ and the
leadership style of IS project managers.
A questionnaire consisting of a popular leadership style questionnaire was used in conjunction with
the General Emotional Intelligence Scale questionnaire. Forty six IS project managers completed
the questionnaire.
From the data, it was determined that, whilst EQ levels were consistently higher than the general
population, no statistical correlation could be found between leadership style and the EQ levels
of the IS project managers. Further no significant differences could be found with the PM EQ
and the level of PM experience although the average EQ level of females was significantly higher
than that of males. Whilst these results are inconsistent with previous research findings, it was
concluded that the leadership questionnaire used in this research may be unsuitable as a measure
of leadership style.

Introduction
An effective project manager should be able to
fulfill the roles of leader, manager, facilitator
and mentor (Flannes & Levin, 2001; Archibald,
2000). Leadership style in the context of this
research refers to whether the project manager is
a transactional leader (performance-driven and
managing by exception)) or a transformational
leader (providing vision, motivation, challenge
and support).
Key researchers like Goleman (1998) and others
argue that , whilst Information systems (IS) project
managers have a strong technical focus, it is the
level of their “soft” skills that enables them to
be judged competent (Goleman & Dalziel,1999;
Cherniss,2000; PMI,2000). These “soft” skills are
often referred to as Emotional Intelligence (or EQ)
which is defined as the ability to manage ones own
emotions and that of others to achieve a specific
goal (Bagshaw, 2000; Garies, 2004; Goleman &
Dalziel, 1999; Salovey & Mayer, 1990). Given the
social dynamics of an IS project and an IS project
team, a successful IS project manager is likely to
possess a high level of EQ and this paper explores
the relationship between the EQ level and leadership style of IS project managers. The project
Project Perspectives 2007

manager competency model, shown in Figure 1,
places emphasis on three competencies which a
project manager should possess in order to be
judged competent (PMI, 2001). The PM behaviour
competence, relating to the personal attributes of
the project manager, was the focus area of this
research.

Emotional Intelligence
Goleman (1998) defines emotional intelligence
(EQ) as “the capacity for recognizing our own feelings and those of others, for motivating ourselves,
and for managing emotions well in ourselves and
in our relationships”. He categorises EQ into the
following 5 emotional and social competency
components: Self-awareness (being aware of our
own abilities by having a sense of self-confidence
to guide our decision making ), Self-regulation
(harnessing our emotions so as to aid, rather than
impede our progress at the task at hand, thereby
achieving success for the greater good, rather than
personal gratification), Motivation (the driving
force needed to achieve our goals, and to persevere
when faced with obstacles on our path to success),
Empathy(taking other people’s feelings and needs
into consideration; knowing and understanding
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PM Performance
Competence Dimension

PM Knowledge
Competence Dimension

PM Knowledge
Competence
Provides the
framework for

PM Performance
Competence

Enables the
development
of

Scope
Provides
Time
the
technical Cost
skills for
Quality
Provides the
Risk
human
Stakeholder
performance
skills for
Satisfaction

PM Behaviour
Competence

Personal Attributes

Project
Performance

Figure 1. Project Manager Competency Model (PMI, 2001)

Self Awareness
- Emotional Self-Awareness
- Accurate Self-Assessment
- Self-Confidence

Social Awareness
- Empathy
- Organisational Awareness
- Service Orientation

Self Management
- Self-Control
- Trustworthiness
- Conscientiousness
- Adaptability
- Achievement Orientation
- Initiative
- Innovativeness
- Commitment
- Optimism

Social Skills
- Developing Others
- Leadership
- Influence
- Communication
- Change Catalyst
- Conflict Management
- Building Bonds
- Teamwork & Collaboration
- Leveraging Diversity

Table 1. The Four Clusters of Emotional Competencies
(Goleman & Dalziel, 1999)

Autocratic
Leadership

Shared
Leadership

Laissez-Faire
Leadership

High Productivity

High Morale and
Productivity

High Morale

what they are feeling and being able to act accordingly) and Social skills(getting on well with people
and building solid trusting relationships. This is
vital when trying to lead and motivate groups
or teams of people). Goleman and Dalziel (1999)
develop these categories intofour clusters shown
in Table 1, arguing that effective project managers
should be strong in at least 6 of these competencies, irrespective of their technical expertise. They
further argue that these “soft” skills can account
for as much as 85% of what sets successful project
leaders apart from unsuccessful ones.

EQ and Leadership
Bass (1985) cited by Day, Newsome and Catano
(2002) defines transformational leaders as “charismatic leaders who influence followers and
whose followers benefit from the influence”. A
strong relationship between EQ and aspects of
transformational leadership has been reported by
several researchers (Barling, Slater and Kelloway,
2000; Palmer, Walls, Burgess and Stough, 2000).
Indeed, the EQ characteristics in Table 1 show a
strong overlap with transformational leadership
characteristics.
As a transformational leader, the project manager should be decisive, self-aware, a motivator,
conscientious and would display interpersonal
sensitivity. Given the typical technical background
of IS project managers, a reasonable assumption
would be that in their early careers they tend to
be production-oriented or task-oriented and that
they only develop strong EQ skills as they become
more experienced.

Research Approach

20

15

The aim of this study was to establish if there is a
relationship between the EQ of IS Project Managers and their leadership style. Following a survey
of the research literature, a questionnaire was
compiled from the popular “T-P Leadership” questionnaire and the General Emotional Intelligence
Scale (GEIS) developed by Mehrabian (2000).
The “T-P Leadership” questionnaire is freely
available and consists of 35 questions. It produces
a T-score (concern for tasks) as well as a P-score
(concern for people). The scoring scale, shown in
figure 2, can be used to plot a “shared leadership
score”. A balance between concern for task and
concern for people indicates a level of shared
leadership where team members are both highly
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Figure 2. T-P Scoring scale
(T-P Leadership, no date)
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Scatterplot: EQCODE vs. SLCODE (Casewise MD deletion)
SLCODE = .58289 + .01901 * EQCODE
Correlation: r = .13397

0.85
0.80
0.75
0.70

SLCODE

motivated and highly productive in achieving
goals.
The General Emotional Intelligence Scale (GEIS)
consists of 45 questions covering EQ. Three additional questions were added in order to perform
descriptive analysis on gender, IS experience and
project management experience.
The questionnaire was sent to IS project managers who worked for large companies in Cape Town.
Forty six completed questionnaires were returned
by the due date.
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Figure 3. Scatter plot of Shared Leadership and EQ
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The sample of 46 consisted of 21 females and 25
males.
34 (74%) claimed more than 10 years IS experience. 7 had 5-10 years experience; 4 had 2-4
years experience and only 1 had less than 1 year
IS experience.
Twenty-eight percent of respondents reported
2 – 5 years PM experience, 37% with 5 - 10 years
PM experience and 26% with more than 10 years
experience. Only 4 respondents had <2 years
experience.
The data was analysed using Statistica. Using
correlation analysis, shown in Table 2, no significant statistical relationship could be found
between EQ and shared leadership and the overall research hypothesis could not be supported.
The scatterplot (Figure 3) of shared leadership
against EQ confirmed this conclusion. This finding is inconsistent with other research where a
strong relationship was found (Barling, Slater
and Kelloway, 2000; Palmer, Walls, Burgess and
Stough, 2000).
The sample did, however, indicate an overall
level of emotional intelligence well above the
general population norms (normalized to zero)
as shown in figure 4. Seventy one percent of the
PM sample had an EQ level one or more standard
deviations above the general population. This is
not surprising given that the sample consisted of
project managers.
Comparing PM experience with EQ levels provided interesting results as shown in Table 2. Why
the 13 PMs with 2-5 years experience were all
rated with a HIGH EQ level cannot be explained
with the data. Surprisingly, in the case of the most
experienced PMs, the mean EQ was relatively low
and the standard deviation of EQ very high.
Only 8 PMs were ranked LOW on shared leadership. Of these 6 were female and 4 of these 6
were also ranked LOW on EQ. This is surprising
given that 3 of the 4 had considerable PM and
IS experience.
Further analysis determined that:
- There is no relationship between PM experience and EQ.
- There is no relationship between IS experience and EQ.
- The average EQ for females (54) was significantly higher than the average EQ for
males (37)
- The average of the P-score (concern for
people) between the male and female
groups was not significantly different.
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Figure 4. Histogram of EQ levels of PMs compared to
general population.

PM experience
(number is subgroup)

EQ average

EQ standard
deviation

0-2 years (4)

32

12

2-5 years (13)

90

28

5-10 years (17)

58

18

>10 years (12)

50

46

Table 3. PM Experience compared to EQ level
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Conclusion
An IS project manager should display strong
leadership characteristics. These leadership characteristics have been linked to high EQ in previous
research (Bass,1985). This research explored the
relationship between EQ and transformational
leadership. Forty-six IS project managers employed
by large companies in Cape Town completed a
questionnaire consisting of T-P leadership questionnaire and the General Emotional Intelligence
Scale questionnaire. The sample had a wide range
of EQs and shared leadership values. No statistical
relationship could be determined between shared
leadership and EQ.
The research nevertheless identified important
directions for future research. Measuring EQ levels
of PMs and advising them of the result could lead
to behaviour change and identify development
needs. Linking EQ levels to project success, PM
experience and team behaviour may also provide
important results..
A limitation in this research was the “leadership”
instrument that was used, and future research
should endeavor to utilise a more rigorous instrument to measure leadership style.
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Conflicts related to effectiveness
and efficiency in Norwegian rail
and hospital projects
Effectiveness and efficiency are two key elements when measuring the performance and productivity
of projects. Effectiveness means to do the right things, while efficiency is related to doing things
in the right way. Effectiveness is an external type of measurement and efficiency is internally focused, on a process or project. The possibility of adjustments of projects is commonly viewed as a
blessing and a curse. A blessing since it gives room to adjust the content of a project as conditions
change and new information is obtained. The effectiveness of the project can thus be increased.
Adjustments are a pain because they may do critical damage to the efficiency of the project by
creating uncertainty, reworks and cost overruns. The paper discusses the conflict between effectiveness and efficiency, seen from the perspectives of different project stakeholders. Examples from
Norwegian railway and hospital projects are used. The results from the case studies indicate that
the organisational relation between project management and project owner influences the type
and degree of conflicts.

Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to give an overview
of conflicts between stakeholders related to effectiveness and efficiency of projects. According
to McElroy & Mills (2000), project stakeholders are
persons or groups of people who have a vested
interest in the success of a project and the environment within which the project operates. Eikeland
(2000) relates efficiency in a construction process
to cost and used time. A high efficiency means
that the construction process uses a minimum of
resources, time and cost to produce the specified
result. Efficiency is a measurement of the friction
in the value chain, related to the cooperation
between the involved actors. It is related to doing things in the right way and it is an internally
focused measurement.
Effectiveness is related to doing the right things.
It is an external type of measurement. Effectiveness of a construction process can be seen as the
ability of the process to satisfy the requirements,
objectives and priorities related to the customers
of the construction industry, primarily the project
owners.
The project owner bears the owner rights and
responsibilities of the project. It is the project
owner that takes the risk related to the cost and
future value of the project. Both these risks can
to a certain extent be transferred to other actors
in the project.
The users can be described using a wide or a narrow definition. In the wide definition, users include
everybody who uses the result of the project (the
building, hospital, railway line etc.). During the
Project Perspectives 2007

project preparation and execution, users are not
easily identified. This means that projects usually
interacts with user representatives, who acts on
behalf of those who intend to use the result of
the project. In a narrow definition, “users” mean
the user representatives. These user representatives
are not necessarily representative of the average
user during the lifetime of the final product of
the project.
According to Vaaland (2004) firms in project
based value chains are often confronted with challenges in the interfaces between companies, and
this can easily lead to conflicts. Sources of conflicts
could be related to information flow, organization
of work, work performance, human interaction,
resources (Vaaland & Håkansson, 2003).
In a study of large engineering projects, Olander
& Landin (2005) found that it is important for a
project management team to identify stakeholders that can affect a project, and then manage
their differing demands throughout the project
stages.

Nils O.E. Olsson

Conflicts related to effectiveness and
efficiency
Conflicts arise when two or more actors in a
project, who have influence over the same decision, prefer different outcomes of the decision.
Morgan (1986:155) puts it even shorter, stating
that “Conflicts arises whenever interests collide”.
Eikeland (1975) describes how conflicts of interests
or values contribute to reduced efficiency.
Changes are a source of major disagreements
between different stakeholders in projects. A wide
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range of authors (including Morris & Hough, 1984;
Eikeland, 2000 and Love et al. 2003) have pointed
to specification changes as a key driver to cost
overruns of projects.
A typical change during projects is proposed
because the users or the project owner wants to
increase the effectiveness of the project. Once a
project has been decided upon and the planning
and execution has begun, changes are likely to
reduce the efficiency of the project. As shown by
Ibbs et al. (2001), using benefit-to-cost ratio, the
reduction in efficiency might be compensated
by a higher increase in effectiveness, depending
on the timing and type of change. Challenges
in estimating the effect of changes orders are
discussed by Eden, Williams & Ackermann (2005).
They particularly point to problems in finding a
reference point which describes the performance
of a project in a period when the project was not
disturbed by changes. Eden, Ackermann & Williams
(2005) describes underlying mechanisms for how
changes can cause cost overruns. They point to
non-linear relations between changes and cost
development. Based on a study of 448 projects,
Dvir and Lechler (2004) showed that changes in
both plans and goals of projects typically reduce
both the efficiency and customer satisfaction of
engineering projects.
Mahmoud-Jouini et al. (2004) point out that
a key factor in avoiding conflicts and creating
win-win situations between the stakeholders in
Engineering, Procurement and Construction (EPC)
contracts lies in the flexibility of contracts and
the implicit relations that are created by the contracts. Garel & Midler (2001) studied contractual
structures that enable front-loading and coherent incentives for manufacturers and suppliers
in the automotive industry, thus reducing both
the amount of changes, and conflicts related to
changes.
The two latest major railway projects in Norway
that are completed are used as examples. The presentation is primarily based on evaluation reports
and to a certain extent on own experience.

airport, and effectiveness, to satisfy the demand
from the public (through media) and politicians
to stop the leakages. The image of the new airport
and its railway connection was at stake.
As the issue became hot news, project management acted as if they had no choice but to keep
on sealing the tunnel. The project owner chose to
accept an increased cost of the project to save the
project’s reputation. A lot of time and resources
were devoted to sealing the tunnel. Romeriksporten had a total of 1 300 NOK cost over run.
NOU 1999:28 states that 500 million NOK was
wasted since it did not help to reduce the leakage
in the lakes.
The tunnel was not ready for traffic when the
airport opened in 1998. In the public view, the
problems of Gardermobanen are primarily related
to the problems of Romeriksporten. However, it
shall be noted that the railway project should not
have been profitable even without the problems in
Romeriksporten. According to NOU 1999:28, cost
overruns amount to 1.743 million NOK. Compared
to the initial estimate, 1 000 NOK in contingency
were also used. The 1 743 million NOK may be
divided into 1 300 million NOK related to Romeriksporten and 443 millions related to connecting the
Gardermobanen the rest of the railway network,
which was not initially planned for.
It is obvious that the cost estimated were very
preliminary when the railway line was decided
upon. NOU 1999:28 states that 10 out of 15
major changes of the whole Gardermoen project
were related to the railway line. This did not cause
obvious conflicts between the project owner and
the project management. However, there were
conflicts between project management and the
prime contractor of the Romeriksporten. The
major conflict that ruined the efficiency of the
project was between the project and the interest
groups worrying about the water level of the lakes.
Effectiveness in this project was, at least at that
time, related to satisfying the interest groups in
order to reduce the pressure from the media. As the
media pushed the issue, efficiency in the project
was sacrificed to achieve an assumed effectiveness,
or at least to silence the crowds.

Romeriksporten and Gardermobanen railway
connection
The first example comes from the establishing of
Oslo’s new airport Gardermoen. Gardermobanen,
the railway link to the airport experienced cost
overruns and delays due to geological challenges
in the construction of a tunnel. The airport opened
as planned in 1998, and the complete railway line
was taken into use during the following year.
An important part of Gardermobanen is the
tunnel Romeriksporten. During the construction
of the tunnel, water was pouring into the tunnel.
The water level was sinking in some lakes in a
recreational area above the tunnel. In addition, the
sealing material became controversial. Interests
groups representing the inhabitants living near
the recreational area got major attention in local
and national media, putting a high pressure on
the project management to reduce the leakages.
This created a major conflict between efficiency,
to get he tunnel ready for the opening of the

Planning train production on Gardermobanen
Major parts of the railway traffic in the greater
Oslo area should change when Gerdermobanen
opened. New timetables and a complex interaction
between timetable, rolling stock use, personnel
plans and maintenance plans had been prepared.
This preparation was standard procedure for NSB,
even though it was of a larger scale this time. Even
if the structure of the plans were prepared, the full
planning had a lead time of a few months.
When the problems of Romeriksporten became
known, an alternative set of plans were made.
In these plans, the airport was served by trains
without using Romeriksporten. This was achieved
by using a combination of new and old railways
lines.
NSB top management wanted to decide
whether to use Romeriksporten or not as late as
possible. The planners wanted a decision as soon
as possible to be able to finalise and implement
the plans. In the terminology used in this paper,

Railway projects
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the planners were a part of project management.
The later the decision was taken, the worse efficiency and quality could be achieved in the planning. The possibility to wait for new information
about Romeriksporten was very valuable to top
management. The use of Romeriksporten would
have increased the effectiveness of the project.
Top management finally acknowledged that the
planning needed a minimum of lead time. When
the due date for the absolute minimum lead time
came, it was not confirmed whether the tunnel
could open or not. Thus only one alternative
was confirmed available; the alternative plan.
This one was chosen, and it worked well until
Romeriksporten opened about one year later than
originally planned.
It should be noted that the CEO of NSB at the
time was the previous CEO of NSB Gardermobanen. He therefore had strong incentives to delay
he decision in order to get every possibility to
implement the original, full scale time table that
utilised Romeriksporten. As the events turned out,
Romeriksporten could not have been taken into
use on the day of for the airport opening. Further
delays of the choice between plans would only
have hurt the efficiency of the planning process
even more.
Østfoldbanen double track
A new double track line Ski-Sandbukta (Moss) was
built between 1992 and 1995. Berg et al. (1998)
includes a summary of the project, and the following presentation is based on this summary. The
project had an initial estimated cost of 300 million
NOK, and finally cost of 1 708 million NOK.
According to Berg et al., the project was initiated when the Norwegian parliament, Stortinget,
asked for an evaluation of a double track line
between Ski and Moss. At the time, a crossing
where train can meet or overtake was planned
along this line. To utilise the interest in railway
investment, NSB decided in 1985 decided to build
a short double track section instead of the planned
crossing. The cost estimate used in the decision is
later characterised as a guesstimate.
In the next step, a rough description of the
whole line was prepared. The cost estimate was
probably based on the estimate used in the previous decision, multiplying the underestimation.
Plans and costs were presented to the parliament
as preliminary, but the project was approved. At
the time, the main focus in the parliament was
how the project could be accelerated. As the
preparations for the project went further, costs
first doubled, and then doubled again.
Once project management had gained control
of the project, some major change orders were
issued, particularly to increase the maximum possible speed from 160 to 200 km/h. This change was
issued after parts of the construction had begun.
The parts that were finished or under construction
were not upgraded. This means that the reduction in travel time became limited. When 200
km/h parts of the line were interrupted by 160
km/h areas, the resulting average speed is only
marginally higher than for a pure 160 km/h line.
It is significantly more expensive to build a 200
km/h line than a 160 km/h one. In addition, difProject Perspectives 2007

ferent speed standards have made maintenance
more costly.
However, there were conflicts with the involved
counties related to land acquisition. The project
was approved at a very early stage of the planning process. This meant that the project had a
difficult negotiation situation with the counties.
Demands could almost be unlimited since the risk
of termination of the whole project was very small.
One stretch of the double track, Sandbukta-Moss,
was not built due to the demands from the county
that proved too difficult to meet.

Hospital projects
The two latest major hospital construction projects
in Norway are used as examples.
The new hospital in Trondheim
Process analysis was input to the preparations
of the first phase of the construction of the new
hospital. During the process analysis of the first
phase of the construction of the new hospital,
there was a separate project organization for the
construction as well as the organization of the new
hospital, called RiT2000. Ever since RiT2000 was
established, there had been controversy between
RiT and RiT2000. One main controversy was related
to RiT2000 as responsible for the concepts and
organization of the new hospital. Responsibility for the actual construction has not been as
controversial.
Facilitators for the process analysis for the first
phases were a large international management
consulting firm, with a joint Norwegian and Danish team. Representatives from a wide range of
users did participate, including doctors, nurses,
other personnel categories, patients and public
health care organizations. The analysis was carried
out as planned, but the users appear to not have
gained ownership to the results. One main reason
was that the representatives from the hospital
RiT never really accepted that RiT2000 had the
final responsibility for the design concepts and
organization of the new hospital.
Second phase of construction
Organization of the project management was
changed between the first and second phase of
the project. In the new organization, the project
became more of a traditional construction project,
while the organizational development was transferred to the hospital. This increased the users’
influence of the project, but also forced them to
take more responsibility in the preparations.
Consultants supplied the methodology and support for the process analysis in the preparations
of the second phase of the construction. However,
the analysis was coordinated by representatives
from the hospital. In addition, representatives from
the hospital also served as front line facilitators
during the work shops. This made the activity to
appear as less “consultant controlled”. The new
organization did make the users more involved.
Conflicts between the users and the project were
substantially reduced. However, the users were still
advocates of changes and increased volume of the
hospital, at least for their specialties.
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New Rikshospitalet in Oslo
The new Rikshospitalet project was decided upon
by the Norwegian parliament Stortinget in June
1992 with a budget of 2 870 million NOK. The final
cost was 5 944 million NOK (Whist et al. 2001).
During the project, new funding was allocated and
the total budget including changes and extensions
was 4 550 million NOK.
The original project approval by the parliament
was based on a change of responsibility for the
patients in the Oslo area. The old Rikshospitalet
would merge with a number of smaller institutions. The combined volume of the merged units
in new Rikshospitalet should be smaller and have
fewer employees than the institutions had before
the merger.
Throughout the project, users had a close contact with the parliament. A number of extensions
and changes of the project were made. Changes
meant that the original prerequisites of the project
were gradually eroded. The project developed into
a different hospital than was originally planned.
Approved by the parliament in November 1996,
U-96 was the largest change of the project. The
change came at a very late stage of the project and
included both an extension and the reconstruction
of already build areas.
According to the evaluation report (Whist et
al. 2001), it is obvious that the users lobbied the
parliament to approve the changes. Users got
strong support from the project owners for their
requirements to change the project, arguing that
the prerequisites for the project and the general
health care situation had changed since the project
was approved.

Concluding discussion
We have analysed conflicts between efficiency and
effectiveness in projects project related to changes
in railway and hospital projects. Two sources of
conflicts were identified concerning prioritization between effectiveness and efficiency related
to changes. First, conflicts may arise regarding
quantification of the increase in effectiveness and
reduction in efficiency. This is related to the high
and unpredictable cost of changes. The second
conflict source is linked to allocating responsibility
for reductions in efficiency.
All projects were to a certain extent based on
political possibilities to obtain a decision to go
ahead with the projects. From a project management perspective, this is a nightmare situation.
It means that a lot of necessary clarifications
most likely have not been made and changes are
inevitable. Especially the two railway projects and
the new Rikshospital project did experience major
changes. The changes in the new Rikshospitalet
illustrate a danger of being project management
for a project subject to substantial change – to
get the blame for over runs.
Related to stakeholder roles, results in this
paper indicate that project owners and users are
more likely to be positive towards changes aimed
at increasing the benefit side of the projects, or
related to effectiveness. Stakeholders whose main
responsibility lies on the cost side of the project,
including project management, are less likely to
embrace changes.
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User involvement in projects is often presented
as a way of reducing conflicts in projects. Experiences from the new hospital in Trondheim show
that user involvement can generate conflicts.
This became the case when the users did not feel
that their opinions were properly taken care of.
User involvement generated expectations, some
which could not be met within the given budget.
On a conceptual level, most stakeholders could
agree on desirable solutions. As the level of detail
increased, so did the awareness of different group
interests.
The studied projects are governmental projects.
While some of the aspects illustrated in this paper
are likely to be relevant for non-governmental
projects, commercial projects also have some other
characteristics. Stakeholder roles are likely to be
different in projects with a close business link
between investment costs and realised benefits.
A close business link means a short time horizon
and accountability for both investment costs as
well as benefits from the investment. Such close
business links can be present in investments in
new production facilities. The investment cost
will be compensated for by increased productivity, and possibly increased production volume. In
such situations, it is likely that more stakeholders
will be involved in balancing costs versus benefits
regarding project scope and adjustments. Experiences presented in this paper are likely to be
more relevant to commercial projects for which
business links between projects and benefits are
not so close. This is the case if there is a long time
between a decision and the ‘moment of truth’
when the investment provides payback, or when
accountability for investment costs and benefits
are less direct.
Only Norwegian investment projects have been
analysed. In a Scandinavian management tradition,
user involvement is emphasised as a key success
factor in projects involving organisational change
(see, for example, Trist & Bamforth 1951, Emery &
Thorsrud 1976). The degree of user involvement
is likely to vary between different countries and
traditions. These variations may also influence
other stakeholder roles in projects.
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